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Town Warrant
To the inhabitants of the Town of Litchfield in the County of Hillsborough in said State, qualified to vote
in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified that the first session of the annual meeting of the Town of Litchfield will be held
at Campbell High School, I Highlander Court, in said Litchfield on Saturday, January 31, 2004, at 7:00
o'clock in the evening for explanation, discussion and debate of each warrant article. Warrant Articles
may be amended at this session per RSA 40:1 3, IV, except for Warrant Article II, the wording of which
is prescribed by law and cannot be amended per RSA 40: 1 3(IV) (a).
You are hereby notified that the second session of the annual meeting of the Town of Litchfield will be
held at Campbell High School, I Highlander Court, in said Litchfield on Tuesday, March 9, 2004, at 7:00
o'clock in the fore noon for the choice ofTown Officers elected by official ballot to vote on questions
required by law to be inserted on the official ballot and to vote on all Warrant Articles from the first
session on official ballot per RSA 40: 1 3.VII. The polls for the election ofTown Officers and other action
required to be inserted on said ballot will open on said date at 7:00 o'clock in the fore noon and will
not close earlier than 7:00 o'clock in the evening.
Article I. To elect by ballot the followingTown Officers:
Two Selectmen - three-year terms; one Selectman - two-year term; one Road Agent -
one-year term; one Fire Chief - one-year term; one Trustee ofTown Trust Funds - three-
year term; one Checklist Supervisor - six-year term; two Library Trustees - three-year
terms; one Moderator - two-year term; and two Budget Committee members - three-
year terms.
Article 2. Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance Amendment No. I as
proposed by the Planning Board for'theTown of Litchfield Zoning Ordinance as follows:
•Amend Section 1 025.0 1 L, Purpose and Intent, of HOUSING FOR OLDER
PERSONS -To clarify purpose and intent by specifically referencing; clustering and pro-
viding a mix of attached and detached dwellings; provide common greenways with abut-
ting parcels; and expand on the reasons for regulating this type of development.
This amendment has Planning Board approval
YesD NoO
Article 3. Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance Amendment No. 2 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Litchfield Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
•Amend Section 1026.00, Definitions, of HOUSING FOR OLDER PERSONS -To alphabetically
organize rename,amend & add new definitions/requirements to this section. The proposed
amendments are as follows:
•ADD 1026.02, Building Area, to allow reasonable dwelling densities on contiguous dry
land as determined by area definition grid, density calculation and harmony clause;
•ADD 1 026.03,Area Definition Grid, to identify contiguous dry land by overlaying a grid of
half-acre grid squares, used to roughly determine potential building and open space areas
and appropriate ratios of each;
•ADD 1026.04, Density Calculation, to establish the requirement for Design-Review of
plans and set the maximum allowed density of 15 dwelling units per 10 acres or 1.5
units/acre, if the intent of the harmony clause is met. The current density is 2 units/acre;
•ADD 1026.07, Harmony Clause, to reiterate the basic statutory purpose of zoning and
require development to take into consideration a parcels limitations and unique charac-
teristics when determining overall site density;
•ADD 1026.09, Irregular Shaped Subdivision Lot for HOP Developments, to utiliz <» an estab-
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lished standardized mathematical method (R Factor) for preventing excessively irregular
shaped subdivision parcels. Parcel data is entered into a formula which yields a factor
that has to be equal to or above (0.40), where (1.0) is a perfect square;
•AMEND 1026.05, Dwelling Unit (Housing for Older Persons exclusively), to increase the
maximum gross living area size from 1 ,500 S.F. to 1 ,750 S.F. and allow finished basements
that are to be walkout style where possible;
•AMEND 1 026.06, Floodplain Restrictions, to require primary access roads to be one foot
above the 100 year flood hazard zone depicted on Flood Insurance Rate Maps for
Litchfield;
•AMEND 1026.08 Housing for Older Persons (HOP), to add additional references to Federal
authority to restrict age of occupants to 55 years or older;
•AMEND 1026.10, Older Persons Housing Overlay District, to allow development in the
Residential, Transitional and Highway Commercial (NH 102) Districts only. The
Southwestern and Northern Commercial Districts will no longer include Older Persons
Housing as a permitted use. Article 6, below relates to this change;
•AMEND 1026.1 1, Open Space, to require a minimum of 40% of the required open space
area to be dry upland and location of open space is to be contiguous and of sufficient
area, based on the building area, density calculation, area definition grid and harmony
clause; and
•AMEND 1026.14, Site Perimeter Buffer, to require a 50 feet buffer from abutting land in
the same district. A buffer of 75 feet is required when a development is abutting com-
mercial and industrial districts, and a buffer of 1 20 feet is required along NH 3A, allow-
ing for pre-existing structures within the proposed development perimeter buffer. These
buffers are intended to properly buffer developments and preserve the scenic view along
Charles Bancroft Highway where Older Persons Housing is approved.
This amendment has Planning Board approval.
Yesd Nod
Artilce 4. Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance Amendment No. 3 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town of Litchfield Zoning Ordinance as follows:
•Amend Section 1027.00, Site Plan Approval, of HOUSING FOR OLDER PERSONS -To
organize, amend & add and move portions to definitions & Site Plan Regulations, as fol-
lows:
•AMEND 1027.00 b., Compliance, to require Older Persons developments to certify
annually, their full compliance with the age requirement. The method for certifying shall
be included in the association documents after approval by Town Counsel. A notarized
copy of the annual certification shall be submitted to the Town;
•AMEND 1027.00 c, Roads, at the request of emergency services, to increase the width
of two-way roads from 20 feet to 24 feet. One-way road width increases from 18 feet
to 20 feet. Clarification of required legal language and requiring adequate parking were
added;
•AMEND 1027.00 d., Safety Issues, to add a requirement for Energy Fuel Emergency Cutoff
Valve for transmission lines for home fuels, such as propane, that are in centrally located
distribution ("tank farms") areas. This is a safety recommendation from emergency
services; and
MOVE the following sections from this ordinance to Site Plan Regulation: Former sections
/ 02 7.00 ]., Parking; 1 02 7.00 k., Subsurface Disposal; 1 02 7.00 m., Pedestrian Traffic; 1 02 7.00 n.,
Landscape Design; and 1027.00 o., Building Design.
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This amendment has Planning Board approval.
YesO NoO
Article 5. Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance Amendment No. 4 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town of Litchfield Zoning Ordinance as follows:
•Amend Section 1028.00 Other Requirements, of HOUSING FOR OLDER PERSONS - To
rename, Maximum Number ofNew HOP Units in a Calendar Year, 2nd add and amend to this
section as follows:
•AMEND 1028.00, Maximum Number of New HOP Units in a Calendar Year, to reduce the
number from 5 % to 4 % of the previous year's total dwelling units. To define method-
ology for accepting and rejecting applications based on the number of units still available
in the current calendar year.
•ADD 1 028.0 1 , Total Dwelling Units Value, to set a standard by which the percent of total
dwelling units from the previous year is based on.
This amendment has Planning Board approval.
YesO Nod
Article 6. Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance Amendment No. 5 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town of Litchfield Zoning Ordinance as follows:
•AMEND Sections 701.00 u., Permitted Uses, of the Southwestern Commercial District (Route
3-A), and AMEND Section 801.00 q., Permitted Uses, of the Northern Commercial District -
To remove Independent Living / Open Space Housing Developments for Older Persons
as a permitted uses in both districts. THIS ARTICLE IS CONTINGENT ON PASSAGE OF
ARTICLE 3, Amendment No 2, (Section 1026.10).
This amendment has Planning Board approval.
YesO NoO
Article 7. Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance Amendment No. 6 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town of Litchfield Zoning Ordinance as follows:
•AMEND Sections 1309.00 and 1410.00, Review and Establishment of Fees, for Public Capital
Facilities Impact Fee Schedules and the Public School Capital Facilities Impact Fee Schedule,
respectively -To require: Individual lots shall be subject to the impact fees in effect at the
time of plan approval and recording at the registry of deeds; instead of the current lan-
guage: in effect at the time the building permit for the lot is issued. This change is on
the advice ofTown Counsel.
This amendment has Planning Board approval.
YesO NoO
Article 8. Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance Amendment No. 7 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town of Litchfield Zoning Ordinance as follows:
•AMEND Section 404.00 WASTE DISPOSAL, -To add a reference to the Town of Litchfield
Ordinance, separate from zoning, adopted on March 1 7, 1 989 and amended on March 1 2,
1 993 regarding the Control and Containment of Hazardous Materials. This is a house-
keeping amendment for an ordinance already in effect.
This amendment has Planning Board approval
YesO NoO
Article 9. Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance Amendment No. 8 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town of Litchfield Zoning Ordinance as follows:
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•ADD Section 406.00 Conditional Use Permits (CUP) - To Grant authority to the Planning
Board for review and issuance of Conditional Use Permits where specifically required in
the ordinance and the creation of a CUP application form (Form is separate from the
ordinance). The Aquifer Protection ordinance, recently approved, has provisions requir-
ing this authority.
This amendment has Planning Board approval.
YesD NoO
Article 10. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,200,000.00 for the
construction and fit-up of a fire station to be located at the intersection ofWood Hawk
Way and Albuquerque Avenue on town owned property and to appropriate the amount
of $0.00 representing the 2004 payment of principal and interest and to authorize the
issuance of $ 1 ,200,000.00 of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the
Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33), and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue
and negotiate such bonds or notes, the term of which shall not exceed 5 years, and to
determine the rate of interest thereon, the form and other details of said bonds or notes.
(Three-fifths ballot vote required). The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend
this appropriation.
Article 1 1 . Shall the Town raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including appropriations
by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set
forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first session,
for the purposes set forth therein, totaling $ 3, 1 79,374.00? Should this article be defeat-
ed, the operating budget shall be $ 3,03 1 ,665.00 which is the same as last year, with cer-
tain adjustments required by previous action of the Town or by law or the governing body
may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40: 1 3,X and XVI, to take up the
issue of a revised operating budget only. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recom-
mend this appropriation.
NOTE: This warrant article (operating budget) does not include appropriation in any
other warrant article.
Article 12. To see if the town will vote to hire a full-time police officer effective July 6, 2004 at an
annual salary and related costs of $47,503.00 and to further vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of $23,025.00 for wages and benefits for the period of July 6, 2004 to
December 3 1 2004. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropria-
tion.
Article 13. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 for the pur-
chase of four (4) automated external defibrillators by the Police Department to be placed
into each of three cruisers and one maintained at the Police Station. The Selectmen and
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
Article 14. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 28,000.00 for Phase I
of a two-year town-wide revaluation plan. The entire cost of the revaluation assessment
over the two-year phasing will be $ 1 92,500.00 covering the cost of $ 1 77,500.00 for the
assessment and a cost of $ 1 5,000.00 for the contracting of a project manager to super-
vise this project. This is a special warrant article per RSA 32:3 (VI), reflecting an appro-
priation that will not lapse until the completion of the town-wide revaluation or
December 3 1 , 2006 whichever shall occur first. The Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation.
Article 15. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $208,625.00 to engineer
and construct a road drainage system on Corning Road and to authorize the use of
$200,000.00 from the State Highway Block Grant Aid Fund and the balance of $8,625.00
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to be raised by taxation. This will be a non-lapsing account per RSA 32:3 (VI) and will
not lapse until the work is completed or December 3 1 , 2006 whichever shall occur first.
The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
Article 16. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $630,000.00 to construct
a bicycle path along Albuquerque Avenue from Pinecrest Road to Griffin Lane and a con-
nector from Albuquerque Avenue to the town hall. This warrant article shall be contin-
gent upon the approval by the State of New Hampshire of a grant request under the
Transportation Enhancement Grant program that will pay 80% of the construction cost,
or $504,000.00, and to acknowledge the use of $5 1 ,000.00 of road impact fees with the
balance of $75,000.00 to be paid by taxation. This will be a non-lapsing account per RSA
32:3 (VI) and will not lapse until the work is completed or December 31, 2008 whichev-
er shall occur first.The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
Article 1 7. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $30,000.00 for the engi-
neering and construction of a drainage pumping system to be installed at the town library.
This is a special warrant article per RSA 32:3 (VI), reflecting an appropriation that will not
lapse until the completion of the installation or December 31,2006 whichever shall occur
first. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
Article 18. Shall we modify the elderly exemptions from property tax in the Town of Litchfield, based
on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers, to the following: for a person 65 years of age
up to 70 years of age, $45,000.00; for a person 7 1 years of age up to 75 years of age,
$60,000.00; for person 76 years of age up to 80 years of age, $80,000.00; for a person 8
1
years of age and above, $125,000.00. To qualify, no one under the age of 60 shall, reside
in the resident, the person must have been a resident of New Hampshire for at least 5
years, the person must have been a resident of the Town of Litchfield for I year, own the
real estate individually or jointly, or if the real estate is owned by such a person's spouse,
they must have been married for at least 2 years. In addition, the taxpayer(s) must not
have a net income of more than $45,000.00 if married and a net income of $30,000.00 if
single; and own assets not in excess of $300,000.00 excluding the value of the person's
residence and one automobile (the automobile of greatest value if more than one is
owned). By Petition.
Given under our hands and seal, this 19th day of January, in the year of our Lord two thousand and four.
Litchfield Board of Selectmen





A true copy ofWarrant—Attest:
Litchfield Board of Selectmen









lime, Place: Meeting called to order at 7:01 p.m. in the auditorium of Campbell High School
Present: John Regan, Moderator, presiding; Frank Byron, Chairman of the Board of Selectmen
and Selectmen's representative to the Budget Committee; Selectmen M. Patricia Jewett,
Raymond Peeples, John Pinciaro, and Cecil Williams; Budget Committee members Ralph
Boehm, Cindy Couture (School Board representative), Brent Lemire, and William Spencer;
B.C. member John Caynon arrived later, due to a conflicting obligation. Also attending were
Town Counsel Jay Hodes; NH Department of Revenue Administration (DRA) Assessment
Supervisor David Hynes and AssessorTom Welch; Administrative Assistant Cecile Durocher;
and approximately 1 00 voters and guests. Ballot Clerks on duty were Kathleen Algeo, Joan
McKibben, Bertha Mieckowski, and Corlyn Yusuf.
Moderator Regan led the assembly in the Pledge of Allegiance to the American Flag and read
the rules of order under which the meeting would proceed. He announced there would be
an "open mike" period partway through the session to allow voters to bring up issues of inter-
est unrelated to official business of the meeting. Mr. Regan had instituted this practice at the
2003 deliberative session.
First order of business was a vote to determine whether voters wished to allow non-voters
to speak. On a voice vote, this privilege was granted.
The Moderator read the list of offices that would be filled by election under Article I.
Articles 2 through 9 being proposed Zoning Board Ordinances and/or amendments, Planning
Board Co-Chairmen John Blackadar and Peggy Drew were introduced to address questions.
Planning Board questions were open for discussion, but could not be amended from the floor.
(Amendments had to be offered at previoulsy-held Planning Board hearings.)
Article 2. Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance Amendment No. I as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Litchfield Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Section 1025.01 /., Purpose and Intent, of HOUSING FOR OLDER PERSONS -To
clarify purpose and intent by specifically referencing clustering and providing a mix of attached
and detached dwellings; provide common greenways with abutting parcels; and expand on the
reasons for regulating this type of development.
This amendment has Planning Board approval.
Article 3. Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance Amendment No. 2 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Litchfield Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Section 1 026.00, Definitions, ofHOUSING FOR OLDER PERSONS -To alphabetically
organize, rename, amend & add new definitions/requirements to this section. The proposed
amendments are as follows:
ADD 1026.02, Building Area, to allow reasonable dwelling densities on contiguous dry land as
determined by area definition grid, density calculation and harmony clause;
ADD 1 026.03,Area Definition Grid, to identify contiguous dry land by overlaying a grid of half-
acre grid squares, used to roughly determine potential building and open space areas and
appropriate ratios of each;
ADD 1 026.04, Density Calculation, to establish the requirement for Design-Review of plans and
set the maximum allowed density of 15 dwelling units per 10 acres or 1.5 units/acre, if the
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intent of the harmony clause is met.The current density is 2 units/acre;
ADD 1026.07, Harmony Clause, to reiterate the basic statutory purpose of zoning and require
development to take into consideration a parcel's limitations and unique characteristics when
determining overall site density;
ADD 1026.09, Irregular Shaped Subdivision Lot for HOP Developments, to utilize an established
standardized mathematical method (R Factor) for preventing excessively irregular shaped
subdivision parcels. Parcel data is entered into a formula which yields a factor that has to be
equal to or above (0.40), where (1 .0) is a perfect square;
AMEND 1026.05, Dwelling Unit (Housing for Older Persons exclusively), to increase the maximum
gross living area size from 1,500 S.F. to 1,750 S.F. and allow finished basements that are to be
walkout style where possible;
AMEND 1026.06, Floodplain Restrictions, to require primary access roads to be one foot above
the 1 00 year flood hazard zone depicted on Flood Insurance Rate Maps for Litchfield;
AMEND 1026.08 Housing for Older Persons (HOP), to add additional references to Federal
authority to restrict age of occupants to 55 years or older;
AMEND 1026.10, Older Persons Housing Overlay District, to allow development in the
Residential.Transitional and Highway Commercial (NH 102) Districts only. The Southwestern
and Northern Commercial Districts will no longer include Older Persons Housing as a per-
mitted use. Article 6, below relates to this change;
AMEND 1026.1 1, Open Space, to require a minimum of 40% of the required open space area
to be dry upland and location of open space is to be contiguous and of sufficient area, based
on the building area, density calculation, area definition grid and harmony clause; and
AMEND 1026.14, Site Perimeter Buffer, to require a 50 foot buffer from abutting land in the
same district.A buffer of 75 feet is required when a development is abutting commercial and
industrial districts, and a buffer of 120 feet is required along NH 3A, allowing for pre-existing
structures within the proposed development perimeter buffer.These buffers are intended to
properly buffer developments and preserve the scenic view along Charles Bancroft Highway
where Older Persons Housing is approved.
This amendment has Planning Board approval.
Article 4.Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance Amendment No. 3 as pro-
posed by the Planning Board for the Town of Litchfield Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Section 1027.00, Site Plan Approval, of HOUSING FOR OLDER PERSONS - To
organize, amend & add and move portions to definitions & Site Plan Regulations, as follows:
AMEND 1027.00 b., Compliance, to require Older Persons developments to certify annually,
their full compliance with the age requirementThe method for certifying shall be included in
the association documents after approval by Town Counsel.A notarized copy of the annual
certification shall be submitted to the Town;
AMEND 1027.00 c, Roads, at the request of emergency services, to increase the width of
two-way roads from 20 feet to 24 feet. One-way road width increases from 1 8 feet to 20 feet.
Clarification of required legal language and requiring adequate parking were added;
AMEND 1027.00 d., Safety Issues, to add a requirement for Energy Fuel Emergency Cutoff
Valve for transmission lines for home fuels, such as propane, that are in centrally located
distribution ("tank farms") areas. This is a safety recommendation from emergency services;
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1027.00]., Parking; 1027.00 k., Subsurface Disposal; 1027.00 m., Pedestrian Traffic; 1027.00 a,
Landscape Design; and 1027.00 o., Building Design.
This amendment has Planning Board approval.
Article 5.Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance Amendment No. 4 as pro-
posed by the Planning Board for the Town of Litchfield Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Section 1028.00 Other Requirements, of HOUSING FOR OLDER PERSONS -To
rename, Maximum Number ofNew HOP Units in a CalendarYear, and add and amend to this sec-
tion as follows:
AMEND 1028.00, Maximum Number ofNew HOP Units in a CalendarYear, to reduce the num-
ber from 5 % to 4 % of the previous year's total dwelling units. To define methodology for
accepting and rejecting applications based on the number of units still available in the current
calendar year.
ADD 1028.01, Total Dwelling Units Value, to set a standard by which the percent of total
dwelling units from the previous year is based on.
This amendment has Planning Board approval.
Article 6.Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance Amendment No. 5 as pro-
posed by the Planning Board for the Town of Litchfield Zoning Ordinance as follows:
AMEND Sections 701.00 u., Permitted Uses, of the Southwestern Commercial District (Route 3-A),
and AMEND Section 801.00 q., Permitted Uses, of the Northern Commercial District -To remove
Independent Living / Open Space Housing Developments for Older Persons as a permitted
use in both districts. THIS ARTICLE IS CONTINGENT ON PASSAGE OF ARTICLE 3,
Amendment No 2, (Section 1026.10).
This amendment has Planning Board approval.
Article 7. Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance Amendment No. 6 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Litchfield Zoning Ordinance as follows:
AMEND Sections 1309.00 and 1410.00, Review and Establishment of Fees, for Public
Capital Facilities Impact Fee Schedules and the Public School Capital Facilities Impact Fee Schedule,
respectively -To require: Individual lots shall be subject to the impact fees in effect at the time
of plan approval and recording at the registry of deeds; instead of the current language: in
effect at the time the building permit for the lot is issued.This change is on the advice ofTown
Counsel.
This amendment has Planning Board approval.
Article 8. Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance Amendment No. 7 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Litchfield Zoning Ordinance as follows:
AMEND Section 404.00 WASTE DISPOSAL, - To add a reference to the Town of Litchfield
Ordinance, separate from zoning, adopted on March 1 7, 1 989 and amended on March 1 2,
1 993 regarding the Control and Containment of Hazardous Materials.This is a housekeeping
amendment for an ordinance already in effect.
This amendment has Planning Board approval.
Article 9. Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance Amendment No. 8 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Litchfield Zoning Ordinance as follows:
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ADD Section 406.00 Conditional Use Permits (CUP) - To Grant authority to the Planning Board
for review and issuance of Conditional Use Permits where specifically required in the ordi-
nance and the creation of a CUP application form (Form is separate from the ordinance).The
Aquifer Protection ordinance, recently approved, has provisions requiring this authority.
This amendment has Planning Board approval.
Following presentation of the above articles, Frank Byron MOVED to consider Article 14 out
of order so that the NH DRA representatives could leave. The motion was seconded from
the floor and carried by voice vote. However, in order to make the record easier to research,
the articles will be listed in numerical order.
Article 1 0. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 ,200,000.00 for
the construction and fit-up of a fire station to be located at the intersection ofWood Hawk
Way and Albuquerque Avenue on town owned property and to appropriate the amount
of $0.00 representing the 2004 payment of principal and interest and to authorize the
issuance of $1,200,000.00 of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the
municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33), and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue
and negotiate such bonds or notes, the term of which shall not exceed 5 years, and to deter-
mine the rate of interest thereon, the form and other details of said bonds or notes.
(Three-fifths ballot vote required).
The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
Assistant Fire ChiefTom Schofield offered a PowerPoint presentation of Litchfield's growth
since the south-end fire station was first proposed in 1983. In 1983, for example, the town
had a population of 4,295 residents and three schools (one public), with a school population
of 676 including students and teachers.The Fire Department responded to 1 69 calls. In 2003,
the town had a population of 7800 and seven schools (three public) with a school population
of 2,439 including students and teachers. There are also 229 units of senior housing either
built or proposed, none of which existed in l983.The Fire Department responded to 513 calls
in 2003.A map illustrated that the existing fire station, which some people think is centrally
located, is actually on the extreme westerly border and not near any population center.
Chief Schofield said the Insurance Service Office has scheduled a rate review for the Town in
2004. This is a national clearinghouse used by insurance companies across the United States
to set their rates.The firm has agreed to postpone its review until after the March vote. If the
new fire station is approved, the Town will be rated with this new station factored into the
calculation.The results of the review will directly impact the insurance premiums paid by local
property owners.
Tom said the Department would continue needing upgrades through the years for its trucks
and other equipment, but additional trucks were unlikely to be needed within the foreseeable
future. "The Town's boundaries won't expand," he said. He did say another station would be
needed in the north end, and the Town would eventually need to have its own ambulance(s).
The ambulance(s) might be owned by the Town or by a private service, but provision would
have to be made to house it/them.The proposed fire station has a bay suitable for this purpose.
There was brief discussion, primarily concerning the location of the proposed building, but no
amendments were offered. The Article will appear on the ballot as originally proposed.
Article 1 1. Shall the Town raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including appro-
priations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts
set forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first session,
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for the purposes set forth therern, totaling $ 3, 1 79,374.00? Should this article be defeated,
the operating budget shall be $ 3,03 1 ,665.00 which is the same as last year, with certain
adjustments required by previous action of the Town or by law or the governing body may
hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40: 1 3,X and XVI, to take up the issue of a
revised operating budget only. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
NOTE: This warrant article (operating budget) does not include appropriations requested in
any other warrant article.
Budget Committee Vice Chairman Ralph Boehm spoke to the Article. He said two thirds of
the budget is comprised of police, highway, fire, and solid waste services, and personnel admin-
istration.
Michelle Parzych, Chairman of the Board of Library Trustees, MOVED to amend Article I I
from $3, 1 79,374.00 to $3,181 ,874.00 in order to provide funding to alleviate surface water
problems at the Aaron Cutler Memorial Library. VickiVarick seconded.
Ms. Pasrzych spoke to the amendment, explaining that the library's children's reading room
has been closed since the last time it was flooded. The money being requested is to install
gutters, raise a door, regrade the terrain around the building, and other work.
In response to a question from the floor, Michelle explained that this money would be used
to repair a surface water problem; Article #17 was intended to repair ground water issues.
Following brief discussion, the amendment was approved by voice vote.
There was little other discussion of the budget and no other amendments were offered. It
will appear on the ballot at $3,181,874.00.
At this point, Moderator Regan opened the floor to anyone wishing to address the assembly.
Thomas Levesque rose to offer thanks to retiring Selectman Frank Byron for his years of ded-
icated service to the Town. Selectman John Pinciaro spoke next, saying that Frank had served
on a lot of committees through the years. He presented Frank with an engraved clock as a
token of the Town's appreciation, and voters offered him around of applause.
Frank thanked the assembly, and said it had been a pleasure to serve in the various capacities.
No one else wished to take advantage of the open mike period, and the Moderator returned
to the business of the meeting.
Article 12. To see if the town will vote to hire a full-time police officer effective July 6, 2004
at an annual salary and related costs of $47,503.00 and to further vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $23,025.00 for wages and benefits for the period of July 6, 2004 to
December 3 1 , 2004. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
Police Chief Thomas Iverson urged voters to support this proposal. He said there are some
shifts with only one officer on duty. He said some calls (such as domestic disputes) are dan-
gerous for a lone policeman to respond to; furthermore, if the one officer on duty is tied up
on a call or with processing an arrest, it leaves no one to patrol the town or to respond to
other calls. Calling in off-duty personnel creates a lag in response time.
Chief Iverson offered some statistics for 2003:
The department made 21 I adult arrests, 51 juvenile arrests, responded to 68 domestic vio-
lence calls, conducted 369 vacant house checks, and made 2,477 motor vehicle stops, in addi-
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tion to dealing with other business such as burglaries, runaways, and protective custodies.
No amendments were offered, and the Article will appear on the ballot as originally presented.
Article 1 3. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 for
the purchase of four (4) automated external defibrillators by the Police Department to be
placed into each of three cruisers and one maintained at the Police Station. The Selectmen and
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
Chief Iverson explained this was a request to upgrade the Department's equipment. Police
are often first on the scene of an accident, he said, especially during hours when full-time fire-
fighters are not on duty. He said all police personnel are trained in use of defibrillators.
There were no amendments proposed. The Article will appear on the ballot as printed on
the warrant.
Article 14. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $128,000.00 for
Phase I of a two-year town-wide revaluation plan. The entire cost of the revaluation assess-
ment over the two-year phasing will be $ 1 92,500.00 covering the cost of $1 77,500.00 for the
assessment and a cost of $ 1 5,000.00 for the contracting of a project manager to supervise
this project. This is a special warrant article per RSA 32:3 (VI), reflecting an appropriation that
will not lapse until the completion of the town-wide revaluation or December 31, 2006
whichever shall occur first The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
(This was the article discussed out of order.)
Selectman Byron noted that reassessment has been proposed in each of the last three or four
years. The last reassessment was done in 1988, and he said it no longer reflects true market
value. Just that day, he said, Selectmen had received the new equalized ratio from the NH
DRA; the Town is at 65% of market value. He said Selectmen had sent out Requests for
Proposals (RFPs) for Town-wide reassessment, and then met with the assessing firm that best
fit the Town's criteria. He said he'd been advised there would be a 25% premium assessed if
the work were to be done at the direction of the State.
DRA Assessment Supervisor David Hynes noted that Litchfield is due to have its assessment
records reviewed by the State in 2005. He said that, after 16 years, "the assessment records
in the town have fallen apart." He said not all buildings have appreciated equally through the
years, and some have been worked on without permits, further skewing the accuracy of the
records.
No amendments were offered. The Article will appear on the ballot as originally proposed.
Article 1 5. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $208,625.00 to
engineer and construct a road drainage system on Corning Road and to authorize the use of
$200,000.00 from the State Highway Block Grant Aid Fund and the balance of $8,625.00 to
be raised by taxation. This will be a non-lapsing account per RSA 32:3 (VI) and will not lapse
until the work is completed or December 3 1 , 2006 whichever shall occur first The Selectmen
and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
Selectman Cecil Williams explained this as an attempt to "piggyback" some needed drainage
work onto a sewer line being run down the road by the Town of Derry. He said severe
drainage problems along Corning Road have caused a lot of damage to residents' properties.
Doing the work while the road was already torn up would save money.
No amendments were proposed. The A rticle will appear on the ballot as it had on the warrant.
Article 1 6. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $630,000.00 to
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construct a bicycle path along Albuquerque Avenue from Pinecrest Road to Griffin Lane and
a connector from Albuquerque Avenue to the town hall. This warrant article shall be contin-
gent upon the approval by the State of New Hampshire of a grant request under the
Transportation Enhancement Grant program that will pay 80% of the construction cost, or
$504,000.00, and to acknowledge the use of $5 1 ,000.00 of road impact fees with the balance
of $75,000.00 to be paid by taxation. This will be a non-lapsing account per RSA 32:3 (VI)
and will not lapse until the work is completed or December 3
1 , 2008 whichever shall occur
first. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
Selectman Williams said Albuquerque had been designed with the intent of having a bicycle
path run alongside it. The path has been completed for about four miles, running north from
Cranberry Lane. He said it was one of the few local amenities that could be used by every-
one.
No amendments were offered, and the Article will appear on the ballot as originally presented.
Article 1 7. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $30,000.00 for
the engineering and construction of a drainage pumping system to be installed at the town
library. This is a special warrant article per RSA 32:3 (VI), reflecting an appropriation that will
not lapse until the completion of the installation or December 3 1 , 2006 whichever shall occur
first The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
Selectman Ray Peeples explained this was an attempt to resolve ongoing ground water
drainage problems.
Library Trustee Chairman Michelle Parzych MOVED to amend the Article to read:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $50,956.00 for the con-
struction of a new egress underdrain and a new gravity drainage system to correct the over-
all drainage pattern of the Aaron Cutler Memorial Library. This is a non-lapsing account per
RSA 32.3(VI) and will not lapse until the project is completed or December 31, 2008,
whichever comes first. Library Trustee Amy Goldstein seconded.
Ms. Parzych explained the original $30,000.00 proposal had been an estimate; the pumping
system had been under study. Now, trustees had obtained firmer cost figures.A completed
design plan had also indicated two possible solutions:
Option One would be use of a duplex pump station.
Option Two would be a new gravity drainage system.
Michelle noted that the children's room floor sits below the seasonal water level. Trustees
decided upon option two (gravity drainage) because, among other things, it wouldn't require
electricity or maintenance. She said the existing catch basin isn't a true catch basin, but an
eighteen inch vertically installed pipe.
On a voice vote, the amendment was approved.
Selectmen Byron MOVED to amend the Article to reflect wording suggested by Town
Counsel. The proposed wording is:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $50,956.00 for the
construction of a new egress underdrain and a new gravity drainage system to correct the
overall drainage pattern of the Aaron Cutler Memorial Library. This is a special warrant
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article per RSA 32:3(VI), reflecting an appropriation that will not lapse until the project is
completed or December 3 1, 2008, whichever comes first
The motion was adequately seconded from the floor It was approved by voice vote, and will
appear in that form on the ballot.
Article 18. Shall we modify the elderly exemptions from property tax in the Town of
Litchfield, based on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers, to the following: for a person 65
years of age up to 70 years of age, $45,000.00; for a person 71 years of age up to 75 years of
age, $60,000.00; for person 76 years of age up to 80 years of age, $80,000.00; for a person 8
1
years of age and above, $ 1 25,000.00. To qualify, no one under the age of 60 shall, reside in the
residence, the person must have been a resident of New Hampshire for at least 5 years, the
person must have been a resident of the Town of Litchfield for I year, own the real estate indi-
vidually or jointly, or if the real estate is owned by such a person's spouse, they must have
been married for at least 2 years. In addition, the taxpayer(s) must not have a net income of
more than $45,000.00 if married and a net income of $30,000.00 if single; and own assets not
in excess of $300,000.00 excluding the value of the person's residence and one automobile
(the automobile of greatest value if more than one is owned). By Petition.
Selectman Frank Byron said the Board of Selectmen had not, and would not, take a position
on the proposal. He did say, however, that both Town Counsel and the NH DRA had con-
cerns, primarily because qualified taxpayers were broken up into too may age groups. He
read the Town's existing elderly-exemption ordinance, which had been adopted at Town
Meeting in 1997. In response to a question from the floor, he said U.S. Government Census
figures showed Litchfield had an over-65 population of 4.2%; an over-75 population of 1 .5%,
and an over-80 population of .5%.
Petitioner Jack Scheiner presented a new version of the proposed warrant article, changing
the youngest qualified age category to 65 through 75, with an allowable deduction of $50,000;
the second age category to be 76 through 80, with an allowable deduction of $80,000.00; and
the highest age category to be 81 years and above, with an exemption of $ 1 25,000.00. William
Spencer seconded.
Town Counsel Jay Hodes said the change would satisfy the NH DRA's primary objection. He
added that State Statute requires spouses to have been married five years to qualify, whereas
the proposed modification specified two years.
There was considerable discussion of this Article. One question was how the Town's 65%
equalized ratio would impact the exemption; the Town's assessment, and not market value,
would be used. Mr. Scheiner said the modification would bring Litchfield's elderly exemption
more in line with those in neighboring communities. There was some concern that it hadn't
been studied sufficiently; no one was sure what the fiscal impact would be.
The Moderator called for a vote on the amendment, and it carried by voice vote. However,
there was some confusion about the actual wording. The Moderator suggested voiding out
the vote and being sure everything was right before doing it again. The assembly agreed.
Final wording is:
Shall we modify the elderly exemptions from property tax in the Town of Litchfield, based on
assessed value, for qualified taxpayers, to the following: for persons 65 years of age up to 75
years of age, $50,000.00; for persons 76 years of age up to 80 years of age, $80,000.00; for
persons 81 years of age and above, $ 1 25,000.00. To qualify, no one under the age of 60 shall
reside in the residence, the person must have been a resident of New Hampshire for 5 years,
the person must have been a resident of the Town of Litchfield for I year, own the real estate
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individually or jointly, or if the real estate is owned by such a person's spouse, they must have
been married for at least 5 years. In addition, the taxpayer(s) must not have a net income of
more than $45,000.00 if married and a net income of $30,000.00 if single; and own assets not
in excess of $300,000.00 excluding the value of the person's residence and one automobile
(the automobile of greatest value if more than one is owned). By Petition
Having read the final wording, Moderator Regan called for a vote. The amendment carried by
voice vote. The Article will appear on the ballot as written in the paragraph above.
There being no more business to come before the Assembly, the Moderator asked for a
motion to adjourn. Many were offered. The motion was amply seconded, and the meeting
was adjourned at 10:00 p.m.




Following adjournment of the meeting, I asked Selectmen and Budget Committee members





2002 Poplation Estimate-STATE PLANNING OFFICE
2003 Summary Inventory
Residential and Commercial Valuations:
7,655
Residential Land $ 1 30,704,387
Commercial Land 16,561,438
Current Land Use Values 368,017 $147,633,842
Residential Buildings $257,866,160
Manufactured Housing 4,316,100
Commercial Buildings 10,951,400 $273,133,660




Physically Handicapped Exemptions 73,800 $233,800
Net Taxable Valuation $420,533,702
Gross Property Taxes at Total Rate (24.75) $10,408,209
Less War Service Exemptions (28,700)
Net Property Taxes $10,379,509
Utility Valuations:




Utility Tax Commitment at Modified Rate (19.13) $199,750
Total Property Tax Commitments $10,579,259
Property tax Commitments (round ed) $10,579,295
Total Tax Exempt & Non-Taxable Pr operty $31,066,134
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State School Effort 5.62









Property assessed at $200,000 has a
resulting tax bill of $4,950.00 which









2002 Population Estimate-State Planning Office 7,655
2003 Summary Inventory
Residential and Commercial Valuations:
Residential Land $130,704,387.00
Commercial Land $16,561,438.00
Current Land Use Values $368,017.00 $147,633,842.00
Residential Buildings $257,866,160.00
Manufacturing Housing 4,316,100.00
Commercial Buildings $10,951,400.00 $273,133,660.00




Physically Handicapped Exemptions $73,800.00 $233,800.00
Net Taxable Valuation $420,533,702.00
Gross Property Taxes at Total Rate (24.75) $1 0,408,209.00
Less War Service Exemptions
. (28,700.00)
Net Property Taxes $1 0,379,509.00
Utility Valuations:
Public War Utility $2,031,900.00
Gas Utility $12,600.00
Electric Utility $397,200.00
Total Valuations $10,441 ,700.00
Utility Tax Commitment at Modified Rate (19.13) $199,750.00
Total Property Tax Commitments $10,579,259.00
Property tax Commitments (rounded) $1 0,579,295.00
Total Tax Exempt & Non-Taxable Property $31,066,134.00
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Town Clerk - Financial Report








Fines and Penalties $ 1 ,090.00
Dredge and Fill Permits 350.00
Election materials
















Returned Check Fees $520.94
UCCs
Regular Filings ......$1,530.00
IRS Direct-Depoist Filings .$60.00
Releases 3105.00
IRS Direct-deposit Release $ 1 5.00
Searches 3 1 1 .00
Vital Records
Marriage Licenses 3 1 » 1 25.00
Certified Copies 352 1 .00
Zoning/Subdivision Manuals $125.00
Included in Office Deposits $ 1 ,268,927.85
Direct-Deposited 375.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS $1,269,002.85






Cash Summary Statement 2003








Transfers from Recreation Commission
Transfers from DARE Fund
Transfers from Fire Dept Grant
Transfers from Impact Fees
Transfers from Conservation
Transfers from Police Detail
Transfers from Cablevision Fund
NFS Checks - Net
Other
Total Receipts



















Cash and Investment Balance, December 3 1 , 2003 3,853,493.64
Bank of NH Checking Account
Bank of NH Overnight Repurchase
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Treasures Report
Other Town Funds 2003 Statement of Activity
-
Account Beginning Deposits & Withdrawn Ending
Balance Interest Balance
Cablevision Grant 2,642.29 33.55 384.00 2,291.84
Civil Defense/Fire Pond Dredge/lnd. Dev 15,831.32 155.10 15,986.42
Crowell Estates - Offsite Improvements 16,861.69 209.98 6,157.50 10,914.17
Cummings Farm Offsite Recreational Fees 181.05 0.75 181.80
Fire Grant Fund 0.00 112,258.99 112,114.59 144.40
Parker Park Footbridge Fund 1 3,739.68 181.39 13,921.07
Recreation Commission Revolving Fund 7,637.03 31,682.31 33,983.05 5,336.29
Sawmill Brook Recreation Fund 22,741.70 300.22 23,041.92
DAR.E. Program 7,444.78 5,935.00 3,002.23 10,377.55
Police Special Detail Fund 358.54 46,899.59 46,766.43 491.70
Environmental Fund 887.61 8.60 896.21
Town Office Complex - Furniture 3,394.64 49.86 3,444.50
Conservation Fund 53,992.28 233,743.13 9,000.00 278,735.41
Conservation Education Fund 2,092.67 7.71 315.00 1,785.38
Road Impact Fees 104,734.51 8,546.53 113,281.04
School Impact Fees 11,910.28 20,125.60 32,035.88
Municipal Impact Fees 10,310.70 1,136.18 11,023.44 423.44
Library Impact Fees 431.58 548.43 980.01
Recreational Impact Fees 173.41 1,087.56 983.22 277.75
New - Road Impact Fees 46,374.25 58,331.71 17,476.88 87,229.08
New - Elementary School Impact Fees 158,071.01 62,263.01 67,406.93 152,927.09
New - High School Impact Fees 97,470.50 37,942.98 42,208.60 93,204.88
New - Fire Impact Fees 6,192.92 5,446.93 11,335.28 304.57
New - Police Impact Fees 3,894.84 3,559.99 1,371.34 6,083.49
New - Municipal Impact Fees 1,797.13 1,579.09 1,969.63 1,406.59
New - Library Impact Fees 5,856.99 5,101.36 2,039.41 8,918.94
New - Recreational Impact Fees 53,764.46 47,379.88 28,969.47 72,174.87







Escrow Funds 2003 Statement of Activity
Account Beginning Deposits & Withdrawn Ending
Balance Interest Balance
110 Page Road, LLC 0.00 4,961.92 1,306.64 3,655.28
43 Cutler, LLC 0.00 750.97 750.97
43 Cutler, LLC 0.00 3,834.34 1,175.00 2,659.34
AES Londonderry, LLC 1 ,892.68 1.09 1,893.77 0.00
AMP Properties, LLC 2,938.04 5,975.62 3,462.20 5,451.46
Carcon Company 866. 1
1
3.61 869.72
Charbonneau, Richard 1,302.71 5.43 1,308.14
Chonghun Yim 5,559.57 25.80 5,585.37
CNC Trust (Mockingbird Lane) 2,809.46 11.71 2,821.17
Continental Paving (Golf Course) 3,819.03 15.91 3,834.94
Continental Paving (Quarry) 5,097.91 21.24 5,119.15
Continental Paving (Quarry Project) 2,048.81 8.54 2,057.35
Continental Paving (Mini Storage) 3,817.98 15.91 3,833.89
Continental Paving (Subdivision) 768.05 3.20 771.25
Continental Paving 1 6,287.06 141.92 1 6,428.98
Cooper Financial 97.06 4,717.45 2,211.50 2,603.01
Cooper Financial 0.00 7,003.38 3,247.50 3,755.88
Cutler & Page, LLC 0.00 3,026.78 335.00 2,691.78
Etchstone Properties (Pinecrest) 3,764.88 713.03 697.43 3,780.48
Etchstone Properties (Cutler) 6,676.78 11,173.07 11,207.54 6,642.31
Empire Homes - 4,094.57 1,643.22 875.00 4,862.79
Empire Homes 0.00 5,607.29 1,888.63 3,718.66
Hawkview Associates (Larchmont Phase IV) 1,765.48 7.35 1,772.83
H.J. Stabile & Son (Forest Hills IV) 1,503.29 6.26 1,509.55
Homes By Paradise (Larchmont Amendment) 1,711.66 147.08 140.00 1,718.74
Homes By Paradise (Rookery Way) 940.15 5,185.38 3,361.48 2,764.05
Homes By Paradise (Moose Hollow Ext) 0.00 2,800.79 2,049.50 751.29
Jacqueline Johnston 0.00 3,751.54 1,911.25 1 ,840.29
Larchmount IV (Road Offsite) 16,736.56 69.73 16,806.29
Leary, Florence (Excavation Fund) 2,853.22 9.30 1,417.98 1 ,444.54
Leary, Florence (Restoration Bond) 13,353.13 62.00 13,415.13
M L - 96 Investments, Inc. 1,955.30 8.15 1,963.45
Nakomo Drive Drainage Offsite 3,298.19 13.74 3,311.93
Pennichuck East Utility 0.00 2,505.81 40.00 2,465.81
R.J. Moreau Companies (Miller) 2,793.44 11.64 2,805.08
R.J. Moreau Companies (Augusta) 3,458.06 1,726.58 2,390.38 2,794.26
R.J. Moreau Companies (Brookview) 1,095.30 1,607.60 1,186.14 1,516.76
Sawmill Brook Development Corp 6,547.25 27.19 71.00 6,503.44
St. Francis of Assisi (Site Plan) 2,488.46 10.37 2,498.83
VAB Properties (Pinecrest) 0.00 5,089.91 2,353.72 2,736.19
West,Alida (Old English Estates) 2,767.39 3,787.47 3,779.55 2,775.3
1
West, Kurt & Alida (Olde Estates) 0.00 750.36 750.36
Yun Chan Han 930.10 3.88 933.98
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Financial Report
January 1 , 2003 to December 3 1 , 2003
GENERAL FUND-REVENUES - Modified Accrual
Amount
Revenues from Taxes (including state education)
Property Taxes 10,570,595.00
State and local taxes assed for school districts 8,473,4 1 7.00
Timber Taxes 416.00
Payments in lieu of taxes 147,279.00
Interests and penalties on delinquent taxes 53,147.00
Excavation Tax (@$.02 per cu.yd.) 3,320.00
Total $10,774,757.00
Revenue from licenses, Permits, and fees
Business licenses and pernits 57,538.00
Motor vehicle permit fees 1 ,2 1 9,007.00
Building permits 72,55 1 .00
Other licenses, permits, and fees 3 1 ,709.00
Total $1,380,805.00
Revenue from the federal government
See Detail 145,712.00
Total $145,712.00
Revenue from the State of New Hampshire
Shared revenue block grant 64,378.00
Meals and rooms distribution 226,229.00
Highway block grant 1 50,773.00
State and federal forest land reimbursement 456.00
Other state grants and reimbursements:
Darrah Pond Errosion Control grant $9,68 1 .00
Total $451,517.00
Revenue from charges for services
Income from departments 23,74 1 .00
Other Charges - recycling fees 1 5,845.00
Total $39,586.00
Revenue from miscellaneous sources
Sale of municipal property 26,250.00
Interest on investments 68,041.00
Rents of Property 640.00
Fines and forfeits 3,677.00
Insurance dividends and reimbursements 4,426.00
Other miscellaneous sources not otherwise classified 5,481 .00
Total $108,515.00
TOTAL REVENUES FROM ALL SOURCES $ 1 2,900,892.00







Election & Registration 68, 1 45.00
Financial Administration 2 1 2,226.00
Legal Expense 59,942.00




January 1 , 2003 to December 3 1 , 2003








































































Interfund Operating Transfers Out
Transfers to special revenue funds 1 1 8, 1 70.00
Total $118,170.00
Payments to other governments
Taxes assessed for county 784, 1 52.00
2003 Annual Town Report a
Financial Report
January 1 , 2003 to December 3 1 , 2003
Local education taxes assessed





TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 1 2,959,0 1 9.00 $ 1 39,788.00 $287, 1 78.00
TOTAL FUND EQUITY (End of year) $1,1 15,517.00
TOTAL $14,074,536.00











Taxes receivable (see worksheet)
Tax liens receivable (see worksheet)
Accounts receivable
Due from other governments
Due from other funds
Total Assets
LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY
Current Liabilities
Warrants and accounts payable




Reserve for encumbrances (see detail)















































TOTAL LIABILITIESAND FUND EQUITY
GENERAL FUND- BALANCE SHEET cont.
LONG TERM DEBT OF GROUPS Beginning of year
Debit Credit
Amount to be provided for the
retirement of long-term debt 242,835.00
Other long-term liabilities 242,835.00
Total $242,835.00 $242,835.00






ANNUAL REQUIREMENTSTO AMORTIZE ALL GENERAL OBLIGATION
The Town has no outstanding long-term bond obligations.
AMORTIZATION OF LONG-TERM DEBT
The Town has no outstanding general long-term bond obligations.
RECONSILIATIONS
Reconciliations of School District Liability
School District Liability at beginning of year
School District Assessment for current year
Total Liability within the current year
Payments made to School District
School District Liability at end of year
Reconciliation ofTax Anticipation Notes
Short-term (TANS) Debt at beginning of year
New Issues during current year
Issues Retired during currrent year
Short-term (TANS) Debt Outstanding at end of year
Allowance for Abatements Current
Worksheet Year
Overlay/Allowance for Abatements
(beginning of year) 97,277.00
Subtract:Abatements made
(from tax collector's report) (0)
Subtract: Refunds (cash abatements) (4,287.00)
Estimated Allowance for
Abatements at end of year (5,4 1 8.00)
Excess of Estimate 87,572.00
TAXES/LIENS RECEIVABLEWORKSHEET Taxes
Uncollected, end of year 28 1 ,720.00
"Overlay" carried forward
as Allowance for Abatements (5,4 1 8.00)
Receivable, end of year 276,302.00
SUMMARY OF REVNUES FORALL OTHER FUNDS
Revenue and Other Financing Sources Special Revenue
Revenue from Taxes 1 1 4,67 1 .00
Parks and Recreation 3 1 ,25 1 .00
Revenue from Miscellaneous Sources
Interest on Investments 1 ,624.00
SUMMARY OF REVNUES FOR ALL OTHER FUNDS cont.























Interfund Operating Transfers In
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Financial Report
January 1 , 2003 to December 3 1 , 2003
SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES FOR ALL OTHER FUNDS
Expenditures(By Functions) Special Revenue
General Government 384.00
Culture and Recreation 143,925.00
Capital outlay I 1 ,450.00
Total Expenditures $ 1 55,759.00
BALANCE SHEET FOR SUMMARY OF ALL OTHER FUNDS
ASSETS Special Revenue
Current Assets
Cash and equivalents 314,046.00
Investments 13,376.00
Due from other funds 44,066.00
Total Assets $371 ,488.00
LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY
Liabilities Special Revenue
Due to other funds 495.00
Deferred revenue 1 1 6,025.00
Total Liabilities $1 16,520.00
Fund Equity/Capital
Unreserved fund balance 254,968.00
Total Fund Equity $254,968.00
TOTAL LIBILITIES AND FUND EQUITY $371,488.00
SALARIESANDWAGES
Total wages paid 1 ,384,566.00
CASH AND INVESTMENTS HELD AT END OF FISCALYEAR





Other long-term liabilities consist of the following:
Capital Leases Payable
Amount
Reserve for Continuing Appropriations
Highway Block Grant $237,62 1 .00
Police Communications System I 1 ,460.00
Highway Road Management Plan 1 5,059.00
Albuquerque Avenue Construction 1 2,822.00
Fire Pond Dredging 970.00
Emergency Management 51 1 .00
Pincrest Road Reconstruction 2,496.00














Comparative Statement of Appropriations and Expenditures
Fiscal Year Ending December 3 1 , 2003
Unexpended
Account Appropriations Expended Balances Deficits
Executive 19,865.00 15,452.90 4,412.10
Administration 66,374.00 66,280.78 93.22
Town Meeting 8,760.00 7,876.58 883.42
Town Clerk's Office 67,612.00 67,289.94 322.06
Voter Registration 910.00 888.81 21.19
Accouhting and Auditing 144,345.00 142,531.27 1,813.73
Tax Collector's Office 63,808.00 63,898.23 90.23
Treasury 6,766.00 6,922.64 156.64
Budget Committee 795.00 215.28 579.72
Legal Expenses 82,900.00 59,941.67 22,958.33
Personnel Administration 144,800.00 147,469.62 2,669.62
Planning Board 44,670.00 55,856.76 11,186.76
Zoning Board of Adjustment 1,600.00 2,847.35 1,247.35
General Government Buildings 44,237.00 51,941.67 7,704.67
Cemeteries 1,000.00 820.25 179.75
Insurance 43,000.00 36,864.00 6,136.00
Contingency 35,500.00 2,100.00 33,400.00
Police Department 802,983.00 773,483.32 29,499.68
PD Communication-Warrant Article 78,000.00 78,000.00
Animal Control 14,836.00 15,122.48 286.48
Dog Kennel Fencing-Warrant Article 2,000.00 1,836.00 164.00
Ambulance 25,000.00 40,431.16 15,431.16
Fire Department 349,723.00 381,892.37 32,169.37
Pick-Up Truck Purchase-Warrant Article 36,941.00 36,773.26 167.74
Emergency Management 14,600.00 12,180.53 2,419.47
Code Enforcement 67,774.00 73,676.95 5,902.95
Highway Administration 21,074.00 15,350.58 5,723.42
Highways and Streets 373,835.00 415,248.43 41,413.43
Road Management Plan -Warrant Article 150,000.00 1 50,000.00
Albuquerque North
Construction-Warrant Article 300,000.00 300,000.00
Dump Truck Purchase-Warrant Article 36,600.00 36,475.00 125.00
Street Lighting 1 3,450.00 13,558.93 108.93
Sanitation Administration 61,564.00 53,047.95 8,516.05
Sanitation 270,744.00 272,086.98 1,342.98
Health Administration 2,523.00 2,094.24 428.76
Health Agencies 7,300.00 7,300.00
Vendor Payments - Welfare 20,000.00 16,004.35 3,995.65
Parks and Recreation 56,903.00 55,480.81 1,422.19
Library 108,262.00 108,193.35 68.65
Patriotic Purposes 504.00 706.17 202.17
Cable Advisory Committee 22,105.00 21,526.22 578.78
Conservation 2,686.00 3,049.80 363.80
Conservation Fund-Warrant Article 10,000.00 10,000.00°
InterestTax Anticipation Loans 1.00 1.00
Totals 3,626,350.00 3,622,716.63 123,909.91
120,276.54
120,276.54
Net Surplus ofAppropriation 3,633.37
















































Ballot Clerks Wages 530.64
Election Workers Wages 36.18
Moderator Wages 289.08
Optech Programming Support 1,200.00
Equipment Maintenance Contract 150.00
Printing 453.60







Deputy Town Clerk Wages
Clerk Wages














TOWN CLERK'S OFFICE cont.
Short-Term Disability Insurance 258.72
Telephone 730.34
Software Support Services 3,041.00
Microfilming and Binding 1,000.00
Equipment Maintenance Contract 945.82
Dues and Subscriptions 20.00
Office Supplies 937.10
Dog Tags and License Forms 245.54
Postage 2,445.52
Equipment Purchases 761.00
Mileage and Tolls 705.18













Sec/Bookkeeping Staff Overtime Wages 2,597.66
Health Insurance 11,592.66
Dental Insurance 911.82
Short-Term Disability Insurance 484.92
Tax Map Update 2,800.00
Telephone 724.94
Software Support Service 1,715.70
Payroll Service 6,053.85
Equipment Maintenance Contract 3,173.49
Printing 270.17
Dues and Subscriptions 691.10
Office Supplies 2,130.60
Postage & Envelopes 359.08












Tax Collector Salary 22,516.01
Deputy Tax Collector Wages 16,910.40 -
Clerk Wages 10,454.05
Deputy Tax Collector Overtime Wages 842.32
Clerk Overtime Wages 374.38
Health Insurance 4,246.40
Dental Insurance 455.88
Short-Term Disability Insurance 258.72
Property Title Research 914.00
Recording Fees 184.62
Telephone 730.35
Software Support Services 539.30
Equipment Maintenance Contract 850.93
Dues & Subscriptions 20.00
Office Supplies 604.00
Postage & Envelopes 2,638.56
Mileage and Tolls 776.31


















































Social Security (FICA) Taxes 52,355.25
Medicare Taxes 19,160.42
Employee Retirement Contributions 17,320.50
Firefighter Retirement Contributions 10,483.11
Police Retirement Contributions 28,958.50
Unemployment Taxes 171.84














Postage & Envelopes 566.24




Mileage and Tolls 19.67
Seminars & Conventions 149.00
EXPENDED 55,856.76
DEFICIT (11,186.76)
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
APPROPRIATION 1,600.00
Secretary-Clerk Wages 580.00
Public Notices and Ads 729.00
Secretarial Services 596.25
Dues & Subscriptions 64.00
Office Supplies 8.00
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Comparative Statement ofAppropriations
and Expenditures cont.
Town Hall/Darrah Pay Phones 1,894.97
Town Hall/PD Electricity 9,282.26
Propane Gas - TH/PS 6,162.41
Water Charges -TH/PS 1,168.97
TH/PS HVAC Maintenance Contract 582.00
Fire Alarm System Repairs 351.00
Water System Maintenance 648.20
Tile and Carpet Cleaning 975.00
TH/PS Alarm Maintenance Contract 625.00
Trash Container Services 1,189.30
Building Maintenance & Repairs 15,268.05
Equipment Repairs & Maintenance 1,479.34
Custodial Maintenance Supplies 1,627.58
Pest Control Spraying 250.00
Lawn Maintenance 2,223.00
Equipment Purchases 130.72
Mileage and Tolls 5.52












Boiler & Machinery 900.00
Auto 16,813.00
General Liability 9,218.35





OTHER GENERAL GOVERNMENT (CONTINGENCY)
APPROPRIATION

















Uniforms and Accessories 563.90
Public Notices and Ads 42.00
Telephone 10,387.03
Pre-Employment Physicals Testing 648.80
Equipment Maintenance Contract 507.60




Seminars & Conventions 1,640.00 221,832.67
CRIME CONTROL AND INVESTIGATION:
Photo Laboratory Services 97.39
Equipment Maintenance Contract 5,040.00
Film and Photo Supplies 193.52
Minor Tools and Supplies 1 ,787.63 7, 1 1 8.54
TRAFFIC CONTROL:
Master Patrolman Wages 120,662.27
Full Time Officers Wages 103,769.32
Traffic Control Grant Wages 193.28
Part Time Officers Wages 37,932.42
Master Patrolman Overtime Wages 15,196.41
FT Police Officers Overtime 18,441.55






Uniform & Accessories 4,416.03
Radar Certification 40.00
Vehicle Fuel 11,754.08
Vehicle Repairs and Maintenance 5,546.43
Tire Purchases 1,487.14
Radio Installations & Repair 817.25
Cruiser Purchases 49,443.00 412,927.23
TRAINING:
Ammunition Purchases 2,506.50 2,506.50











































Short-Term Disability Ins. 139.38
Life Insurance 16.20 13,067.29





Animal Control Officer Wages 9,074.71
Mileage Allowance 1,560.01
Uniform & Accessories 145.97











Building Repairs and Maintenance 273.30
Custodial Maintenance Supplies 139.72
Food and Accessories 85.06
Minor Tools and Supplies 18.30
Equipment Purchases 247.39
Seminars 350.00












Fire Chief Salary 1,640.00
Uniforms & Accessories 220.71
Telephone 5,964.12
Printing 290.57
Dues & Subscriptions 319.90
Office Supplies 355.68
Postage & Envelopes 9.80
Copier Lease 491.38
Seminars & Conventions 1,019.69 10,311.85
FIREFIGHTING:
Full Time FirefighterWages 84,465.94
Call FirefighterWages 55,646.35
Coverage for FT Firefighters 5,804.06
Full Time Firefighter Overtime 18,972.97
Health Insurance 10,317.84
Dental Insurance 1,357.20
Short-Term Disability Ins. 3,238.75
Uniforms and Accessories 627.60




Minor Tools and Supplies 166.72
Equipment Purchases 50,465.08
Fire Tanker/Truck Lease Purchase 62,538.06 296,954.63











Radio Installation & Repairs
REPAIR SERVICES:
Equipment Repairs & Maintenance
Scott Air Packs Maintenance Contract
Vehicle Repairs & Maintenance
Tire Purchases














Firefighter Mock DisasterWages 572.82
Police Adminastrative Planning Wages 1,327.80
Call Firefighter Mock DisasterWages 562.64
Police Mock Disaster Wages 1,787.44
Emergency Planning Expenses 2,9 1 0.98




























Code Enforcement Salary 57,699.20
Temporary Inspector Wages 7,840.00
Dental Insurance 559.92
Short-Term Disability Ins 286.20
Telephone 2,355.02
Printing 555.03
Dues, Licenses & Subscriptions 594.59
Offce Supplies 310.91
Film and Photo Supplies 26.99
Postage 92.64
Vehicle Fuel 1,211.53
Vehicle Repairs & Maintenance 878.28
Code Materials 230.00
Copier Charges 1 2.50
Safety Equipment Purchases 107.99
Equipment Purchases 3.90
Mileage & Tolls 17.25






Road Agent Salary 664.00
Public Notices and Ads 421.45
Telephone 731.83
Printing 75.35
Dues & Subscriptions 60.00
Office Supplies 103.00
Postage and Envelopes 4.45
Copier Charges 16.82
Mileage and Tolls 1,378.13 3,455.03
ENGINEERING:
Consulting Engineer Services 11,292.57




Uniforms and Accessories 517.72
Electricity 855.65




Road & Shoulder Maint./lmprovements 639.49
Road Maintenance/Improvement 14,150.00
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Equipment Repair and Maintenance
Vehicle Fuel
Roadside Mowing
Vehicle Repairs and Maintenance
Gravel Purchases
Asphalt and Cold Patch
Signs, Posts and Accessories




Catch Basin Clean Outs
Catch Basin Replacements
SNOW PLOWING/REMOVAL:
Building Repairs and Maintenance





Raod Management Plan-Warrant Article
Albuquerque North Construction-WA.



























































Dues - Northeast Resource Recovery 500.00
Operations License Fees 150.00
Mileage & Tolls 25.20 53,047.95
SOLIDWASTE DISPOSAL:
Bulldozing, Gravel & Fill 2,422.50
Demolition Material &Tire Disposal 128,303.28 130,725.78
INCINERATION:




Pest Control Services 265.00
Electricity - Incinerator 9,958.14
Equipment Rental 1,025.00
Building Repairs and Maintenance 1,029.64
Equipment Repairs & Maintenance 19,576.64
Gas and Oil 26.65
Diesel Fuel 823.80
Incinerator Fuel Oil 28,303.22
Ash Disposal Expenses 9,292.50
Signs Posts/Accessories 95.00
Minor Tools & Supplies 1,128.37 122,211.69
RECYCLING:
Propane Gas - Bldg. Heat 939.57
Equipment Maintenance 279.74
Recyclables-Disposal Fees 12,858.20 14,077.51
HAZARDOUS WASTE:













Copier Charges 1 .62









Big Brothers/Big Sisters 200.00
Visiting Nurses Association 5,500.00
St. Joseph's Community Serviecs 325.00
Rape & Assault Support Services 75.00
Nashua Area Health Center 75.00
Nashua Mediation Program 75.00






Heating Oil/Propane Gas 246.78







Public Notice and Ads 329.75
Telephone 612.20
Dues & Subscriptions 163.26
Office Supplies 360.44
Copier Charges 235.03
Movie Program Expenses 2,109.05
MAINTENANCE OF PARKS:
Groundskeeper Wages 4,174.89
Electricity - Sprinkler System 655.16
Equipment Rental 100.00
Chemical Toilet Rental 1,056.26
Gas and Oil 4.15
Mowing 6,777.00
Field Maintenance/Trash Removal 9,095.67
Minor Tools & Supplies 178.55




Electricity -Talent Hall 4,552.96







Security Monitoring System Contract 253.56
Trash Container Services 1,567.45
Building Repairs & Maintenance 3,484.91
Equipment Repairs & Maintenance 184.99
Skate Board Park Repairs & Maintenance 3,283.00
Ropes Course Repairs & Maintenance 950.00
Custodial Maintenance Supplies 615.88
Septic Tank Cleaning 269.00
Minor Tools and Supplies 148.86
Equipment Purchases 500.00





Library Director Wages 27,470.81
Children's Librarian Wages 16,362.22
Adult Services Librarian Wages 17,568.62
Library Assistant Wages 11,994.80







Equipment Maint. Contract 2,445.36




Building Maintenance and Repairs 2,308.82
Equipment Repairs and Maintenance 403.00
Custodial Maintenance Supplies 249.51
Septic Tank Cleaning 179.00
Sidewalk Snow Removal 180.00
Reference Media Purchases 1,569.06




Mileage and Tolls 683.86
Seminars 250.00
Story Time Expenses 136.01
EXPENDED 108,193.35
UNEXPENDED 68.65






Flags and Holders 449.94
Wreaths 185.00













Wildlife Sanctuary Lease 1.00
Dues and Subscriptions 250.00
Office Supplies 35.97




Mileage and Tolls 118.81
Seminars and Annual Meeting 340.00
Youth Fishing Derby 520.00
Conservation Land Acquisition Fund-WA. 10,000.00
EXPENDED 13,049.80
DEFICIT (363.80)
INTEREST ON TAX ANTICIPATION LOANS
APPROPRIATION 1.00
UNEXPENDED 1.00
HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT FUND
Fund Balance- 12/31/200302 505,151.94
2003 Revenues 150,772.88
Available Funds - 2003 655,924.82
Project Payments:
Albuquerques North Construction 300,000.00
Road Maintenance Program 150,000.00 450,000.00




2002 Outstanding Payroll 34,028.97
2002 Tax Collector's Office 4.74
2002 Litigation 5,078.53
2002 Planning Board 3,925.00
2002 General Government Building 75.42
2002 Police Department 28.10
2002 Ambulance 6,100.34
2002 Highways & Streets 17,051.14




2002-2003 School Appropriation 3,346,466.29
2003-2004 School Appropriation 8,473,417.00
Payments to School District 5,232,867.48
Balance Due District 3,240,549.52
COUNTYTAX
Hillsborough County Treasurer 784,152.00
PAYMENTSTO STATE
Marriage Licenses & Records Fees 1,256.00
Dog License Fees & Population Control 3,197.50
4,453.50
DISCOUNTS,ABATEMENTS & REFUNDS
Property Tax Abatements 659.97
Property Tax Duplicate Payment Refunds I 10,798.82
Total 111,458.79
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
Federal Withholding Taxes 1 63,833.27
FICA Employee Contributions 53,288.10
Medicare Employee Contributions 1 9,9 1 4.08
Charitable Contributions 1 1 2.00
Employee Retirement Contributions 1 7, 1 86.74
Police Retirement Contributions 40, 1 8 1 .38
Firefighter Retirement Contributions 9,752.72
BCBS Health Insurance Premiums 4,163.76
MTHP Health Insurance Premiums 1 8,03 1 .52
Delta Insurance Premiums 3,658.56
Colonial Insurance Premiums 683.64
Long-Term Disability 2,377.86
PD Union Dues 3,202.17
Total Transfers 336,385.80
2003 Annual Town Report
Trust Funds Report
December 3 1 , 2003
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Auditor's Report





Dear Members of the Board:
We have completed the fieldwork in connection with the audit of the Town of
Litchfield's December 31, 2003 financial statements on February 13, 2004.
Unless we encounter circumstances beyond our control the completed
reports will be available within six weeks of that date.
Very truly yours,




The past year has been a very busy one for the town, its employees, the department
heads as well as the Board of Selectmen. Based upon approval last year by the
voters of a warrant directing the Board of Selectmen to continue pursuing the
formation of the Pennichuck Water District, significant efforts were made at
establishing a district charter. This document is very well along and should be
available for consideration by the Selectmen shortly thus joining Litchfield and the
region in a water supply agreement. In a future year, it is expected that voters will
be presented with a warrant to purchase the assets of Pennichuck.
The Northern segment of Albuquerque Avenue connecting April Drive and the
Charles Bancroft Highway was completed thus diverting traffic from northern
residential neighborhood streets and making travel faster and easier. This accom-
plishment was due to the efforts of our Road Agent, Mr. Gerard DeCosta, who
deserves our thanks for these efforts as well as the much needed maintenance work
performed on Albuquerque and Lance Avenues.
Citizens of the town made several significant contributions. The Police Department
received the donation of a 4-wheeler and storage trailer at no expense to be used
for ensuring compliance with off road vehicle laws and transportation of fire and
rescue personnel during emergencies. Also donated to the town was the overlaying
of Corning Road to minimize noise generated by passing trucks. These donations are
very much appreciated.
In an effort to ensure the protection of life and property, the Board of Selectmen
approved the granting of an easement to Pennichuck Water for the construction of
a water tower on town property. This tower will significantly increase the water line
pressure in the Northern part of town. In concert with the Director of Emergency
Management Chief Hogencamp, the Board of Selectmen closed town facilities to
provide the employees time to train on emergency management procedures and
incident command practices. This training is very important in allowing Litchfield to
procure future grants from FEMA and the Department of Homeland Defense an
example of which were those received during the year providing the Fire
Department with radio upgrades and paying off of the purchase of the department's
breathing equipment.
Agreement was reached with Adelphia Cable over the franchise rights for the
provision of cable television service for the town. While the Selectmen approved the
contract for cable television, unfortunately federal law prohibits the regulation of the
associated internet service. This new contract allows the Board of Selectmen as the
franchising authority to exercise significant oversight of the cable television services
provided to Litchfield that were not present without this contract in place. The
Board of Selectmen asks that all residents experiencing problems with their cable
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Board of Selectmen
television service to contact the Selectmen's office if they can not obtain resolution
with Adelphia.
In closing, the Board of Selectmen wishes to thank all the town employees,
department heads and citizen volunteers who contributed to the running of Litchfield
over the past year. Without the efforts of these individuals the town operations
would be impossible. Our Police and Fire personnel have provided Litchfield with
exemplary service during 2003. Their efforts are not always visible to the general
public but are much respected and appreciated. Finally, special recognition is also due
Mr. Eric Gibbons who served this past year as a Selectman and to Mr. Cecil Williams
for coming forward as a volunteer to replace Eric. Both of these individuals through
their work have shown a strong desire to make Litchfield a better community.
Respectfully submitted,
Frank A. Byron, Chairman
Representative to Planning Board
Representative to Budget Committee
Hazmat Board of Directors
John E. Pinciaro
Liaison to Police Department
Liaison to Fire Department




Liaison for Preservation of Farmland Committee
Representative to School Space Needs Committee
Raymond C. Peeplesjr.
Representative to Conservation Commission
Representative to Recreation Commission
Representative to Municipal Cablevision Advisory Committee
Liaison to Library
Cecil A. Williams
Liaison to Road Agent
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Aaron Cutler Memorial Library
Director's Report
There is never a dull year at the library. Disaster struck in August when the Young Readers' Room, located on the
lower level, was flooded during a period-of heavy rains. Rainwater came in through the emergency door and went
under the plywood sub-floor. To dry the room and prevent mold and mildew, the sub-floor had to be removed.
Removal of the sub-floor required boxing up all the materials and moving the shelving. Once the shelving had been
moved other moisture issues were revealed.A week later, the exterior wall of the furnace room began leaking and
water was now entering the children's room from both ends of the building. After consulting with a number of
professionals, the Library Board of Trustees hired Quantum Engineering to study the situation and make
recommendations. For immediate implementation, Quantum recommends raising the threshold of the emergency
door, installing a new water diverter at the north end of the building, installing gutters in key places, and re-grading
the landscaping in several areas. Further work that needs to be completed before the children's room can reopen
includes removing and re-installing the mechanical closet for mold treatment, installing a children's room floor and
carpeting, and repairing and painting the moisture damaged walls. Bids are being sought for all of these projects at
the time of this writing. While insurance covers flood damage, it does not cover the repairs needed to prevent future
flooding. Money for this will be presented as a Warrant Article in the 2004 Budget. Quantum also recommends the
installation of a new gravity drainage system to correct the egress under-drain and the overall drainage pattern of
the building. This project will be presented as a Warrant Article in 2004. Meanwhile, with room for only a tiny
collection of children's materials on the main level, the library has been unable to help many children with their school
projects, other homework and recreational reading needs. Popular programs such as Story Time, Kid's Club and
Stories 'n Stuff have all been cancelled as well. While the loss of the children's room has been a hardship, disasters
can bring communities together.The board of Trustees of the Hills Memorial Library in Hudson graciously came to
our aid by giving Litchfield children temporary library cards at no charge.
Before "Black August," Cutler Memorial Library was enjoying another successful year.We began 2003 with the news
that the State Library had added Litchfield to their van route, which means that interlibrary-loan materials are now
dropped off and picked up here, eliminating our twice a week runs to Hudson. Interlibrary-loans use is up 57% over
2002 as more patrons take advantage of having their reading needs met by other libraries in the state.
Stephanie Deeter was hired in January as Assistant Children's Librarian and was later promoted to Children's
Librarian. Stephanie has been a real asset to the children's program and has done a lot to meet the needs of our
youngest patrons while the children's room is closed. Maureen Meagher was hired as Adult Services Librarian at the
end of May. Maureen has held down the fort at the circulation desk during these trying months with a can-do atti-
tude that is appreciated by all.Vicki Varick, no longer Children's Librarian but Library Director only, now devotes all
of her time to cataloging new materials and managing the day-to-day operations of the library. Finally, the library wel-
comed Donna Saunders and then Alexandra Robinson as new custodians.
Volunteer Matt Deeter installed the library's first two computerized card catalogs. The computer catalogs contain
information on all materials purchased since 1998. Items added prior to 1998 are being entered into the computer
catalogs as time allows. Matt also finished networking the library computers, which has been a great help to staff.The
library is now poised to offer Internet service to the public with the purchase of a public access computer slated for
2004.
The children's department continued to offer Story Time for children ages 3 through Kindergarten, Kid's Club and
Stories 'n Stuff for grade school children, and monthly Make 'n Take crafts for all ages. In February, Curious George
made a special appearance during "Love Your Library Month" and read stories to a group of amazed children. This
year's summer reading program, "Reading Rocks the Granite State," was lots of fun. 179 children participated in the
many activities, including reading clubs, arts & crafts, and contests. Due to on-going space limitation, the orange safe-
ty fence was installed once again for the duration of the summer program. Nearly all events and activaties were held
on the library lawn.With the help of a "Kids, Books and Arts" grandchildren's recording artist Steve Blunt performed
for a crowd of 123 people at the Litchfield Middle School. Library favorite Terri Shawver finished out the summer
program with "Screech and Friends," a menagerie of puppets, drawing an audience of 81 and delighting young and old
alike. Final prizes for the reading club were provided by McDonald's of Hudson and through a private donation of
new books. Special thanks to Jolt Electric & Oil Bruner Service for sponsoring the summer reading banner that was
proudly displayed along Rt. 3A.
Twenty-six young adults participated in their own version of"Reading Rocks the Granite State." With a focus on rock
music, teens were provided with weekly contests, a reading club, and activities such as T-shirt painting, scrapbooking
and designing temporary tattoos. Prizes were provided by area businesses such as Tee Off at Mel's and Romano's
Pizza.
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Aaron Cutler Memoriai Library
Director's Report cont.
Litchfield adults participated in their own reading club again this year."Now Read This" attracted 125 readers to the
library. Readers receive a raffle ticket for each book read, and prizes donated by area businesses were raffled off at
the end of the program. "All Booked Up". The library's book discussion group, met monthly in 2003. Sponsored by
the Friends of the Library, the group gathers on the 4th Wednesday of the month at 6:30p.m. to discuss their cho-
sen book. Books are provided to participants through the statewide interlibrary-loan program.
Two of Litchfield's sophomore students chose the library for the site of their sophomore projects. Emily Blackadar
ran a Story Time program for 1st - 3rd graders and Emily Aniskovich is assisting with preparations for the 2004 Love
Your Library Month. In all, I I children & teens and 12 adults volunteered at the library this year for a total of I 15
hours.
The 2nd Annual Love Your Library Month celebration, sponsored by the Friends of the Aaron Cutler Memorial
Library, was held in February. Many residents responded to this fundraising campaign by joining the Friends group,
donating money for materials, and/or contributing their used books to the annual Book & Bake Sale. Girl ScoutTroop
#698 again helped the Friends by decorating the envelopes used in the direct mail campaign. Dinner for two and a
movie were raffled off and an "I Love My Library" song contest was held. The 2003 Book & Bake Sale was held in
May and was followed by the annual Porch Sale. In November, the Friends unveiled the latest commemorative orna-
ment in their series.The ornament featured Tanker I, the first engine the Town of Litchfield purchased new in 1967.
The new ornament sold out just days before Christmas.
The library faces a number of challenges in the coming year. First, of utmost importance, is reopening the children's
room and solving the building's drainage problems. Second, adding materials acquired before 1998 to the computer
catalogs remains a top priority and additional staffing hours are being sought in the 2004 budget to help accomplish
this task. Third, patron requests for Internet usage is an old challenge, but one that should be overcome in 2004.
Fourth, dim upstairs lighting continues to plague library users.Assistance was sought from the PSNH "Pay As You Go"
program this year, but the library did not qualify. Alternate solutions need to be investigated. Finally, space limitations
continue to challenge staff. Wooden troughs from the attic have been put to use on top of freestanding shelving to
hold audio books. Additional space for other materials can only be achieved by adding height to shelving, making
access more difficult, and possibly exceeding the load capacity of the floor. Needed space for computer catalog sta-
tions, additional public access computers, study and program areas, and comfortable seating for in-house reading is
impossible as every inch of usable space is currently being utilized.
2003 Library Statistics
Due to the flooding of the Young Readers' Room in August, statistics do not represent a complete year of full usage.
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Aaron Cutler Memorial Library
Trustees Report
This year has been one of change for the Aaron Cutler Memorial Library. Some
has come through the work of trustees. Some has come in the form ofnew staff.
Unfortunately some has come from nature.
In 2003 the trustees created and changed policies for our library. First the board
revised the fines and fees portion of the circulation policy. These changes have helped in
the return of books to our library, which is a great benefit.to all. Second the board
created an Internet policy for library patrons. The board has requested funds for a patron
computer to be used for Internet access in the 2004 budget. Passage of the town's 2004
budget will allow all residents access to the Internet at the library.
There were many changes in our staff during this past year. In January Stephanie
Deeter was hired to fill the open position of assistant children's librarian. Sadly* Sarah
Leonardi left her position as adult services librarian for a full time librarian position in
May. Maureen Meagher was hired that same month to till that vacancy. In June the
board made more staff changes. Previously Vicki Varick was both the children's
librarian and director. Due to the demands of the two positions, the board voted to have
Vicki continue as the director and hired Stephanie Deeter as the children's librarian. A
final change in staff was the job share for the page position. Heather Gagnon now shares
the part-time position with Tekla Carroll.
In August the library experienced significant flooding. The flooding damaged the
floor and some walls of the Young Readers' Room Due to this flood the floor and
subfloor of the lower level was removed. The trustees hired a civil engineer to study the
building and land in order to prevent future floods. As the year comes to a close,
drawings are being completed and bid packages are being prepared.
I am grateful for the terrific staff who are committed to making our library a
wonderful place. Thank you to Vicki Varick, Stephanie Deeter, Maureen Meagher,
Cheryl Brigham, Heather Gagnon, and Tekla Carroll. Thanks also go to Alex Robinson
for making our library look terrific. Finally, I give my appreciation to my fellow board
members who willingly donate their time. Vice chair Quentin Lewis, Secretary Sheila
Huston, Treasurer Amy Goldstein, Alternate Mona Lepine, and Alternate Jeff Hidalgo, I
am thankful for all of your help.
Respectfully submitted,
Michele Parzych
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Animal Control Report
Residents of the Town of Litchfield:
This report summarizes the activities of the Litchfield Animal Control Department for
calendar year 2003.
As Animal Control Officer, I report to the Chief of Police. My duties include but are not
limited to enforcing all local ordinances and state laws governing animals. This includes
investigating all animal complaints and taking appropriate action, which could be a warning,
court action or even detaining an animal until the owner complies with the laws. I am also
responsible for presenting my budget to the Chief of Police, Selectmen and Budget
Committee.
At the present time I use my own vehicle to patrol the town looking for violations of animal
laws that would include dogs running at large and unlicensed dogs. \ also transport stray
animals to shelters, pick up animal supplies and transport animals to the Health Lab in
Concord for rabies testing.
Some of the most common calls handled are: Dogs running at large, dogs barking and
disturbing the peace, animal bites, animal attacks, feral cats, animals hit by motor vehicles,
animal abuse, and wild animal calls. The wild animal calls would be skunks or raccoons out
during the day acting unusual. Squirrels, snakes, etc. inside of homes.
My other duties include maintaining and repairing the Town animal shelter, which is located
on Incinerator Road.
The Town receives financial income generated by Summonses issued for violations and from
kennel fees for the care of animals held at the town shelter.
The following are some general animal laws that must be observed:
RSA 4$6: I Unlicensed dog; $25.00 fine
All dogs 3 months old or older must be licensed through the Town Clerks Office by April 30
of each year, and must have an up to date rabies vaccination. Licenses can be purchased at the
town clerks office located in the Town Hall.
RSA 466:3 I Nuisance: $25.00 fine I st Offense. $50.00 fine 2nd Offense.
Court Action 3rd Offense, all within one year of 1st Offense.
RSA 466:3 1 Ha Dog Running At Large:
Which means it is off the premises of the owner or keeper and not under the control of
any person by means of personal presence and attention: as will reasonably control the
conduct of such dog, unless a ccompanied by the owner or custodian.
RSA 466:3 1 lib Barking Dog
If a dog barks for sustained periods of more than one half hour, or during the night hours so
as to disturb the peace and quiet of the neighborhood or area. Please do not touch, feed or
adopt any stray animal that you may come across.
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These animals could be diseased and infect a human.We had a problem in town with feral
cats.These are cats that do not have a home and have become wild. One female cat and her
offspring can produce 420,000 cats in 7 years. It is these types of cats, never touched by
humans that carry diseases. If you know of or are currently feeding feral cats, please call and
I will work with you to correct the problem. Remember, if you get too close to a stray
animal and it scratches or bites you and we are unable to find or catch it, you will have to go
through a series of rabies shots.
RSA 466:3 1 lie
If a dog digs, scratches, or excretes, or causes waste or garbage to be scattered on property
others than its owners
RSA466:3I lid
If a female dog in season (heat) is permitted to run at large during this period. Such dog being
exercised must be on a leash by a responsible adult. At all other times such dog shall be
confined within a building or enclosure.




All within one year of the first offense
Menace
RSA 466:31 He
If a dog growls, snaps at, runs after or chases any person or persons
RSA 466:3 1 Hf
If a dog runs after, or chases bicycles, motor vehicles, motorcycles, or other vehicles being
driven, pulled or pushed on the streets, highways, or public ways.




All within one year of first offense
Vicious
RSA 466:3 1 llg
If a dog whether alone or in a pack with other dogs, it bites, attacks, or preys on game
animals, domestic animals, fowl or human beings.
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All within one year of first offense
In the case of a vicious dog where its behavior presents a threat to public safety, immediate
court proceedings may be initiated in lieu of the civil forfeiture.
RSA 436:100
Every dog, cat and ferret three months of age and older shall be vaccinated against rabies by
a licensed veterinarian.
GENERAL INFORMATION
Dogs picked up: All dogs that are picked up running at large are brought to the Litchfield
kennel and are held there until claimed, or for seven days at which time the dog becomes the
property of the town of Litchfield.The dog at this time will be available for adoption or will
be brought to the Humane Society in Nashua.
Reporting Bites: In the event any animal causes a bite or scratch to any person or animal,
it must be reported to the Animal Control Officer or the Police Department.
What is Rabies: Rabies is a deadly disease in humans and animals that is caused by a
virus, which attacks the central nervous system. Rabies is spread through I : Animal bites or
scratches; 2: Saliva, brain or spinal cord tissues from infected animals which come in contact
with the lining of the nose, eye, mouth or cut/open wound. The rabies virus lives in the
saliva, brain and spinal cord.
Animals that never get rabies include birds, snakes, fish, turtles, lizards and bugs. Other
animals that can contact rabies, especially wildlife animals such as bats, raccoons, skunks,
woodchucks and fox. If you suspect an animal is rabid call the animal control officer. Do not
under any circumstances have contact with the animal.
Cats: The only law for cats at this time is that they must have a current rabies vaccination.
RSA 436: 1 00
Wildlife: Litchfield animal control does not handle nuisance wild animals but will be happy
to give advice.
Examples of Nuisance Animals: Animals living or roaming on property, animals living in
chimneys, animals living in attics, animals in garages, animals getting into the trash.
Wildlife that are handled: An animal that appears sick or diseased, animals that are
nocturnal and are out during the day and have some or all of these symptoms are considered
sick (foaming at the mouth, having trouble walking, bumping into objects, trying to approach
people, showing aggressiveness to people or appear to be a public health threat).
Animals that get into the living spaces of your home: For example a raccoon living in
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your chimney gets by the damper into your fire place and enters your home. Squirrels or
bats living in your attic and find their way into your living area. A wild animal that bites or
scratches a person or any domestic animal.
If you have any animal questions, complaints or suggestions please call me at the Litchfield
Police Department at 424-4047.
The Animal Control Officer is part time in Litchfield and has no set hours. I can be working
in town, any day and at any time. Dispatch can get in contact with me 24 hours a day. In an
emergency situation, if I am not available a police officer will assist you. If it is not an
emergency, a message will be left and then I will return your call as soon as possible.
For Hunting and Fishing information, please call the New Hampshire Fish and Game
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Activity 1For 2003
Civil Summonses 2002 Revenue 2003 Revenue
Unlicensed Dogs 10 $250.00 4 $100.00
Dogs Running at Large II $275.00 4 $100.00
Nuisance 2 $100.00 $ -
Vicious 2 $200.00 1 $100.00
No Tags 2 $50.00 $ -
Rabies Vaccination 4 $100.00 5 $125.00
Kennel Fees 7 $82.00 3 $150.00
Court Appearances 6 $101.00 $ -
TOTAL 44 $1,158.00 17 $575.00
Warnings 2002 2003
Unlicensed Dogs













Miscellaneous Calls 2002 2003
Dogs picked up running at Large
Dogs brought to Kennel
Dogs to Shelter
Dogs hit by Motor Vehicles
Dog Bites
Cat Complaints
Cats brought to kennel
Cats Stray / Abandoned
Cats Euthanized
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Animal Control Report
Activity for 2003 cont.





















Wild Animals tested for Rabies 1
Birds tested for West Nile 1 1
Traps Set for Wild Animals 4 3
Disposal ofWild Animals 10 5
TOTAL 75 93
Telephone 2002 2003
In Station 88 95
Out of Station 275 108
In Home 99 80




Cost for Gas $662.75 $913.20
Tolls $1.50 $0.00
Hours Worked
In Town 343.5 315
At Home 143 129.5
Training II 43.5
At Kennel 56 27.5
TOTAL 553.5 515.5
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Building Department
Code Enforcement Officer
There were one thousand seven hundred thirty one(l73l) building and associated
permits issued during the year 2003 and were classified as follows:
Description Building Associated Estimated
Permits Issued Permits Issued Valuation
Dwelling Units 67 737 $18,300,000.00
Additions/Renovations 75 225 1,871,000.00
Breezeways/Garages 25 50 700,000.00
Decks/Porches 45 45 675,000.00
Swimming Pools 44 44 660,000.00
Utility Sheds 35 87,500.00
Individual Sewage Systems 25 25 200,000.00
Individual Electrical 40 80,000.00
Individual Plumbing 15 25,000.00
Chimney/Fireplaces 34 34 120,000.00
Drilled Wells 5 5 45,000.00
Washed Wells 7 7 28,000.00
Individual Test Pits 8
Foundations 7 70,000.00
Pole Framed Structures 3 3 125,000.00
Renovations Commercial 2 6 400,000.00
Detached Garages II II 600,000.00
Fuel Tanks 10
Barn/Stable 3 3 45,000.00
Temporary Sign 3
School Temp. Modular Units 2 2 Leased




Total Estimated cost on
Completion of construction .$25,331,500.00
Permit Fees Received and
.$72,581.00
Administered, collected and recorded
elementary and high school, road,
municipal, library, fire, police and












Telephone calls received for information andRadio Dispatching










A municipal conservation commission is established, under the authorization ofNH RSA 36-A,
"for the proper utilization and protection of the natural resources and for the protection of
watershed resources of said city or town." The Litchfield Conservation Commission (LCC) is
pleased to report our activities of 2003.
The LCC's primary activity is the review ofproposed subdivision and other development plans
to provide the Planning Board, Zoning Board of Adjustment, and other agencies such as the state
Department of Environmental Services (DES) Wetlands Bureau, with recommendations and
comments pertaining to town wetlands and natural resource conservation.
To keep up-to-date on natural resource issues, members attended a variety of workshops and
classes sponsored by such organizations as the NH Association of Conservation Commissions,
the NH Municipal Association, the Nashua Regional Planning Commission, and state agencies.
In turn, the LCC works to educate the public about natural resource issues and conservation
through brochures and its website accessible from the town web address: www.litchfield.mv.com
The LCC monitors and maintains town conservation areas through a variety ofproperty
management tasks. Tasks include managing forest succession for wildlife habitat, property and
trails signage, and water sampling of Darrah Pond under DES's Volunteer Lakes Assessment
Program. The LCC also participates with other town organizations in NH Department of
Transportation's Adopt-a-Highway cleanup for Routes 3A and a portion ofHilkrest Road.
The LCC organizes the annual Children's Fishing Derby. Prizes, generously donated by Irwin
Marine in Hudson, are given for the biggest fish and the most creative fishing hat. The Derby is
now entering its 23rd year! We thank Mr. Gene Ducharme for the use ofthe ponded area on
Chase Brook to hold the derby.
Looking to 2004, the LCC plans to create a map oftown conservation lands and trails. This
project will be funded by an existing conservation education fund. The LCC meets the first









Did you know. . . that any work within wetlands require a Dredge and Fill permit from the state
Department of Environmental Services? Wetlands are defined by soils and indicator plants, and
not solely by standing water.




During 2003, the department responded to 488 incidents of various types and duration, the breakdown
of which follow this narrative.We had 25 fires of various types, which caused an estimate $235,900.00
in property damage. Our total number of incidents is down from last years 518.
This spring we took delivery and placed into service our new Forestry Pickup Truck that was approved
at the March voting.Thank you for your continued support for the Fire Department.
The department was the recipient of a 2002 Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Fire
Fighters Assistance Grant for $1 1 2,08 1.00.This grant went towards the purchase of two thermal image
cameras, a new base radio system, and the remaining three years left on the lease/purchase of our new
SCBA's and cascade system.
Department members again attended over 100 hours of training on various subjects in fire fighting,
emergency medical and hazardous materials. In addition, all personnel continue to participate in inten-
sive vehicle extrication training with the rescue tool.The department was very fortunate again this year
to obtain two buildings to use for training under live fire conditions.
Our emergency medical services (EMS) personnel continued to receive continuing education training.
All department members are certified in CPR, and in the use of our two AED defibrillators. Currently
we are providing BLS (basic life support) and (ALS) limited advanced life support to the town. We
currently have 3 paramedics on our department.
Our fire safety inspection program continues, with over 5 1 businesses and multi-unit residential units
surveyed this year. In addition, all the schools and kindergartens are given monthly fire drills to insure
orderly evacuation in the event of an emergency. I would like to thank our Code Enforcement Officer,
Mr. Bergeron for his efforts in promoting and assisting in our fire safety efforts.
During the year we continue to give numerous tours of the station, as well as make our apparatus
available for display/tours at various events, for children and adults.We will continue to be involved in
community activities.
I would like to thank the Litchfield Women's Club, First Student Transportation Co. and the Litchfield
Firefighter's Association, for their efforts and support for our Open house held annually during Fire
Prevention Week! I want to recognize our full-time and part-time fire personnel for their school and
child care center programs, which continue to be well received.
Our fund raising activities for the Litchfield Firefighter's Association will commence in March, with the
annual Ham & Bean Supper at GMS Cafeteria on Saturday, March 27, 2004 from 4:30 to 7:00 p.m.
Your continued support and attendance is very much appreciated.
Remember to DIAL 9-1-1 FOR FIRE, POLICEAND I OR EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE (EMS)
in all areas of Litchfield.
I wish to thank the members of the department for their dedication and countless hours of service given
to the department and the town.We continue to stay busy, and this certainly puts a great strain on their
"free time", as well as their families.
I would also like to thank the Board of Selectmen, and the other various boards and department heads
in town for their support and cooperation throughout the year, and to you the taxpayer for your
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Fire & Rescue Services
Calls-2003











Mutual Aid (Fh*e Scene) 3
(2 - Hudson, I -Auburn)
Types of Special Services Calls 394
Mutual Aid (Station Coverage) 8























CO Detector Activation 5
*(Actual CO leaks under Hazardous Materials)
lb
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Fire & Rescue Services
Calls-2003 cont.
Controlled Burn 19


















*(calls w/same address names, found to be in another town)
Mutual Aid Received by Litchfield 1
6
(13 -Hudson, 3 - Londonderry)
Total Medical Calls 264
Total Fire/Special Service 224
(Excluding Medical from Special Service)
Total Number of Incidents 488
Total of Property Damage $235,900.00
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Fire & Rescue Services
Fire Statistics 2003










































(*Misc: powerlines, fireworks, electric fences, etc.)










and State Forest Ranger Report
Your local forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and the State of New Hampshire Division of
Forests and Lands cooperate and coordinate to reduce the risk of wildland fires in New
Hampshire. To help us assist you, contact your local forest Fire Warden or Fire Department
to find out if a permit is required before doing ANY outside burning. Fire permits are
mandatory for all outside burning unless the ground where the burning is to be done (and
surrounding areas) is completely covered with snow. Violations of RSA 227-LI7, the fire
permit law and the other burning laws of the State of new Hampshire are misdemeanors
punishable by fines up to $2, 000 and/or a year in jail, plus suppression costs. Open burning is
a privilege, NOT a right.
A new law effective January I, 2003 prohibits residential trash burning (RSA 125-N).
Contact New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services at (800) 498-6868 or
www.des.state.nh.us for more information.
Help us to protect you and your forest resources. Most New Hampshire wildfires are human
caused. Homeowners can help protect their homes by maintaining adequate green space
around the house and make sure that the house number is correct and visible. Contact your
fire department or the New Hampshire Division of Forests and Lands at www.nhdfl.org or
call 271-2217 for wildland fire safety information.
The State of New Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols, and 3 contract
aircraft patrols. This early detection system and reports from citizens aid in the quick
response from local fire departments. These factors are critical in controlling the size of
wildland fires, keeping the loss of property and suppression cost as low as possible. Due to
permitting and fire safety concerns, please contact your local fire department BEFORE using
portable outdoor fireplaces and vessels, including those constructed of clay, concrete or
wire mesh.
Please contact your local fire department before doingANY outside burning.
REMEMBER ONLYYOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES
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Highway Department
(November 2002 - February 2003)
2003 was a year of change and excitementTheTown of Litchfield Highway Department was
actively involved in many road projects and worked tirelessly throughout the snow
removal/winter maintenance season. Currently, I am working with the Board of Selectmen to
operate the Highway Department within budget. I have solidified my working relationship
with the Board of Selectmen and submit the following:
•The first two road projects completed as part of the 10-year Road Surface Management
program were:
-A section ofAlbuquerque Ave. between Pinecrest Rd. and Stark Lane was reclaimed
and resurfaced including a new roadbed.
-Lance Ave. was completed beginning at Garden Dr. extending north 1 600 feet,
including new catch basins and under drain piping.
This Road Surface Management program ensures the integrity of the road surface
condition for each road within the Town. It is a Road Surface preventative maintenance
program.
•Completion of North extension of Albuquerque Ave. to 3A (Charles Bancroft Highway)
and bike path, except for final coat of asphalt. This project will be completed in Spring
2004.
•Natural gas main was installed on Cutler Road from Rte. 102 to the new development
on Fernwood Drive. I negotiated with Keyspan to have the entire road resurfaced at no
charge.The original plan was for one-half of the road to be resurfaced, which would not
give a good service life.
•I continued to work with the Board of Selectmen, the engineers and the Board of
Selectmen from theTown of Derry on the companion wastewater treatment line under
Corning Road. This Inter-municipal agreement, tentatively scheduled to be installed in
2004, will be beneficial to the Town of Litchfield as a way to upgrade the road surface
and correct the water drainage problem on Corning Road.
•The Town of Litchfield qualified for Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
monies for the snowstorm of 2/17-19/2003. I was instrumental in preparing and
submitting the appropriate documents and as a result theTown was reimbursed for over
$17,000 for expenses incurred during that event. I am currently working on a similar
project for the snowstorm of 1 2/5-6/2003.
•I worked along with Pennichuck Water Works and subcontractors on the new water
tank installation project located off Colonial Drive and Deerwood Dr.
•I am a member of the Town of Litchfield Disaster Response Committee. As a key
department head, I attended training for town preparedness in case of an emergency or
disaster situation.
•As a member of the town Safety Committee, along with all other department heads, I
work with the insurance carrier to ensure safe working environments for all town
employees.
•The snow removal and winter maintenance season has once again kept us busy this year,
due to the heavier than average level of precipitation.With a part time staff, the Town
of Litchfield Highway Department takes pride in providing safe, clean roads for the
transportation of all residents and students. I would like to thank all the people involved
with this endeavor beginning with Gil Fauteux, of the Litchfield Highway Department
and all of our contractors:
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The above named men are hard working and conscientious and it has been a pleasure
working so closely with them.Their professionalism has made the task enjoyable.
I would like to thank all the departments in the Town for their assistance, including the Police
Chief, Thomas Iverson and his department as well as the Fire Chief, Dwayne Hogencamp
and his department, the Town administrative office staff especially Terry Brodeur,
Lori Dogopoulos and Cecile Durocher. I also owe special thanks to the Town Clerk Diane
Jerry and her staff Patricia Gibeault and Claire Croteau along with Joan McKibben from the
Planning Board.
I look forward to a continued close working relationship with the Board of Selectmen and
special thanks to my Board of Selectmen liaisons Cecil Williams and Eric Gibbons.
Special thanks once again must be expressed to Mr. Roland Bergeron who has supported and
guided me in all aspect of the Road Agent position. He has greatly assisted me in many of the
road projects and designs and continues to be an asset to the Town of Litchfield.
I would like to thank the town residents for approving the purchase of a new Ford 550,
town dump truck for the Highway Department. The truck was greatly needed and is used
regularly for town projects and services.
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Balance Sheet & Income Statement







































Notes to Financial Statement
December 31,2003
The Hillcrest Cemetery Association is a non-profit association established
on November I I, 1908, to improve and maintain the Hillcrest Cemetery
located in Litchfield, New Hampshire.
CASH/SAVINGS
Checking Account - St. Mary's Bank
Savings Account - St. Mary's Bank
Certificate of Deposit - St. Mary's Bank
CONTRIBUTIONS
Town of Litchfield
Sale of cemetery lots
INTEREST INCOME
St. Mary's Bank (NOW)
St. Mary's Bank (Savings)
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Nashua Regional Planning Commission
The Nashua Regional Planning Commission (NRPC) provides transportation, land use, -
environmental, mapping and data planning services to twelve communities in the greater Nashua area.
NRPC stands ready to assist its member communities with any issue of concern. We at the NRPC are
grateful 'or the participation of Litchfield s NRPC Commissioners Pat Jewett and Andy Prolman. The
fol
;owing is a summary of our accomplishments for the period encompassing July 1, 2002 to June 30.
2003 More detailed information about these projects and NRPC's activities can also be found at
www.nashuarpc.org
Transportation Planning
NRPC, as the designated Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) for the region is responsible
for developing and maintaining the region's transportation planning program. This includes soliciting,
priorit:zing and making recommendations on regional and local transportation projects that are funded
through Federal or State sources NRPC is responsible for developing the region's portion of the State's
Transportation Improvement Program (STIP). maintaining the regional traffic model, and performing
equired air quality analyses. In addition. NRPC MPO funds are used to provide municipal technical
assistance on transportation issues.
Completed Town-wide traffic study, with the Volmer Group, an engineering firm. The study evaluated
traffic problems through the town and made specific roadway improvements to accommodate the
town's projected growth.
Worked with Litchfield and NH DOT staff on the approval and development of the project to improve
the intersection of NH 3A and Hillcrest Road using Betterment Funds.
Provided extensive technical support and traffic modeling output to the NH Department of
Transportation for the environmental impact statement being prepared for the proposed
Circumferential Highway project
Continued to update and maintain the regional traffic model The model forecasts growth in traffic
throughout the region, and enables NRPC, NHDOT and consultants to evaluate the effects of
proposed transportation projects
Conducted automated traffic recorder counts at over 150 locations through tne region during the
course of the year. The Nashua Area Traffic Count Summary is published annually and is distributed
to local officials.
Surveyed a!! new roads in the region by community and collected information including width, number
of lanes, miles of Class V roads, and other pertinent information. This information is used to
determine local allocations for block grant funding.
Advocated for and continued to be a key participant in the State's efforts to extend commuter rail
service to the region. Whiie the project has experienced significant setbacks, we are monitoring the
situation carefully and exploring other alternatives.
Comoleted and adopted the region's Long Range Transportation Plan.
Made significant prog ress on three regional transportation plans: transit, bicycle and pedestrian, and
intelligent transportation systems (ITS) architecture, all of which required the development and
coordination of major data sources
Assisted member communities with applications for the Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ)
and Transportation Enhancements (TE) programs through the NH Department of Transportation
Began tne process of deve-oping local traffic models for eacn community using the TRANSCAD
program This program is much more sensitive than the current regional mocei and will replace it
when implemented uy June 2004.
Began tne process of implementing the URBANSIM modeling tool. The program, which completed
by June of 2004 wi'l enable anil use modeling capabilities that will become an mvaiuabie tool for
master p annmg and development review
Studied transit needs in the community cur-no, the process of developing the NRPC Regional Transit
Plan
Studied and identified bicycle and pedestrian routes in the community during the development of the
NRPC Regional B cycle and Pedestrian Plan
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Land Use and Environmental Planning
NPRC provides technical assistance on land use and environmental issues to planning staff,
planning boards and conservation commissions for all of its member communities.
Provided staff support to the Planning Board through the agency's "circuit rider" program. Key
accomplishments this year included the following:
* Development review services for five older person housing development, with a potential for
approximately 300 units, various major and major subdivisions and lot-line adjustments.
Developed Aquifer Protection Ordinance.
Amended the Housing for Older Persons Ordinance and the Sign Ordinance.
• Completed the 2002 Litchfield Master Plan.
Began the development of new Stormwater Management regulations.
Acted as an intervener in the Public Utilities Commission (PUC) merger case between the regulated
portions of the Pennichuck Corporation and Philadelphia Suburban Corporation.
Coordinated communities and facilitated meetings related to the formation of a regional water district.
Conducted extensive research on regional water districts.
Worked with the Conservation Committee on establishing preservation priorities in response to the
proposed Circumferential Highway.
Began the agricultural preservation project, which will provide a detailed analysis of agricultural land
and a strategy for its conservation. Prepared minutes and agendas for the Farmland Committee.
Coordinated conservation priorities through the Regional Environmental Planning Program (REPP).
Provided assistance to communities with applications for the Land and Community Heritage
Investment Program (LCHIP).
Provided staff support to the Lower Merrimack Local Advisory Committee,
Completed a "Census 2000 Profile" detailing relevant 2000 census information for all communities in
the region.
Conducted a planning board workshop on Phase II Stormwater requirements.
Conducted three workshops for planning board members with the Department of Environmental
Services: shoreland protection, wetlands, and energy efficient cities and schools in New Hampshire.
Monitored residential sales in the region, databased these sales, and produced quarterly reports that
detailed sales trends by community
Geographic Information Systems
NRPC continues to maintain a diverse collection of GIS data including local roads, real property
parcels, zoning, land use, and environmental conditions. This data is used in general mapping analysis
for local and regional projects.
• Provided general maintenance of the regional GIS system, including new parcels, roads, protected
conservation lands, zoning changes, trails, social welfare providers, major employers, and other
baseline data for each community in the region.
Published new base maps detailing soil, water and forest features for use in the Regional
Environmental Planning Program, Phase 6 resource inventory.
Mapped real estate transactions for the year 2002/03 to maintain a tool for monitoring housing sales
trends.
Prepared Census data in GIS form for regional and/or local reports.
Completed study of changes in agricultural land use in the Nashua Region from 1974-1998.
Developed a database of historic mill buildings region wide.
Addressed numerous general mapping and information requests from town officials and the public.
Updated and expanded regional annotation layers for improved clarity on map products.
Updated base mapping in the Route 3A Corridor
Began developing a web site containing photographs and descriptions of land use conditions and
development scenarios for the Route 3A Corridor.
Updated maps prepared for the local Master Plan (2001 ),
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Nashua Regional Planning Commission cont.
The Litchfield Planning Board is made up of volunteers appointed by the Board of
Selectmen to serve the town by guiding and making recommendations related to the
development of the municipality. 2003 was a busy and challenging year for the Planning
Board that found it reviewing and approving new residential subdivisions and Housing
for Older Persons developments, updating subdivision and site plan regulations, and
renewing and approving home occupation permits.
Applications for Housing for Older Persons (HOP) developments more than tripled in
2003 as compared to 2002 with 129 units approved in addition to 33 regular building lots.
The Planning Board was careful to limit the number of approved HOP units to 5% of the
overall available lots in order to remain m compliance with the Ordinance and ensure an
appropriate balance between building lots that are open to all potential buyers but subject
to the Growth Management Ordinance and Housing for Older Person units that require all
occupants to be over 55 and are exempt from the Growth Management Ordinance. The
Housing for Older Persons Ordinance and Growth Management Ordinance work together
to help reduce the impact that increased residential development has on the Litchfield
school system by reducing the number ofnew homes that are available to families with
school-age children until such time as the appropriate supporting infrastructure can be put
into place.
Additional highlights for the year included approving the site plan for a new Pennichuck
Water Tower, initiating a Capital Improvements Plan (CIP) update, and working on
revisions ofthe Housing for Older Persons Ordinance that would provide additional
guidelines around open space and density requirements for this type ofdevelopment.
2004 will see the Planning Board working with the Nashua Regional Planning
Commission (NRPC) on a new Build Out Analysis and strategies for enhancing the
commercial districts to encourage additional business revenue for the Town. The Board
will also be working on revisions to the Wetlands Conservation District Ordinance and
will strive to improve coordination between Planning and Town departments.
The Litchfield Planning Board is proposing to the voters the following Zoning ordinance
changes for the March 2004 ballot:
A comprehensive update of the Housing for Older Persons Ordinance to
clarify purpose and intent, add a building area definition grid, density
calculation, harmony clause, and irregular shaped subdivision lot. Amend
floodplain restriction, Older Persons Housing overlay district, open space,
setbacks, site perimeter buffer, and maximum number of new units in a
calendar year sections. Move several sections out of the ordinance and
into site plan regulations.
Amend Southwestern Commercial and Northern Commercial districts to




• Add a section titled Conditional Use Permits that grants authority to issue
Conditional Use Permits where specifically required in the ordinance and
the creation of a CUP application form
• Require individual lots to be subject to the impact fees in effect at the time
of plan approval and recording at the registry of deeds; instead ofat the time
the building permit for the lot is issued.
Add a reference to the Waste Disposal Ordinance to separate from zoning
Add an Ordinance for Off Premises Real Estate Signs to allow a maximum
of three off-premises for sale directional signs, for a particular property
placed at intersections. Also allow directional real estate signs on
Albuquerque Ave at intersections.
Many thanks for the continued support and guidance from the Board of Selectmen and
staff, our Nashua Regional Planning Commission circuit rider - Steve Wagner, the Town
Clerk's Office, Building Department, and Litchfield Police and Fire Departments. We
also extend our gratitude to Joan McKibben for her dedication and valued assistance
throughout the year. The Board welcomes our new recording secretary, Richelle Denney,
and extends thanks to previous recording secretary, Alison Douglas, for her service. The
Planning Board also welcomes new members Steven Perry, Gregg Jeffrey, and Charles
Valenti and looks forward to the continued participation of those Town residents that
choose to attend our meetings. Your input is needed and your contribution is valued to
the future and development of the Town of Litchfield.
tfully Submitted by,
Peggy Drew Co-Chair 2004
John Blackadar Co-Chair 2006
Steven Perry Clerk 2005
Frank Byron Selectmen's Rep.
Mary Ann Geist Member 2005
Gregg Jeffrey Member 2004
Charles Valenti Alternate 2004
Open Position Alternate 2005
Open Position Alternate 2006
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Income Statement & Balance Sheet























Net Income (Loss) After Taxes (470.63) $ 1,702.00
Total Stockholders Equity
































Pinecrest Cemetery Association of Litchfield, NH is a non-profit association established to
improve and maintain the Pinecrest Cemetery located in Litchfield, NH. It is on the cash basis
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Police Department
Honorable Members of the Board of Selectmen
Litchfield Residents
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Another busy year has passed by. During the year 2003, the police department has been
actively involved with the office of emergency management for the Town. Fire Chief Hogencamp
and Assistant Fire Chief Schofield - the town's emergency management directors, held meetings
each month with all department heads and the Board of Selectman to discuss and plan an
emergency disaster training program for all Non Emergency Town Employees. This training was
held on September 1
7
th
at Campbell High School.
In 2002, the board of selectman had authorized the formation of a joint loss management
committee that will consist of each department head and a department employee.The purpose of
this committee will be to address any safety issues that arise from each department and to report
our findings to the Board of Selectman for any action they feel appropriate. During the year 2003
we have attempted to meet four times. The State Law requires us to meet a minimum of three
times a year.
Another area of concern for the year 2003 was the SARS threat. Health Officer Rod
Jones continued to work with the Police and Fire Departments in keeping us up to date on all new
procedures set up by the State.
All members of the Police and Fire Departments were given the opportunity to receive
Hepatitis B shots, as required by federal law.
Our Webmaster, Mr. Larry Sott, has put in many hours updating the Content,Architecture
and layout of our website. Please check us out at www.Litchfieldpd.com . Your comments and
suggestions are welcome.
As you read the department roster, you will see that we have a new part-time officer.
Michael Woodham who lives in Litchfield, fills the position vacated by Officer Blastos, who became
full time.
On March I9tn at 9:00pm the war with Iraq started. This changed the way that your
police department performed its duties to include Homeland Security.We have been in constant
contact with State and Federal Officials in keeping up with the latest intelligence that would in
some way affect the Town of Litchfield. At the same time, the Police and Fire Departments have
been working very closely with each other in planning our Operating Procedures in case of a
Natural or Manmade disaster. Dispatcher Sharon Harding Reed attended a five-day course on
Homeland Security Dispatch Training at the Portsmouth Police Department.
The town of Litchfield can be proud to know that one of your part time officers, Shaun
Mulholland, is serving his country by fighting with the Military Police in Iraq.We hope to have him
back with us in the near future.
At the same time we are fighting a battle on our home front, we cannot disregard our
other duties to the citizens of this great town. One of our concerns is the use of drugs. On March
27tn the police department sponsored a Drug Awareness Education Program for Parents and
Teachers. The Main Instructor was Special Agent Lisa Remick of the Drug Enforcement
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Administration (DEA). Special Agent Remick spoke on the new drugs hitting the streets, and what
a teacher or parent could look for if they felt a certain child was using drugs in the school or in
the home.
I would like to thank a Special Town Resident for the donation of an All Terrain Vehicle
(ATV) and trailer. (The warrant article for 2003 for the purchase of an ATV and Trailer failed).With
the use of this ATV we were able to patrol areas of concern for ATV complaints. We hope to
continue our aggressive ATV patrols this coming year. Our main goal is to keep ATV's off private
property and to make sure that those being used legally meet all state requirements. Part of our
enforcement efforts will be sponsoring OHRV and ATV courses with the assistance of the
Litchfield Police Activities Committee and the New Hampshire Fish and Game Department.
As you read our statistics, you will see that we are feeling the growing pains of our town.
At the present time the police department continues to be stretched to its limits. The town
cannot expect the police department to continue giving the same service it has for the last few
years without the proper amount of personnel. The town has grown and so has our school
system. Along with this growth comes more calls for service. It is time to look at the whole
picture and to understand that the police department is running at a dangerous pace with the
amount of personnel we have. I am asking every town resident to look at our statistics for the last
five years to see that we need more police personnel.The time of having one officer on duty at a
time is over and we need to protect not only our citizens but our police personnel as well. One
officer cannot handle all the calls without assistance. Put yourself in the officer's position when
he/she responds to a domestic disturbance call knowing that violence has just taken place and
he/she is responding by themselves. What about the DWI stop the officer just made and the
operator decides that he/she will not be arrested? How about the passenger in the vehicle,
deciding to help his/her friend out? I can continue with a lot more situations when two officers
are needed. We cannot always depend on our surrounding towns having personnel available to
assist us. So please vote yes on the warrant article for a Full Time Police Officer.We need the help.
Again this year I want to address our officer's salaries as they are earned and not just the
gross amount for end of year report.
Officer Annual Overtime Details
Lieutenant Gaudet $58,254.80 $4,707.62 $3,012.00
Lieutenant Millette $55,032.40 $4,8 1 2.65 $3,3 1 3.00
Master Patrol Officer Donnelly $48,405.76 $6,483.83 $3,548.25
Master Patrol Officer O'Brion $48,684.08 $5,272.37 $3,95 1 .00
Master Patrol Officer Elliott $41,160.87 $3,310.07 $ 216.00
Officer Savage $37,83 1 .93 $2,077.9 1 $ 1 ,275.00
Master Patrol Officer Paquette $38,576.35 $7,635.78 $6,471.00
Officer Blastos $35,462.32 $9,078.63 $6,684.25
I want to thank the entire police department for a job well done. You have indeed, made
Litchfield a better place to live. I look forward to the year 2004 and the challenges it will bring.
I cannot say enough about the Police Activities Committee and the hard work they do in
keeping the police department active in community activities, and their dedication to the Litchfield
D.A.R.E. program. It is through their golf tournament that all the monies are raised to run the
D.A.R.E. program without using tax dollars. I look forward to working with the PAC in the year
2004.
I would like to thank the Board of Selectmen for their support and guidance, the continued
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Table of Organization
assistance we receive from other Town Departments, and most important, the support we receive
j
from the citizens of our great town.
Respectfully Submitted










Officer David A. Donnelly
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Arthur Wonson Building Maintenance
Tom Lorden Helicopter Search & Rescue
(Volunteer)
Report of the Administrative Lieutenant
The administrative Lieutenant reports directly to the Chief of Police, and is responsible for
investigations, prosecution, accreditation and professional standards, the School Resource Officer,
grant writing and other such duties as assigned by the Chief. The criminal Division comprises of
three functions: legal bureau, detective bureau and crime prevention bureau. Most importantly, the
Administrative Lieutenant serves as the Officer-in-Charge of the department in the absence of the
Chief of Police.
I want to take this opportunity to thank and congratulate members of this department, as well
as the Litchfield Police Activities Committee and Litchfield Police Association, for all their efforts
this past year. You all contribute to the success of our mission, and help this agency earn the
reputation it has. I would like to remind citizens to remember and thank our servicemen and
their families - for all their sacrifices as our nation continues to defend its security. One of our
own officers - SFC Shaun Mulholland, is presently stationed in Iraq, and as of this report, will have
been away from family, friends and work for a year.We pray for his, and everyone else's - safe and
speedy return.
Detective Division
The role of criminal investigation is critical as a support service to the patrol division func-
tion of the department. In a small agency such as ours, the patrol division is the backbone of the
department.Whether conducted personally or simply overseen, all investigations are the ultimate
responsibility of the Administrative Lieutenant, who must report to the Chief.A patrol officer may
take a theft report and then rotate to a different shift where he/she can no longer adequately
follow up on his/her case, or the case may require some technical expertise or insight available
from a supervisor.
Typically, most crimes investigated by the department include thefts, vandalism or criminal
mischief and assaults. However, Litchfield has seen pretty much every type of case imaginable- from
sexual assault investigations to untimely deaths to drug cases to more involved matters.
Additionally, administrative or internal investigations are handled here, as well as the investigation
of pistol permit applications and pre-employment background investigations for department
employees.
In 2003, the Department was fortunate insofar as Master Patrol Officer Matthew Elliott was
able to work a modified duty assignment while convalescing from a duty - related major surgery.
Officer Elliott spent several months working investigations, and was able to apply his skills and
diligence to clear numerous cases that were open or needed further investigations.
In 2003, there were two pre-employment background investigations done. These are very
involved and time-consuming, but if thoroughly conducted at the beginning, spare the Town the
later costs of hiring a marginal or poor employee. Often times, such an investigation yields
a recommendation not to hire a candidate. You can be assured that current hiring practices-
including background investigations, result in the hiring of the finest candidates available for
the Town.
As of December 3 I st of this year, there have been 66 pistol permit applications investigated.
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Legal Bureau
There are only three sexual offenders who were registered in Litchfield over the course of the
year, and I am pleased to report that there are currently no Meghan's Law Offenders currently
registered in Litchfield.
Other offenses or incidents investigated include fifteen bad check cases, seventeen burglaries,
nine felony level sexual assaults, one felony level assault, one untimely death, and a variety of other
matters - ranging from Internet child pornography, identity fraud, illegal dumping, insurance fraud
and various types of thefts.
Of some note this past year was a June 14, 2002 vehicle arson that investigation with
Manchester and the State Fire Marshal's Office quickly linked to an attempted homicide in
Manchester. One suspect pled to the arson in 2003, and the second defendant took his own life
while awaiting sentencing, after his conviction in 2003.The Department is also pleased to report
that the 2001 civil rights investigation it began with federal authorities into the so - called slavery
case in Litchfield culminated with jury verdicts of guilty for the two Litchfield residents. Also of
note, two somewhat notorious sexual assault offenders were convicted and sentenced this year
on Litchfield cases.
Legal Bureau
As of December 1 6, the Bureau had filed over 474 adult complaints in the Merrimack District
Court. This is an increase from the past year.There were an additional 47 juvenile petitions filed.
On the subject of DWI laws, this year saw the Town of Litchfield Police Department becoming part
of a state court pilot project known colloquially as the "DWI Rocket Docket" project. This
project was geared toward rapid disposition of all driving under the influence offenses - generally
four to six weeks from offense to disposition date.While speedy disposition of all cases before the
courts is one of the goals of an efficiently functioning criminal justice system, the emphasis on DWI
offenses helps to get impaired drivers off the road legally in a more timely manner, along with
encouragement and incentive to regain their driving privileges sooner. The Litchfield Police
Department has fared no worse in terms of dispositions in these matters since its inception, but
the project has not been without its drawbacks or costs. This project has required the
Administrative Lieutenant to spend approximately thirty extra days in court this year. Overtime
costs have also gone up, as Litchfield Police Department cases are now heard at least twice a week
on a regular basis, instead of the previous single trial day per week.
As of the writing of this report there were 40 Driving While Intoxicated offenses charged and
prosecuted by the Litchfield Police Department in 2003. There were 2 Habitual Offenders, 38
suspended or revoked driver offenses, and 1 09 speeding complaints.
Crime Prevention and Community Relations
These two critical functions go hand-in-hand in a department with a community policing
orientation such as ours. Improved community relations lead to more willingness by citizens to
work with the department to identify and solve various issues that affect their quality of life
and community.
In the past, the department sponsored such functions as bringing local Girl Scout Troops to a
magic show at the New Hampshire Police Academy or bringing students to a D.A.R.E. day at the
races at the International Speedway in Loudon. Some items of note this year, department
members in conjunction with the Police Activities Committee, hosted its annual Halloween Open
House at the Police Station. On an ongoing basis, tours of the police facility are given, or Litchfield
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Police Department personnel are sent to deliver talks to various civic groups in town. At the
request of a resident or business owner, a Litchfield Police Officer will conduct a security survey
of your home or business. Officers also conduct public VIN verification for the titling of Motor
Vehicles, rather than have owners go to N.H. inspection stations. Engraving tools and kits are
available free of charge to be loaned to identify property and valuables, and several people took
advantage of that program this year.A supply of useful crime prevention literature was purchased





The School Resource Officer Program is a nationally accepted program involving the
placement of a law enforcement officer within the educational environment on several different
levels. My name is Officer Heath H. Savage and I am in my fourth year with the Litchfield school
system.
I am involved in a variety of different functions as the School Resource Officer. First, and
foremost, as a visible, active law enforcement figure on campus dealing with any law - related
issues. I also serve as a classroom resource for instruction in the following areas: Law related
education, violence diffusion, safety programs, alcohol and drug prevention, crime prevention, and
other valuable areas. I work as a member of the faculty team to solve problems in the school
community. I am a valuable asset to teachers, parents, and students for conferencing on an
individual basis discussing problems or questions and as a counseling resource in areas which may
affect the educational environment but may be of a law-related nature.
I have several different goals as the Resource Officer. My goal is to bridge the gap between
the police and young people and increase positive attitudes toward law enforcement. I teach the
value of our legal system, promote respect for people and property, reduce juvenile crime by
helping students formulate an awareness of rules, authority and justice. I allow students to access
the legal system; give students a realistic picture of our laws and legal system so they will have an
investment in supporting and improving it. I also teach our students how to avoid becoming a
victim through self-awareness and crime prevention.
Another function of the School Resource Officer is to teach the D.A.R.E. program. I have been
teaching D.A.R.E. for four years. D.A.R.E. (Drug Abuse Resistance Education) is a collaborative
effort by D.A.R.E. certified law enforcement officers, educators, students, parents and the
community to offer an education program in the classroom to prevent or reduce drug abuse and
violence among children and youth. The emphasis of D.A.R.E. in grade five is to help students
recognize and resist the many direct and subtle pressures that influence them to experiment with
alcohol, tobacco, marijuana, inhalants or other drugs or to engage in violent acts.
The D.A.R.E. Program offers preventive strategies to enhance those protective factors, espe-
cially bonding to the family, school and community - which appear to foster the development of
resiliency in young people who may be at risk for substance abuse or other problem behaviors.
Researchers have identified certain protective and social bonding factors in the family, school, and
community that may foster stability in young people, in other words, the capacity of young people
for healthy, independent growth in spite of adverse conditions.These strategies focus on the devel-
opment of social competence, communication skills, self-esteem, empathy, decision-making, conflict
resolution, sense of purpose, independence and positive alternative activities to drug abuse and
other destructive behaviors.




I have also taken a personal interest in students and their activities. I am the current boys fresh-
man basketball coach at Campbell High School and I am still serving as a volunteer assistant coach
on the varsity and junior varsity boys basketball teams at the high school.
Respectfully Submitted,
Heath H. Savage
School Resource / D.A.R.E. Officer
Communication Division
Our communications center is staffed with two full-time dispatchers and one part-time dis-
patcher.
The communications center is open Monday through Friday from 7:00 A.M. to I 1:00 P.M., hol-
idays excluded. At all other times, the dispatching function is handled by the Hillsborough County
Sheriff's Department in Manchester.
As a communications center, we not only provide dispatching services but are responsible for
all requests for information and reports, processing department arrests, incident reports, accident
reports, as well as summonses, warnings, pistol permit applications and court correspondence,
including all correspondence for the Chief of Police.
The services we provide to either officers or citizens in need of assistance, respectively are
innumerable. During the year 2003, we provided service to 2,3 17 citizens that came in to the sta-
tion needing assistance. We also answered 17,857 phone calls for service. These figures do not
include phone calls or citizens walking in that the officers handle after I 1:00 P.M. and on weekends
and holidays.
Some of the statistics you should be aware of are as follows: 2,3 1 7 Walk in for service calls,
181 - 91 I calls, 17,857 telephone communications and 19,063 radio communications.
We are dedicated to providing quality service to the citizens of Litchfield by working coop-
eratively with you, striving to consistently find ways to promote and deliver a feeling of security,
safety and quality service to all, being courteous and respectful at all times.
We look forward to serving you, learning from you and working with you for the betterment
of the Town of Litchfield, committing ourselves to a partnership with the community.
Respectfully submitted
Sharon A. Harding Reed
Secretary/Dispatch
Patrol Division
The Patrol Lieutenant reports directly to the Chief of Police and is responsible for directing
and supervising the patrol function of the department. In addition, the Patrol Lieutenant is respon-
sible for scheduling our officers for duty, time off, and training classes and schools. The Patrol
Lieutenant is also tasked with supervising the training function of the department and for other
such duties as assigned by the Chief of Police.
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The patrol officers are generally the main point of contact between the people and the police
department.We strive very hard to insure that the men and women who respond to your calls
for service are as well trained and as well prepared as we can make them. The Litchfield Police
Department is fortunate to have the high quality of personnel on its staff that it does.These offi-
cers work tirelessly, day in and day out, to protect the people and property in the Town of
Litchfield.
We ought to remember that the United States is still engaged in the war against terrorism.
This war has had a direct impact on the Patrol Division. One of our part time officers, Shaun
Mulholland, has been deployed to serve in Iraq with his reserve army unit. He has been away from
his family and friends for almost a year.We all look forward to his safe return home.
The war impacts the patrol division in other ways as well. Patrol Officers are required to
maintain a higher level of vigilance and attention to detail while going about their routine duties.
Patrol Officers are required to not take anything for granted and to expect the unexpected.You
may believe that nothing of any consequence could ever happen here in Litchfield. That may be,
but we cannot take that chance and must be ready for whatever may come our way. Our lives, as
well as the lives of the people in this community, depend upon us taking this task seriously.
Besides the loss of Officer Mulholland, we were without the services of Master Patrol Officer
Matthew Elliott due to his convalescing from a duty related injury. The loss of these two officers
had a severe impact upon our duty schedule. To their credit, the rest of the patrol staff did their
best to pitch in and take up the slack.
Litchfield Police Officers continue to strive hard to keep the streets of Litchfield a safe place
to drive, ride a bicycle, and walk. Your police officers continue to aggressively enforce the State's
motor vehicle laws and exercise good judgment in their enforcement decisions.We continue to
target those individuals who drive while impaired or after their right to drive has been suspend-
ed or revoked.
Litchfield is experiencing some growing pains. The number of motor vehicle crashes has
increased slightly over the past several years. I attribute this increase to more people moving into
Litchfield each year. Also, there are more people driving through Litchfield on their way to and
from work.
On behalf of all your first responders, Firemen, Ambulance Crews and Police, I request that
you check to insure that your house number is clearly marked on your house and mailbox.There
have been a number of calls for service this past year where time was used up looking for house
numbers could make the difference between life and death. Please, make sure your house and mail-
box are properly marked.
Career Enhancement
Your police department continues to increase the professional competence of your police
officers through a variety of training classes that they have attended throughout 2003. Some of the
classes and courses include;
COPS Grant Management
OHRV Rider Certification Course
NH Acute Care and Traffic Safety
Enforcing Underage Drinking Laws
Intoxilyzer Operator Course
Intoxilyzer Operator Re-Certification Course
SWAT I: Basic Tactical Operations
ASP Baton Certification Course
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Personal Breath Tester Operator
Pepper Spray Instructor Course
Suspect Control & Restraint
Incendiary and Explosive Devices
RADAR Refresher Course
New N.H. Laws review
Respectfully Submitted:
Lt. Gerard A. Millette
Patrol Commander /Training Officer
Firearms Training
In the spring of 2002 I was chosen to attend the Firearms Instructor School at New
Hampshire Police Standards and Training.The school was challenging and I was able to bring back
the latest information and training methods to our officers at the Litchfield Police Department.
This year was the first complete year I have conducted the firearms training with the Litchfield
Police Department. During the year I was able to obtain several new training ideas from other
departments and I implemented some of them here at the Litchfield Police Department.We are
also incorporating more use of force training into the firearms training sessions. I was able to
attend the Use of Force training with Hudson Police Department in 2003. They do an excellent
job with training in the Use of Force Options.These sessions included situations that escalate from
verbal aggression to defensive tactics, use of the ASP Baton and OC spray. In 2004, 1 will be using
this training here at the Litchfield Police Department.
Officer Blastos has been chosen to represent the Litchfield Police Department as part of the
Southern New Hampshire Special Operations UnitThe Special Operations Unit is made up of offi-
cers from Derry, Hudson, Litchfield, Londonderry, Pelham, Raymond, Salem,Windham and the New
Hampshire Police Standards and Training Council.The unit responds to "High Risk" incidents that
occur within our towns.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Hudson and Pembroke Police Departments
for allowing us to use their outdoor ranges for training this year.
A reminder to all gun owners to keep your firearms locked away at home and separated from
the ammunition.There is a new law which holds gun owners responsible for negligent storage of
firearms, RSA 650-C.I Negligent Storage of Firearms. The Litchfield Police Department has gun-
locks available for the asking (NO CHARGE). Please stop in and pick one up. Let's make the year
2004 a very safe year.
In closing, I would like to thank the Litchfield residents for their continued support of our
police department and if anyone has any questions about firearms, please give us a call.
Respectfully submitted:
Master Patrol Officer Paul Paquette
Firearms Instructor
3 Litchfield, New Hampshire
Police Activities Committee
Mission statement
The goal of the Police Activities Committee is to bring programs and events to the commu-
nity. To enhance and strengthen the relationship of the police department with the community. To
develop a mission and strategies to implement programs and events.
Events
The Police Activities Committee (PAC) sponsored many events in 2003, the largest being the
4th annual D.A.R.E. golf tournament. We hosted the tournament at the Passaconaway Country
Club, and are happy to say that we had a full tournament. We are proud to announce that we were
able to raise and donate a sum of $5,200.00 to the Litchfield Police Department D.A.R.E. program.
This gives us a grand total of $20, 100.00 that has been raised to date! We would like to thank the
hole and green sponsors, the players and all the volunteers for coming out and making our tour-
nament a big success.A special thank you goes out to Tom Lorden for donating his time and heli-
copter for our 50/50 fund raiser helicopter drop.Tom has been with us since the beginning and
has certainly helped to make the Litchfield D.A.R.E. tournament a unique and worthwhile experi-
ence.
The PAC stayed busy during the year with the following events.
lanuary
Sponsored a Snowmobile Safety Course that was held at LMS.
February
Assisted the Litchfield Police Association with their annual spaghetti dinner.
March
Sponsored our 3rd annual Police Employee of the year. Officer Paul Paquette was the recipient of
this year's award. A certificate ofAppreciation was awarded to Officer Paquette as well as a plaque
that is on display at the police department. A reception was held at the Police Department for
Officer Paquette and his family and PAC presented a gift to him and flowers to his wife and daugh-
ter. The board of Selectmen and members of the police department and their families participat-
ed in the festivities.
Cosponsored a Boat Safety Course, with the Fire Department, that was held at CHS.
April
Sponsored an All Terrain Vehicle (ATV) Safety course at LMS
May
We held our 4th annual D.A.R.E. golf tournament.We would like to extend a specialTHANKYOU
to all the volunteers that help out every year.You certainly are a big part of our success
Our 5tn Annual Tournament is scheduled for Wednesday May I9tn 2004, at Passaconaway
Country Club.
PAC donated squirt guns to the Conservation Committee to be used as prizes at their annual
Fishing Derby.
June
PAC attended the Selectman's meeting and donated the proceeds from the golf tournament to the
Board of Selectman for the explicit use of the Litchfield D.A.R.E. program.
PAC held its annual cookout for its members and their families to celebrate its achievements dur-
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ing the year and to just say thank you for doing so much to help our police department. Also invit-
ed were the volunteers that help all year and the Board of Selectman.
JuJx
PAC took a break for the month.
August
We renewed our membership with the One Hundred Club of New Hampshire.The One Hundred
Club of New Hampshire was formed to assist the families of Police Officers and Firefighters who
die in the line of duty.This assistance includes but not limited to College Scholarships, financial aid
and family counseling.We are very proud to be members of this fine organization.
The Selectmen presented PAC with a plaque of recognition for 4 years of service to the Town of
Litchfield.
September
September was an organizational meeting to plan for the coming months.
PAC donated a trailer hitch to the Police Department for the ATV trailer that they received.
PAC helped out at the Police Association Fun Run.
Trevor Famisan was the I st to collect a complete set of the 2003/2004 Litchfield Police
Department Trading Cards. He chose a Simon gift certificate as his prize.
October
PAC sponsored the annual Halloween Open House at the Police Department. We passed out
treats to the children and hot chocolate, coffee, cider and snacks were enjoyed by all.We would
like to thank Chief Iverson, Lt. Gaudet and the many police officers and their families that were on
hand to give tours of the police station and assisting PAC with the treats.
We would like to thank the Police Association for providing the candy for the "goody bags".We
would also like to thank the Litchfield Fire Department for sending one of their fire trucks and
three of their firefighters in helping us celebrate our open house on Halloween. It is always a treat
for the children to be able to climb in and out of a fire truck and to have all their questions
answered.
November
November was an organizational meeting to plan for the upcoming months.
December
PAC passed out over 100 bags of candy to the children who attended the LWC Breakfast with
Santa.
PAC sponsored a child from the Litchfield Community Church Christmas Tree.
Katie Soraghan was the 2nd person to collect a complete set of the 2003/2004 Litchfield Police
Department Trading Cards. She chose Monarch's tickets as her prize. There is still one big prize
(lunch with your favorite officer) that has not been claimed.
Police Activities Committee Membership
PAC is made up of many volunteers, which include:
Diane Iverson Chairperson






Elana Ayer Sergeant at Arms
Gilles Bard Advocate
Tom Cavanaugh Lt. James Gaudet
Isabelle Hall Julie Gibbons
Carolyn Hovey Mike Pettyjohn
Off. Heath Savage Rich Rochford
Moira Beineid Master Patrol Officer Robert Bennett




Master Patrol Officer Robert Bennett
If you would like to know more about the Police Activities Committee, please call the Police
Department at 424-4047 for information.
Respectfully submitted by:
Diane Iverson - Chairperson
Police Activities Committee
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The Litchfield Recreation Commission (LRC) is comprised of six (6) appointed volunteers, four (4)
alternates, and one (I) Selectman's representative. The LRC closely follows the recommended
guidelines as found in "A Guide to Municipal Recreation" by the New Hampshire Office of State
Planning, and is governed by New Hampshire Revised Statues Annotated (RSA) 35-B.The LRC
strives to present the community of Litchfield with quality, fun, and educational programming while
ever cognizant of budgetary constraints and community support.
The LRC has developed several sub-committees to address the various needs of the commission.
The committees are Administration, Facilities, Finance, General Programming, Grant
Administration, Land Acquisition, and Recreational Basketball. Additional committees will form as
needs and time progress.TheTown of Litchfield currently employs two part time positions within
the LRC budgets: a Custodian and a Groundskeeper.We are also making better usage of the Town
Website to promote better communications. Please go to
www.litchfield.mv.com/LitchfieldWeb/ParksAndRec/parksandrec.htm
for facility usage forms and a calendar of upcoming events.
Social and recreational programming for youth, families and adults continued in 2003.We contin-
ued our free family film series and have increased our partnering with other civic groups and the
schools to provide recreational opportunities for the community. The Recreation Commission
used its group buying power to sell discounted movie,Water Country, and Six Flags tickets saving
thousands of dollars for Litchfield families. A special thanks to Diane, Pat and Claire at the Town
Clerks Office for making it easy for residents to buy tickets to our programs.
2004 plans currently include the continuation of the teen dances, adult comedy nights, and family
movies.We are always looking for new ideas, and are particularly interested in your suggestions
for additional adult and senior activities.We also will be expanding our partnering efforts with the
schools, school based groups, and other civic organizations.
The LRC is constantly working to improve the physical facilities used for recreation. In 2003 we
fixing erosion problems at the Town Beach at Roy Memorial Park and improving the access to the
beach.This work was funded with a grant from the New Hampshire Department of Environmental
Services.We continued field improvements at the Corning, Brickyard, and Roy Memorial Park facil-
ities by pooling our resources with Litchfield Little League,Youth Soccer, and Girl's Softball.We will
continue with this type of group cooperation to improve and expand the physical facilities for the
residents of Litchfield.We also completed a number of maintenance and improvement projects at
Talent Hall and at the Skate Park. For 2004 we are planning to improve the access to Parker Park
on Charles Bancroft Highway (route 3A) south of Griffin Memorial School and the nature trail
there that was built in cooperation with Nesenkeag Cooperative Farm along Nesenkeag Brook.
For athletic programming the LRC oversees Recreation Basketball, Adult Softball, and Adult
Volleyball.These programs continue to expand with about 400 youths involved with the basketball
program. We are also forming closer ties with the other sports groups in the town such as
Litchfield Baseball Association, Litchfield Youth Soccer, Girl's Softball, and the school programs. All
these programs continue to expand to the point that demand for usage during peak seasons
exceeds available resources. The LRC is committed to developing additional facilities within the
town to meet these demands in cooperation with the schools and sports organizations.
\I03\
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The LRC is also partnering with other organizations with like missions to help fulfill the needs of
the community. Girls Inc. provides the summer camp program at Roy Memorial Park in coopera-
tion with the LRC.Talent Hall is regularly used by local nonprofit organizations such as Pop Warner
Football and Cheerleading, CYO Basketball and Cheerleading, Boy Scouts, Cub Scouts, Girl Scouts,
Gate City Striders, Friends of Aaron Cutler Memorial Library, and the Litchfield Lion's Club.
The LRC has continued to successfully acquire grant monies to expand the recreational opportu-
nities and facilities within the town. In 2003 we have received a grant for $9,681 form the New
Hampshire Department of Environmental Services to address erosion problems at theTown Beach
at Darrah Pond.
Financially the LRC did well in 2003. Through fiscal responsibility and good management we fin-
ished the year under budget. 2004 will be a major fiscal challenge. With a reduced budget we will
continue to deliver the highest level of facilities and programming we can within these budgetary
constraints.
The LRC will undoubtedly increase deliverables to the Town of Litchfield, beyond budgetary con-
straints, as a result of the dedication of volunteers and community support. As the Town of
Litchfield grows, so will the recreational needs of the Town. Each season programs are expanding,
and the impact on the fields and facilities will be evident in increased maintenance costs and degra-
dation of these facilities from over use. Additional field space will be required to support this
growth. Currently the Town is below state standards in almost all areas for recreation facilities.
Through good management and cooperation between the groups involved we have been able to
maintain our programs despite the scarce resources. Going forward the LRC is working with the
Litchfield Schools, Litchfield Baseball Association, and Litchfield Youth Soccer to develop addition-
al facilities and maximize the use we get out of existing facilities.
With continued support, the LRC can develop the recreational facilities and programs within
Litchfield to properly support its users. Volunteer participation is the key. In order for the LRC to
expand much beyond current offerings additional staffing will be required.We are always looking







Zoning Board of Adjustment
The ZBA is made up of 5 members that are appointed by the Board of Selectmen.The members
colunteer their time to meet once a month to hear appeals of administrative decisions made by
the Code Enforcement Officer.The Board has the authority to grant variances, special exceptions
and equitable waivers.
This past year turned out to be one of the busiest in years with the Board accepting 16 cases.Two
of these cases were withdrawn after the public hearing but, before the Board made any decision
on the case.
Two of the cases that were accpted in October and November could not be heard due the lack
of a full fibe member board and have beern rescheduled to be heard next year. This is a reoccur-
ring problem and I would like to encourage the residents of the town to consider volunteering
their time to service as a board member. It only requires one night a month and you get to find
out what is going on in your community.
Four of the cases we heard during the year were for special exceptions to fill wet lands.This seems
to be an issue that is coming before the Board more and more as most of the good dry land has
been built on.To feceive this special exception the applicant must meet specific requirements that
are spelled out in the town's ordinances.We look for guidance from both the Planning Board and
the Conservation Commission to help us ,ake the right decision. I would like to thankboth Boards
for their assistance.
Another interesting case that came up involved a variance request by Pennichuck East Utility.
Pennichuck wanted to install a water tank on Rocky Hill off of HillcrestThe night the hearing was
to take place the applicant failed to show up. The Board had to deny the variance request.A new
hearing date was then scheduled for the following month and ultimately the variance request was
granted. This whole process required extra time and effort by the Board members and I thank
them for taking the time out of their busy schedules.
Next year already looks like it wil be a busy year with 5 cases scheduled for January and as I said
earlier, the Board could always use additional alternate members. So if you are interested please
let the Selectmen know or come to one of our meetings.
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Election Portion
Polls were declared open by Moderator John Regan at 6:55 a.m. and closed by him
at 7:20 p.m.
Assistant Moderator Philip Reed was also on duty during part of the day. Ballot clerks were
Robin Bryant, Joan McKibben, Bertha Micckowski, and CorlynYusuf.
At the opening of the polls, there were 3,963 registered voters. Seventy (70) new voters reg-
istered during the course of the day, resulting in a new total of 4,033.
1,700 voters cast ballots, including 45 by absentee. Results follow:
Election of Officers
Selectman - three-year term
Eric S. Gibbons 1 1 57
Selectman - two-year unexpired term
Raymond Peeples 40 1 write-in
Arthur Griswold 10 write-in
Budget Committee - three-year terms
John E. Caynon 1 005
John R. Devereaux 1 104
Fire Chief - one-year term
Dwayne W. Hogencamp 1371
Library Trustee - two-year unexpired term
Michaela Sheila Huston 1336
write-in












JoEllen Bellerive 2 write-in ineligible
John Devereaux 2 write-in ineligible
Janet Ferren 2 write-in elected
M. Patricia Jewett 2 write-in ineligible
Carolyn Lambert 2 write-in declined
E. Susan Levesque 2 write-in declined
Michael Mieckowski 2 write-in declined





Moderator - one-year term
John G. Regan 363 elected
School Board - three-year term




Clerk - one-year term
Leigh Ann Stone




School District Warrent Articles




yes 1008 carried Recount held 3/24/03
no 672 yes 1012
no 679
Article 2 yes 824 Recount held 3/24/03
no 832 defeated yes 829
no 839
Article 3 yes 693
no 963 defeated
Article 4 yes 583
no 1085 defeated
Article 5 yes 685
no 999 defeated
Article 6 yes 1184
no 382 defeated
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Warrant Articles
Article 2. Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance Amendment No. I as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town of Litchfield Zoning Ordinance as follows?:
Adopt Section 1250.00 AQUIFER PROTECTION DISTRICT, an overlay district, for the promotion of the health, safety,
and general welfare of its residents by preserving, maintaining and protecting from contamination the existing and
potential ground water resources of the Town and protecting the surface waters that are fed by groundwater. The
intended purpose will be accomplished by regulating land use practices generally related to commercial-industrial
land use (such as, but not limited to the disposal or storage of solid wastes, sludge, subsurface waste disposal, road
salting materials, gas or other petroleum products), and including home businesses, that might reduce the quality of
water available for use by municipalities, individuals and industries, now and in the future.
yes 1 346 carried
no 293
Article 3. Are you in favor of the adoption of Zoning Ordinance Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town of Litchfield Zoning Ordinance as follows?:
Amend Section 1500.00 SIGNS by adding provisions in Section 1501.01 concerning permit fee payment and termi-
nation of sign application consideration when fees are not paid; amending Section 1501.02 by requiring public notice
and public hearing before sign permit opposed with additional notice requirements for illuminated signs; and adding
a new Section 1 503.04 regulating the maximum size and maintenance of subdivision and Housing for Older Persons
project signs.
yes I 1 80 carried
no 425
Article 4. Shall the Town raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including appropriations by special war-
rant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set forth on the budget posted with the war-
rant or as amended by vote of the first session, for the purposes set forth therein, totaling $3,0 1 2,809.00. Should this
article be defeated, the operation budget shall be $2,917,897.00 which is the same as last year, with certain adjust-
ments required by previous action of the Town or by law or the governing body may hold one special meeting, in
accordance with RSA 40:1 3,X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only.The Selectmen and
the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
NOTE:This warrant article (operating budget) does not include appropriation in any other warrant article.
yes 976 carried
no 658
Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 05,500.00 for Phase I of a two-year
town wide revaluation plan. The entire cost of the revaluation assessment over the two-year phasing will be
$225,750.00.This revaluation will occur over a two-year period in preparation for the town audit by the Department
of Revenue Administration. This is a special Warrant Article per RSA 32:3 (VI), reflecting an appropriateion that will
not lapse until the completion of the town-wide revaluation or December 31, 2006. The Selectmen and the Budget





Article 6. To see if the Town willvote to raise and appropriate the sum of $300,000.00 for construction of a BRIDGE
linking Albuquerque Avenue at April Drive with the section of Albuquerque Avenue just south of Morgan Road and
the construction of Albuquerque Avenue between Morgan Road and April Drive and to authorize the use of




Article 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 50,000.00 to implement the first por-
tion of a ten-year road maintenance plan; of this amount $ 1 50,000.00 is authorized to be withdrawn from the State
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Highway Block Grant Aid fund. The Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
yes 1 245 carried
no 394
Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000.00 to be placed in the Fire
Facilities Capital Reserve Fund previously established. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. The Budget
Committee does not recommend this appropriation.
yes 547
no 1 065 defeated
Article 9. To see if the Town shall vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $36,94 1 .00 for the purpose of purchasing
a Ford F-350 pickup truck to replace the existing 1 985 forestry vehicle used by the fire department, and to author-
ize the Selectmen to sell or trade-in the existing 1985 forestry vehicle in conjunction with the purchase of the Ford
F-350 pickup truckThe Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
yes 1 034 carried
no 602
Article 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise' and appropriate the sum of $6,800.00 for the purpose of purchas-
ing an All Terrain Vehicle (ATV) and trailer for use by the police and fire departments for enforcement and emergency




Article I I. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $36,600.00 for the purpose of pur-
chasing a Ford F-550 dump truck to replace the existing 1993 F-350 dump truck used by the highway department,
and to authorize the Selectmen to sell or trade-in the existing 1993 Ford F-350 dump truck in conjunction with the
purchase of the Ford F-550 dump truckThe Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
yes 839 carried
no 803
Article 1 2. To see if the Town will vote to aurhorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into a joint agreement with
other municipalities to establish a regional water district in anticipation of acquiring the assets or the stock of The
Pennichuck Corporation or its successors.
Such action will not affect any municipal water system, village water district, or water utility that chooses to join this
regional water district.
yes I 1 64 carried
no 446
Article 1 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 25,000.00 for the exploration, design,
location, testing, and engineering associated with the establishment of a Litchfield Drinking Water Production well.
This appropriation will allow for determining the best location, testing for suitable quantity and quality of water and
determining the final costs of establishment of a production well. It is anticipated the construction costs for a pro-
duction well would be established through this study and presented to the voters next year. If Article 12 shall pass,
then this Article shall be deemed void and of no further effectThis is a special warrant article per RSA 32:3 (VI).The
Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
yes 928 carried
no 685
Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $78,000.00 for the purpose of pur-
chasing and installing a Quantar Astro Capable Repeater UHF, fixed equipment accessories and Astro infrastructure
communication equipment for the Police department to replace outdated equipment and to extend the range and
coverage.This is a special Warrant Article per RSA 32:3(VI), reflecting an appropriation that will not lapse until the
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purchase and installation fo the Quantar Astro Capable Repeater UHF, fixed equipment accessories, and Astro infra-




Article 1 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 0,000.00 to be placed into the
Conservation and Land Acquisition Fund previously established. The purpose of said fund is to purchase land, con-
servation or trail easements, or purchase of development rights. The Selectmen and the Budget Committee recom-
mend this appropriation.
yes 1 050 carried
no 578
Article 1 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000.00 for the purpose of purchas-
ing and installing a chain-link fence around the dog -kennel.The Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend
this appropriation.
yes 1 032 carried
no 603
Article 1 7: To see if the Town will vote pursuant to RSA 23 1 :63 to require the Highway Agent, in addition to his
usual duties as Highway Agent, to have charge, under the direction of the Selectmen, of the care and maintenance of
the solid waste facility and related areas.
yes 1 1 20 carried
no 478
Article 1 8: To see if the Town of Litchfield will vote to rescind the article identified as Article 19 adopted by March
13, 1981 Town Meeting and adopt a new ordinance regulating JunkYards.The proposed ordinance will regulate cer-
tain junk yards, as defined in the ordinance, by establishing certain requirements, including licensing requirements, as
set forth in the ordinance.
yes 1283 carried
no 349
Article 19: to see if theTown will vote to deposit 100 percent of the revenues collected pursuant to RSA 79-A (the
land use change tax) in the Conservation and Land Acquisition Fund previously established, in accordance with RSA
36-A:5(lll) as authorized by RSA 79-A:25(ll). the purpose of said fund is to purchase land, conservation or trail
easements, or the purchase of development rights.
yes 1093 carried
no 530
Article 20: Shall the Town accept the provisions of RSA 202-A:4-d providing that any town at an annual meeting
may adopt an article authorizing the public library trustees to accept gifts of personal property, other than money,
which may be offered to the library for any public purpose, and such authorization shall remain in effect until rescind-
ed by a vote of town meeting? Provided, however, pursuant to RSA 202:4-d(ll), prior to accepting any gift valued at
over $5,000.00, the library trustees shall hold a public hearing on the proposed acceptance.




: To see if the Town will vote to continue the membership of the Planning Board as authorized in RSA
673:2 (119a), with seven (7) members. All seven (7) members shall be residents of the Town of Litchfield and shall be
composed of six (6) members appointed by the Board of Selectmen and one (I) ex-officio member who shall be a
designated member of the Board of Selectmen.
yes 1 350 carried
^ Litchfield, New Hampshire
no 259
Article 22: To see If the Town will vote to send the following resolution to the New Hampshire General Court:
"Resolved, «n its first two years of operation, the Land and Community Heritage Investment Program (LCHIP) has
helped communities throughout New Hampshire preserve their natural, cultural and historic resources and, there-
fore, the State of New Hampshire should maintain funding for LCHIP in its next biennial budget"
yes 1229 carried
no 377
A true record of action taken at the voting portion of the 2003 Annual Meeting, attest:
Diane Ljerry
Town Clerk
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Town Officers and Employee Earnings
DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL EARNINGS
SELECTMEN'S OFFICE Byron, Frank A. 1732.00
(The secretarial and clerical Devereaux,John R. 330.00
personnel also serve as staff to Eric S. Gibbons 787.00
the Building, Health, and Highway Jewett, Marilyn P. 1732.00
Departments, Zoning Board and Levesque, Sr.ThomasW 330.00
various committees) Peeples Jr, Raymond 1357.00
Pinciarojohn E. 1732.00
Williams, Cecil A. 578.00
Durocher, Cecile G. 62484.00
v
Brodeur, Theresa S. 34830.99
Dogopoulos, Lorraine E. 36493.64
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR'S OFFICE
Jerry, Diane L. 45898.02
Gibeault, Patricia A. 36209.20
Croteau, Claire L. 22188.25
TOWN TREASURER Rau, EberhardW 5368.00
TRUSTEES OFTOWN TRUST FUNDS Harding, Sheryl M. 76.00
Parker-Ferren, Jane 57.00
Rafferty, Susan M. 19.00
Seymour III, Horace 76.00
VOTER REGISTRATION & ELECTIONS Hamilton, Andrea 272.00
Lepine, Christine E. 272.00
Redding, Robert M. 272.00
Regan, John G. 175.20
Reed, Philip M. 113.88
McKibbenJoanA. 120.60
Mieckowski, Bertha A. 152.76
Yusuf, Corlyn A. 142.71
Bryant, Robin A. 114.57





TOWN HALL, LIBRARYAND TALENT
HALL CUSTODIANS AND GROUNDSKEEPER
Wonson, Arthur R. 11988.95
McGaffigan, Heidy E. 292.50
McKibben, Matthew G. 90.00





TOWN HALL, LIBRARYAND TALENT
HALL CUSTODIANS AND GROUNDSKEEPER cont.
Saunders, Donna M.




PLANNING BOARD McKibbenJoan A. 13185.02
POLICE DEPARTMENT:
(Includes Special Detail Wages
and Uniform Allowances)
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Iverson Jr.,Thomas F. 67152.62
Gaudet, James R. 65974.42
Millette, Gerard A. 63158.05
Blastos, Christopher 51225.20
Donnelly, David A. 58437.84
Elliott, Matthew L. 44686.94
O'Brion, Joseph E. 57907.45
Paquette, Paul O. 52683.13
Savage, Heath H. 41184.84
Bennett, Robert D. 14007.24
Connolly-Repole, Cynthia 9758.18
Harris, Steve P. 7664.80
Hoey, Brian M. 4305.87








Harding-Reed, Sharon A. 36930.20
Bessette, Carol A. 15120.87
Hogencamp, Dwyane W. 4964.39
Schofield,Thomas B. 5101.48
Nicoll, Douglas M. 64149.46
Hebert,Timothy J. 40718.33
Adams, Warren W. 1103.64
Allard, Paul 4834.74













Gilbert, Stan R. 2044.68
Hookway, Christopher 10.82
Jack III, RowW 2921.40
Jones, RoderickW 1320.04
Kearns, Timothy F. 1060.36
Kelley,Thomas P. 290.92
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Lang, David M. 5413.11
Lang, RyanW 1039.00





Newell, Jeffrey A. 2223.46
Nolan, Gregory J. 1496.16
Perrin III, Leslie 2181.90
Pinard, Normand J. 2001.70
Rea Jr., James E. 1352.55
Ricard, Jason 1353.86
Ross, Joseph C. 1028.61







Slater, Jason C. 1226.02
Slater 111, John J. 1402.65
Travis Jr., John F. 2063.69
Welch II, Robert W. 963.59







Fauteux, Gilles J. P. 21877.83
Faucher, Herve G. 2,410.23
Mellen, David L. 30571.41
Fitzgerald, Roger M. 17545.83
Carten, Leo H. 2454.90
Delude,Thomas R. 12142.07
Dubord, Raynald A. 1402.65
Faucher, Herve G. 17473.42





Rossignol, Ryan R. 1319.53
Worster, David E. 11702.22
Jones, RoderickW 1168.00
PERSONNEL EARNINGS
Pilon, Gerald F. 10,699.22
Litchfield, New Hampshire
LIBRARY Varick,Vicki L 28322.57
Leonardi, Sarah A. 8 1 4 1 .04
Brigham, Cheryl R. 1 2268.90
Carroll,Tekla R. 501.28
Deeter, Stephanie P. 1 6263.58
Gagnon, Heather M. 2739.7
1
Meagher, Maureen A. 9949.62
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Geoff Westervelt
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Keith Chasse
Pam Griswold
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Fax: (603) 578-1267 Equal Opportunity Employer
Geoff Westervelt, Chairman Dick Rafferty, Vice-Chair Lisa Belzil Cindy Couture Stephen Graveline
To the Citizens of Litchfield:
2003 may well be the most important year in the history of the Litchfield Schools. It has been a year
where the many pressures of growth have caused fundamental changes in the way we deal with the
education of our children. The changes have taken enormous efforts on the parts ofmany. Although the
changes have been substantial, those involved have achieved a positive outcome with a minimum of
conflict and disruption. On behalf of the members of the Litchfield community, I would like to thank
them for their outstanding performance.
The greatest change has been the separation of Hudson from SAU #27. This transition has meant the
hiring and training ofnew staff, the development of our own business office, and the purchase and
implementation of a new accounting system. It has also meant the physical move from Hudson to
temporary space in Campbell High School.
Accomplishing the physical move would have been impressive by itself, but at the same time
Superintendent Hamblett has worked to evaluate how the SAU was operating and make changes where
they were needed. Working closely with the Board and her staff, Ms. Hamblett has established long
term planning cycles for facilities, computer technology, equipment and personnel. Board member
Steve Graveline worked with Ms. Hamblett to negotiate a new contract with teachers. Salary schedules
for all non-union employees were reviewed and revised to reflect equitable treatment for all employees.
Litchfield is not only operating independently of Hudson, but has seen the development of a well
managed, highly efficient and productive School Administrative Unit.
In the spring the town of Litchfield graduated its first class of seniors from Campbell High School. In a
state where Litchfield often went unnoticed, our students have brought us recognition for outstanding
levels ofperformance in music, art, scholarship and athletics. In the not too distant future Campbell
High School will be visited by teams from the New England Association of Secondary Schools for the
purpose of accreditation. The staff at Campbell High School has worked hard to prepare the school for
this process and we look forward to the successful completion of the accreditation process.
In 2003 LMS faced a critical shortage of classrooms. By a margin oftwo votes a four room addition
was defeated at the polls. Despite working under a default budget, the Board voted to apply resources to
this problem and lease four portable classrooms to relieve overcrowding. The result has been dramatic.
LMS is now able to set up a dedicated computer lab for the students, minimize the number of staffwho
have to move from classroom to classroom and maintain class sizes close to what has been seen in the
past.
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At GMS, Dr. Scott has been working with a dedicated team of teachers, volunteers and community
members to develop a new report card for GMS. This fall parents have seen the end result. The new
form offers a more consistent approach to progress reporting for all grades and makes it easier for the
parents to see the progress of their students from year to year.
Unfortunately, the problems ofovercrowding and the decay of an aging building have become critical at
GMS. The physical conditions in the school will require a substantial investment of millions of dollars
if the town were to continue to utilize this facility. Even if the money were spent to upgrade the existing
facility and fix the problems with the structure, we would still need to build additional classroom space
for the elementary population we now have and the growth we anticipate in the next ten years.
The Board contracted with Team Design to do engineering studies of the existing building. That
information was turned over to a Space Needs committee. The Space Needs Committee held several
public forums and poured over the engineering studies. They combined this information with the results
of surveys about programming and instructional needs. The conclusion was that renovation was not a
cost effective solution to the problems. This conclusion was later re-affirmed by a separate Building
Committee, and as a result voters will see a warrant on this year's ballot to build a new elementary
school in the first of a two part building plan to house all our elementary students in adequate facilities.
The work of the Space Needs Committee, the Building Committee, Team Design and Harriman
Associates is to be commended. Every possible option has been considered carefully and the proposed
project is a well reasoned solution to a complex problem.
Litchfield is a wonderful town to live in, and a wonderful town to raise children in. Those facts have
lead to a very aggressive growth rate. In a very short period, Litchfield has had to deal with' that growth
by building an addition to LMS, construct a high school, establish an SAU and now build new space for
elementary education. It will be up to all the voters to look for solutions for funding these basic needs
without sacrificing the quality of our educational programs. Some towns have eased this burden by
developing well planned commercial and industrial areas and courting businesses. Others have used
zoning to limit growth. I encourage residents with expertise in town planning to come forward and get
involved in the solutions.
On a personal note, this year will mark the end ofmy first elected term on the Board. When I reflect on
the condition of the district when I came to the Board and compare it to the present, I can see great
progress. The SAU is established and is responsive to the needs of Litchfield. We have been able to
identify and hire outstanding professionals in the field of education and administration. The members of
the administration are developing long range plans and are working together to make positive
improvements in our schools. We are poised to develop one of the truly great school systems in the state.
I think the future of education in Litchfield is very promising.
I would like to thank the members of the Board who have worked so hard these past three years to see
that the growth we have had to manage has resulted in such a quality product. Each new challenge has
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Although this is my third annual report to the citizens of Litchfield, it is my first as Superintendent of
Schools. The establishment of the Litchfield School District as your own School Administrative Unit
has been an extraordinary milestone for the Litchfield community. For many years the school districts
ofHudson and Litchfield shared one administrative unit and one district administrative staff as SAU 27.
On July 1, 2003, Litchfield became its own district retaining the SAU 27 designation while Hudson
became SAU 81 . The transition has been a smooth one thanks to the support of Hudson's staff and the
guidance of its Superintendent, Randy Bell, and because of the support of our own staff, teachers, and
administrators. Although challenging, it has and continues to be an exciting effort.
While "start up" functions and daily operations have demanded most of our attention as a new
administrative staff, I trust that our proximity has provided you with well deserved attention and service.
I expect this will strengthen as we continue the establishment of the district offices. Beginning a new
administrative unit has provided an opportunity to bring talented and dedicated individuals to new
positions in fiscal management, curriculum and instruction, and personnel. I welcome and thank for
their effort, knowledge, and experience, Teri Blouin, Business Administrator; Joyce Choate, Director of
Curriculum and Instruction; and Deb Mahoney, Human Resource and Benefits Administrator. We have
also been fortunate in the addition of Bernice Manikas as Payroll Clerk and in the transition of Jody
Bellerive from District Treasurer to Chief Accountant.
As you read through this annual report you will find contributions from district personnel who continue
for a second year. Their efforts are quite visible in the expansion of technology and improvements in
the delivery and coordination of services for students with special needs. Adam Steel, Technology
Coordinator offers his first contribution to the annual report as does Ronda Gregg, Director of Special
Services. Barbara Bielawski has shifted roles from the Campbell Principal's Office to becoming my
Assistant and Nancy Caissie continues to provide support to Ronda Gregg while Leigh Ann Stone
continues her support of the School Board.
Continuing a long tradition, each Principal of your schools offers in this report a summary of
accomplishments in the past year with a glance to the future. I thank each of them for their effort and
communication, and their initiative as we strive to build a district perspective without compromising or
losing sight of individual building needs.
I would like to thank the teachers of Litchfield for their continued dedication. Of special note is the
sensitivity with which the teachers' negotiation team approached the formation of a new agreement.
Recognizing the need for a new elementary school and the desire to begin public Kindergarten as well as
the continuing district operating needs, teachers will assist in meeting rising health care costs.
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I would also like to thank support staff of the district. Support staff include administrative
assistants, paraprofessionals, site facilities managers, custodians, food service personnel,
and lunch monitors. Their patience and support of district staff as we assume daily
operations is appreciated over and over again. I would also like to add appreciation for
all coaches and for those who provide student transportation.
And before closing, I thank the members of the Litchfield School Board. Each one has
contributed in their own way to my development as a Superintendent and to the forward
direction of the district. They have juggled major building initiatives while keeping
programmatic goals in mind. Likewise, the default budget has been a challenge, and I
appreciate their support as we try to move ahead with improvements to the district while
maintaining fiscal responsibility. I am grateful for their support.
While members of the School Board represent the "public" there are also many others
who have contributed to the development and continuation of student opportunities.
Among these individuals are those of you who volunteer so much of your time solely as
individuals or with others as members of the PTOs, Booster Clubs, Gridiron, and Friends
of Music and Campbell High. I also want to thank those of you who serve as members
of the Selectmen, Budget Committee, Cable, Conservation, and Planning Committees,
and those of the Police and Fire Departments who have offered guidance in the
establishment of the SAU and the development of the district. I look forward to our
continuing relationships.
I look forward to the challenges of the coming year. In addition to my work in the
district I serve as President of the South Central Superintendents' Association and on the
Executive Board of the State Administrator's Association. In this capacity I have
represented Litchfield in State issues and have been able to participate in discussions and
decisions regarding our children's future and the direction of State educational policy.
As our district grows, I will offer guidance, explore new possibilities and continue the
improvements already set in motion. We have made extraordinary accomplishments this
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Catherine M. Hamblett TeriBIouin Joyce Choate Ronda Gregg
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ANNUAL REPORT
FINANCE
The first year as the Business Administrator for the Litchfield School District has been an exciting
one. The pleasure has been mine to set up a new financial department, hire qualified staff to
support that department and choose the best financial software package to ensure the highest
productivity in the future.
Within days ofmy arrival, I began the search for the best candidates to serve the District in the
capacity of Chief Accountant and Payroll Clerk. With more than 240 employees to pay on a bi-
weekly basis and more than 2,300 purchase orders to be distributed to vendors, the need for highly
qualified staffmembers was a high priority. It is without a doubt that I feel that I was very
fortunate to find some of the most dedicated, sincere, and devoted individuals that I have ever
come in contact with over my previous 20 years in business. Jo Ellen Bellerive, former Litchfield
School District Treasurer, was hired as the Chief Accountant and came to the District with many
years of accounting experience. Bernice Manikas, Payroll Clerk, came to Litchfield with over 20
years of commercial payroll experience.
The new financial management software has surpassed the productivity and performance goals set
for the Finance Department. The upgrade to the Munis software has allowed the Finance
Department to re-engineer the workflow to take advantage of improved methods in the field of
accounting. One of the most significant improvements is the ability for the Human Resource
Department to share the same employee data with the Payroll Department. In the past, all
employee information had to be keyed in duplicate and was not visible electronically by both
departments resulting in numerous inaccuracies. The upgrade has also moved Litchfield from an
obsolete DOS/paper process to a faster and more efficient Windows/electronic process. The
budget module and new "user friendly" reports have gone a long way in making the job of
analyzing the District finances a little easier for the School Board and Budget Committee. The
more than 20 Munis users throughout the District find the access to "real time data" to be a huge
improvement! No more waiting for a "posting process" to see accurate data!
In July of 2003, 1 coordinated the installation of the two modular buildings at Litchfield Middle
School. This added classroom space has provided a temporary relief to the overcrowding at this
school. Throughout the summer and fall of 2003, 1 worked both with the Space Needs Committee
and the Building Committee to develop a proposal for a new facility that would further address the
overcrowding in our District.
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In the area of facility operations and maintenance, monthly meetings were held withthe three
building site managers and the grounds personnel to stay on top of all facility issues. I compliment
their efforts in building maintenance and repair. The new financial software allows for
comprehensive, user friendly reports to help this management team analyze their budgets and
expenditures.
Two areas that have gone very smoothly this year have been Food Service and Pupil
Transportation. In all my years in education I have never seen two better working systems. Hilda
Lawrence, Food Service Director, does an exceptional job of meeting the needs of the staff and
students. Our bus transportation company, First Student, has been actively meeting with school
administration throughout the year to ensure everyone's needs are met in the area of regular,
special education, and athletic transportation.
As a Business Administrator I feel my primary goal is to assist the key decision makers of the
District in the area of financial resources so that together we can maximize the educational
achievements of the District. Economic times, federal government mandates, and changing
revenue patterns are just a few of the impacts on Litchfield's financial resources. We must all
work together to not let these outside forces diminish Litchfield's educational achievements. This
can only be done through collaboration, hard work, and devotion between all parties.
I would like to take a moment to thank the New Hampshire Association of Business Officials
(NHASBO) and the Hudson Finance Department. Both organizations have been indispensable
resources during my first year as a Business Administrator. They have assisted me in many areas
including but not limited to financial reports, bid specifications, policies and best practices in the
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The Department of Special Services provides assistance to staff, students, and parents in the areas of
Special Education, students at-risk for learning, and students who are home-schooled. In addition,
students are placed in settings outside the school district if their individual needs require this placement.
A district-wide study team recently completed a year-long process of evaluating the district's needs,
focusing on programmatic changes or services within the district, which will ensure that the needs of all
students are met. As a result of this focus group's intensive work, several initiatives and
recommendations have begun. These include positive behavioral intervention and supports at the middle
school, a school-wide model to look at school culture and climate, and differentiated instruction at the
elementary school, which will assist teachers with ways to maximize the potential of all students. The
high school's major focus is on creating personalized learning environments that produce responsive
instruction and coursework for at-risk students.
Campbell High School now has a federally funded School Social Worker. This position provides the
students with someone who can help them identify a concern and consider effective solutions, utilizing
community resources which are available and appropriate. A future goal is to have a School-To-Career
Counselor for the students. This position will assist the students in planning for their futures after school
by focusing on their interests, their styles, and their abilities, and in planning for a school-to-work
transition. Alternative coursework and alternative means of completing high school requirements are
being explored.
Program implementation is also planned to give students diagnosed with autism or developmental delays
additional opportunities for learning in an alternative setting. Students in the preschool setting have the
benefit ofhaving a team of skilled educational professionals addressing their early childhood needs.
Paraprofessionals have had the opportunity to take coursework in the special education process and
modifications for learning. Currently, job descriptions and further opportunities for training are being
developed.
Special Services is focusing on more positive experiences for students. Through collaborative efforts
with the regular education staff and other support personnel, the goal is to assist all students through the
learning process.
Ronda Gregg -''-'
Director of Special Services
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It is a pleasure to submit this, my first annual report as the Director of Curriculum and Instruction for
the Litchfield School District. It has been a very exciting time as we begin to establish our identity
as an independent school district.
During the first few months, we worked to acquire federal grant monies available to the district.
Programs supported by these funds have enabled us to continue to provide additional writing support
and reading tutors for students at Griffin Memorial School. These positions were previously
included in Title I funds for which Litchfield is no longer eligible. Federal grant funds have also
allowed us to initiate a Student Assistance Program at Campbell High School and Litchfield Middle
School, continue the mentoring program for new teachers at all three schools, and provide
technology training and certification for staff in all three buildings.
An ongoing committee is currently reviewing the Technology Education programs at the middle and
high schools with the intention of integrating these programs more effectively with mathematics and
science goals. We will be meeting with representatives from the NH Department of Education as we
continue this work.
In accordance with the district curriculum review cycle, a committee representing all grade levels
has begun to examine the Science Curriculum, and will make necessary revisions during the next
year. We have met with a consultant from the NH Department of Education, and will continue to do
so, in order to ensure that our science curriculum not only meets the needs of Litchfield students, but
also aligns with the National Standards and New Hampshire Framework which is also in the process
of revision.
The Best Schools Leadership Team is completing a three-year project dealing with assessment in our
schools. As a result of this work, a new report card has been introduced at Griffin Memorial School
which provides parents with a clear description of instructional concepts being taught as well as their
child's strengths and areas needing improvement. The Middle School has focused on developing a
comprehensive rubric for grading the unified arts subjects. This new grading format is being used in
this pilot year in all unified arts classes. The focus at Campbell High School has been defining and
standardizing the core competencies in all course offerings. This team has worked diligently and
should be commended for the work they have accomplished.
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The "No Child Left Behind" legislation has placed great demands upon our schools and teachers. In
my role as Curriculum Director, I have been able to assist a number of teachers in the acquisition of
necessary additional certifications, and documentation of professional standards required by this
legislation. We will continue to vigorously strive to meet the expectations ofNo Child Left Behind
as the standards continue to rise each year.
I am pleased with the support I have received this year from students, teachers, and administrators in
all three schools. As I said in my opening statement, it is an exciting time for the Litchfield schools,
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In the area of educational technology, this past year has brought changes, improvements,
donations, and collectively - PROGRESS! The value of technology in education today cannot be
overstated. Technology has moved from being a supplemental part of the learning process to being an
essential component much like reading, writing, math and science. Technology tools make it possible
to engage students in unique and motivating ways by taking flat material and making it
multidimensional and even entertaining. Additionally, almost every job of today and certainly every
job oftomorrow will require basic knowledge of computers. These skills need to be taught at every
grade level to ensure our students are prepared for future educational and work demands.
The New Hampshire State Office of Education Technology describes their vision for the use of
technology in this way: "students will use educational technology to develop strategies for solving
problems, enhance their access to information, collect data, analyze data, increase productivity,
produce creative work, communicate ideas, improve learning, and develop workforce skills. Students
will interact with information in a dynamic process rather than just as static sets of facts appearing on
a printed page. Teachers will appropriately assess student progress through the use of educational
technology, and school and district administrators will use technology in all aspects of school
management" (excerpt taken from http://www.nheon.Org/oet/stateplan/nhtp2002.htm#Ia). This
definition adds to the reasoning why technology is vital in the educational processes of today.
The first step towards using technology as a learning tool is to acquire the requisite
infrastructure for our classrooms. While we have achieved some success in getting a working
computer in most classrooms, many of these computers have limited function and are more than five
years old. Currently, Griffin Memorial School and Litchfield Middle School are in the greatest need
for replacements and upgrades while Campbell High School is ready to start expanding programs and
offerings related to computer technology. I would ask voters to take into consideration the value of
technology in the educational process when making funding decisions.
In addition to the teaching and learning aspects of technology, we have worked towards easing
parent-teacher communication through the use of email. One way in which we moved towards
achieving this goal is by installing computers in both GMS's and LMS's teachers' rooms that faculty
and staff can use to access email, the Internet and office productivity programs.
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I am pleased to report that we have offset a portion of our technology needs with donations of





The students and staff of the Litchfield School District thank these companies for their generous
donations that will go to further the use of technology in our schools.
I would also like to thank the Litchfield School Board and the Litchfield Budget Committee for
their continued support of educational technology as well as John Caynon and Ralph Boehm for their
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I am privileged to offer my report for my 9th year of service to Griffin Memorial
School. It has been a year of challenges, but one of renewed dedication to students. There
are few school communities that can match G.M.S. in terms of parental support and staff
commitment to excellence.
We completed our second year as part of the Best Schools Leadership Initiative
(Cohort 3) working on refining the process of reporting student progress and its relationship
to instruction and achievement, redesigning the report card into a reporting system which is
more consistent and informative than what existed previously. The team worked with the
school community refining benchmarks and grading philosophy. This fall the pilot of the new
reporting system will be implemented.
The preschool and kindergarten programs, provided to identified and tuitioned
typical role model students, underwent systemic change in program and personnel. The
result has been positive for the young children. The addition of a teacher specializing in
Autism has provided needed expertise regarding this growing population.
The year was marked by a number of unexpected issues resulting in 1 1 long term
staff absences. We were extremely fortunate to be able to maintain the classrooms with
qualified personnel who were adeptly able to provide seamless instruction. Most difficult
was the sudden death of Diane Minnis, our school counselor who served Litchfield for 16
years. The support throughout the Litchfield community at this difficult time for students
and staff left us immensely grateful. As often happens, sadness was brightened by several
very happy events with births and marriages in our faculty families.
The Blue Ribbon and Gold CircleAwards rewarded community support and
volunteerism at G.M.S. Parental involvement is an irreplaceable part of the educational
process. The P.T.O. provdes enriching educational experiences for our students.
Examples include the Banking Program, Wee Deliver, Griffy Store, and numerous
assemblies which enhance the student experience.
Student progress was shared with the community with events including the
ScarecrowJamboree, HolidaysAround the Wortd, the Holiday and Spring Concerts
presented by the Chorus, DistrictArts Festival, Spring Arts Festival, Grandparents and
Special Friends Day, and through the presentation of thematic units, to name a few. The
student authored publication, The Write Stuff, is a wonderful media for sharing creative
pieces as is the Authors' Tea which celebrates their work. We remain proud of our 3rd
grade students' achievement on the New Hampshire State Assessment, which is a
measure of their learning through their first three years in school. Their achievement is a
result of excellent dedicated teachers partnered with parents committed to sound
educational practice. We look forward to good days ahead.
Sincerely,
Lihda N. Scott, Ed. D.
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GRIFFIN MEMORIAL SCHOOL STAFF - 2003/2004
Last Name First Name Position Degree
Allen Tracy Grade 1 B
Ashe Amy Grade 4 M
Baxter Allison Preschool/Special Ed. B
Benoit Susan Grade 2 B
Blackadar Rita Special Ed. B+30
Bliss James Physical Ed. B
Bosco Kara Grade 3 B
Charest Pauline Grade 3 B+15
Cogan Joanne Grade 1 B
Conway Carrie Occupational Therapist B
Cote Doris Grade 2 M
Cote Julie Grade 4 B
Cullen-Kent Paula Grade 4 B+15
Dodge Lori Grade 1 B
Doucette Sandra Special Ed. M
Faro Constance Reading CAGS
Hale Miller Heidi Art M
Johnstone Sandra Grade 1 B
Labelle Barbara Music M
Levesque Carol Grade 3 M
Maghakian Stacy Asst. Principal B
McDowell Ada Special Ed. B+15
McGowan Megan Grade 1 M
McGowan Susan Grade 2 M+30
Michalewicz Inga Grade 2 M
Moesel Tanya Grade 3 B
Murphy Heather Special Ed. B
Parent Margaret Grade 4 M+15
Parzych Michele Grade 3 M
Paul Stacey Grade 4 B
Prevel-Turmel Melina Librarian M+30
Proctor Marilyn Grade 2 M+30
Puglise Laura Grade 1 B
Saxton Mary Louise Special Ed. M
Scott Linda Principal Ed.D
Seabrook Susan Nurse -
Seiden Fern Guidance M+15
Shupe Penelope Grade 1 M+15
Stearns Jessica Grade 3 B
Tibbetts Marian Grade 2 M+15
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It is with pleasure that I submit this annual report to you as principal ofthe Litchfield Middle
School.
We have had a very busy year at the middle school, particularly with the addition of four
portable classrooms. This added space has helped considerably in relieving the lack of
instructional space that was needed. The portables are working out fine with glowing reports
from the staff and students. The main facility has an additional four classrooms, which has
allowed us to eliminate conducting classes in our library and cafeteria.
We had a small turnover in staff this year and have hired some very qualified teachers as
replacements. All the staff is working hard at the middle school. Our new computer literacy
program is working fine and we hope to expand the program soon.
I continue to be pleased with student achievement at our school. Our sixth grade State
Assessment scores continue to be strong. We scored above the state average in all areas ofthe
test with particular strengths in Language Arts and Math. We administered the Terra Nova
achievement test at grade seven for the first time. These scores were excellent with our school,
as a whole, scoring in the 80
th
percentile. District assessments also indicate positive student
growth.
Our extra-curriculum program continues to flourish. Our athletic program is strong and very
competitive. Our girls' soccer team won the tri-county league championship this past fall. Our
music program is flourishing under the direction of Carolyn Leite and Jamie Saucier. We have
over 100 students participating in our band and choral programs. In addition, our clubs and
after-school activities are allowing many students to make a positive connection to our school.
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While we are pleased with these positive realities, there are still areas that need attention. These
include grade reporting, program expansion and the refinement of middle school programs.
With your continued support and guidance I am confident that we will be able to address these
issues.
Our success as a middle school is a result ofa hard working and dedicated staff. I thank the
teachers, para-professionals, monitors, custodial staffand support stafffor all their efforts. I
thank our administrative assistants for their hard work and long time dedication to our school. I
also thank the new S.A.U. stafffor their help and support. I thank you, Catherine, for the great
leadership you provide our district.
In closing, I thank the many school and community groups for their help and support. Our
school P.TO. has been a tremendous help in bringing the "extras" to our school. I thank the








LITCHFIELD MIDDLE SCHOOL STAFF - 2003/2004
Last Name First Name Position Degree Salary
Berube Amy Grade 5 B $30,749.00
Bowie Karen Grade 5 M $35,181.00
Brucker Nancy Grade 5 M $48,791.00
Carr Maureen Nurse B $44,222.00
Cogan Carolyn Grade 7 B+15 $48,049.00
Corbeil Robin Computer 60% B $19,132.80
Corbett Jody Grade 7 B $28,596.00
Cummings Mary Guidance M $36,486.00
Curren Karen Grade 8 M $39,234.00
Dodge Jean Grade 7 B $41,122.00
Dwyer Heather Grade 6 B $33,068.00
Fuccillo Karen Special Ed. M $40,687.00
Garabedian Kathleen - Art M+15 $40,412.00
Guerette Jessica Grade 8 B+15 $36,626.00
Harrington Owen Grade 7 B $34,293.00
Henriquez Jeanne Special Ed. B+30 $32,623.00
Hoelzel Stephanie Special Ed. B $30,749.00
Hunter Jacqueline Special Ed. B+30 $32,623,00
Huston Sheila Grade 6 M $16,964.00
Irving Cheryl Grade 6 B $23,361.00
Langton Debra Grade 6 B $38,242.00
Lecklider Thomas Assistant Principal M $59,089.00
Leite Carolyn Music B $45,722.00
Lippincott Donald Technical Ed. B $46,722.00
Love Holly Grade 5 M $50,291.00
McCollem Audra Grade 6 B $31,888.00
McPhee Catherine Grade 8 B $46,722.00
Medeiros Mary Ellen Grade 6 B $34,293.00
Nolan Kim Grade 8 M $43,754.00
O'Blenis Faye Grade 7 B $28,596.00
Pignone Catherine Guidance M $53,900.14
Pru Cindy Grade 8 M $31,550.00
Saucier James Music 50% B $14,298.00
Schlichter Martin Principal M $74,628.00
Scurrah Geraldine Physical Ed. B $41,122.00
Sidilau Kathleen Grade 6 B $46,722.00
Simoneau Maria Foreign Language B $38,242.00
Tarr Teresa Grade 5 B $45,722.00
Tate Christine Reading Specialist M $38,970.00
Thayer Martha Grade 8 M $42,193.00
Wallace Yvonne Librarian M $41,332.08
Welch Patricia Consumer Science B $46,722.00
Zingales Elizabeth Grade 5 M $50,291.00
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Campbell High School's fourth year of operations continues to be a point of pride and educational innovation, which
serves the community and the students of Litchfield in a positive and supportive manner. The personalization of instruction,
the integrated course offerings in Math and Science, the advisory program, the Sophomore and Senior Projects, the rich
offerings in the arts and co-curricular activities, the access to technology which supports the curriculum, the personal plans
for progress for each student and the interdisciplinary offerings in the humanities are some of the outstanding programs at
Campbell H.S. which make our school so rich in opportunities for students.
The 2003-2004 school year gives us a different feeling than our first three years of operation. If such a young school can
feel "seasoned", that may best describe our feeling about our fourth year of operations. For the first time, we have a history
for everything we do from P-cubed meetings and senior projects to graduation. Our staff has grown as our student numbers
have blossomed and we are continuing to expand programs for at-risk students and for the educational enrichment of all of
our students. Since our inception, we have worked to include real-world assessments as an integral part of our instructional
focus. In support of that goal, we are hopeful to offer expanded courses in Yearbook Production and Journalism and Mass
Media next year. The students in these classes will be responsible for publishing the school yearbook in the first course and
the school newspaper in the second course. Additional courses in English, Music, Business and Science are also planned for
next year.
A very big part of our plans for the future involves Campbell High School gaining accreditation through the New England
Association of Schools and Colleges. We have been in touch with staff members in this accrediting agency and we are well
on the way to seeking initial candidacy. In support of this effort, we have established a "Teaching and Learning Team" that
meets twice each month and has students, teachers, parents, Litchfield citizens and administration among its members. This
group is currently revisiting the Campbell High School Mission Statement to insure that it is consistent with the most recent
NEASC standards. Changes to the school's mission will be voted on by the faculty and the school board for their approval.
The work that will follow includes completing the curriculum writing for all courses, as well as establishing rubrics for
student expectations for learning that are aligned with the mission statement. This will be done by the faculty and it will take
a great deal of time, energy and coordination. The fruits of these efforts will serve our school in establishing a mission driven
school, which seeks to regularly inform the community about how our students are meeting these expectations for academic
mastery. In addition to these efforts, our faculty has worked hard to insure that our curriculum is aligned with the New
Hampshire frameworks. The results of this work will provide a curriculum that is better aligned from first grade through
grade twelve. The addition this year of a district curriculum director has been a key step in making this goal a reality.
Individuals interested in learning more about the accreditation process with NEASC can visit their web site for additional
information at http ://www. neasc .org/cpss/cpss .htm The timing for seeking initial candidacy has been recommended by the
NEASC. Campbell High School has the advantage of having initiated many of our programs through the inspiration and the
direction of the NEASC standards.
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When I think back through this past year to assess our biggest accomplishments, there are many benchmarks that have
been established which create pride in our students, our staff and our community. The strong athletic program which
supported the accomplishment of every boys and girls varsity team making it into the playoffs is one example. The
performance of students and staff in the musical "Nunsense" and the dramatic offering of "Much Ado About Nothing" has
continued to put Campbell on the map for our drama program. The senior project Open House demonstrated the talents and
passions of our seniors. For all that were able to attend, the diversity and depth of creativity and talent captured everything
we had hoped to achieve with these authentic assessments. And the music department has been performing and improving
by leaps and bounds. At the New York Music Festival, the Campbell High Concert Band and Concert Choir placed third in
Division I. In addition, our band earned an "A" rating through the New Hampshire Music Educators' Association Large
Group Festival in Division 3. The accolades to students and staff extended to Sarah Evan's making it into All-State Choir as
a freshman, my own surprise award from the New Hampshire Music Educators' Association as the New Hampshire
Administrator of the Year 2003, and the initiation of the Tri-M Music Honor Society and a new after school "Jazz Band"
These accomplishments are truly emblematic of the quality of talent and leadership within the department. The
opportunities that are afforded our students are due in great part to the committed staff members and the work of the parents
and community members who have supported our Arts, Athletics and Academic programs. The great assistance our students
and staff have received from the "Friends of Campbell High School" as well as other community volunteers has assisted in
making many aspects of our academic and co-curricular program come together. Their fundraising activities and
volunteerism have strengthened all that we have done and we are deeply thankful for this support.
The second thought which comes to mind is how fortunate I have been to work with the staff at Campbell High School.
The dedication and commitment that our teachers and custodians and secretaries and para-professionals and support staff
have demonstrated is remarkable. There is a willingness to work together as a team and create a positive environment for all
involved. There is a commitment to learning which sees faculty staying late into the evening working with students. There is
a desire to establish programs of excellence, which sees staff members coming in on weekends and during the evening.
There is a feeling of ownership for the school and the facilities that sees a degree of care and stewardship that are exceptional
by staff and by students.
As I look at the road ahead, I know that we are well prepared for the challenges we face because our community has
proven their support and our staff has established a track record of commitment and caring. I am deeply proud of the
educational progress that has been achieved at Campbell High School during our first four years of operation and I am
honored to be able to work with these dedicated faculty and support staff personnel that make our school a place of




CAMPBELL HIGH SCHOOL STAFF - 2003/2004
Last Name First Name Position
Belancik Alan Math
Belmonte Linda Math
Bengtson Ryan Social Studies
Bisirri Allison Librarian
Burns Aimee English
Cassidy Patricia Special Ed.
Colbath Mary Foreign Language









Harrigan* David Social Studies
Hartnett Kerri Social Studies
Hoey Jaqueline Nurse
Holloran Ann Marie Dean of Students
Jenness Jennifer Business/Computer
Kiestlinger Daniel Physical Ed.
Lee Suzanne English
Lees Karla Special Ed.
Martin Irene Math
Martin Philip Music




Perreault Dennis Social Studies
Potter Meredith English
Powers Thomas Foreign Language
Reilly Kathleen English
Remington Michael Technical Ed.
Romein Kirk Art
Roye Patrick Special Ed.
Sargent Mark Science
Sarsfield Robert Math
Sawicki Margaret Special Ed.
Slattery Rae Foreign Language






















































































* Approved unpaid leave second semester
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LITCHFIELD SCHOOL DISTRICT STAFF - 2003/2004
Deslaurier Jill Speech Associate B+30 $49,414.00
Duquette Jessica Speech B $29,654.00
Jagendorf Jana Social Worker M $30,059.52
McGarry John Sp.Path M $48,791.00
McGarry Katherine Sp.Path M $48,791.00
Oldford Deborah ESL Teach B $41,122.00
Thompson Ora Psychologist M $50,385.00
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MON TUE WED THU FRI
AUGUST X
School Closed X X X X X
X X X X X









8 9 10 11 12
21 15 16 17 18 19
22 23 24 25 26
29 30
OCTOBER 1 2 3
6 7 8 9 10
22 X 14 15 16 17
20 21 22 23 24
27 28 29 30 31
NOVEMBER 3 4 5 6 7
10 X 12 13 14
16 17 18 19 20 21
24 25 X X X
DECEMBER 1 2 3 4 5
8 9 10 11 12
17 15 16 17 18 19
22 23 X X X
X X X
JANUARY X X
5 6 7 8 9
19 12 13 14 15 16
X 20 21 22 23
26 27 28 29 30
MON TUE WED THU FRI
FEBRUARY 2 3 4 5 6
9 10 11 12 13
15 16 17 18 19 20
X X X X X
MARCH 1 2 3 4 5
8 TW 10 11 12
21 15 16 17 18 19
2TW 22 23 24 25 26
TW 30 31
APRIL 1 2
5 6 7 8 9
17 12 13 14 15 16
19 20 21 22 23
X X X X X
MAY 3 4 5 6 7
10 11 12 13 14
20 17 18 19 20 21
24 25 26 27 28
X
JUNE 1 2 3 4
7 8 9 10 11
12 14 15 16 TW 18
1TW
1
21 X X X X
X X X
180 Total School Days
190 School, Snow, & TW Days
Sept - Jan: 95 school days Feb - Jun: 85 school days
In-service Days (TW) Aug 25 26 27 28
No School Aug 29
Labor Day Sep 1
1st Day of School Sep 2
Columbus Day Oct 13
Veteran's Day Nov 11
Thanksgiving Recess Nov 26 27 28
Holiday Recess Dec 24th through Jan 2nd
Martin Luther King Day Jan 19
Please Mark your Calendar:
Deliberative Session February 7, 2004
Winter Recess Feb 23 24 25 26 27
In-service Day (TW) Mar 9
In-service Day (TW) Mar 29
Spring Recess Apr 26 27 28 29 30
Memorial Day May 3
1
Last Day (tentative) for Students June
Last Day for Students if 3 Snow Days occur June
In-service Day (TW) Jun 17
SNOW DAYS WILL BE MADE UP AT THE END OF
THE SCHOOL YEAR IN JUNE (before the TW Day)
16
21
Please Mark your Calendar:























































































Total 448 485 496
Combined
Totals 1562 1615 1638
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Saturday, February 1, 2003
Time, Place: Meeting called to order at 7:23 p.m. in the auditorium of Campbell High
School.
Present: Mr. John Regan, Moderator, presiding; School Board members Mr. Geoff
Westervelt, Chairman (departed @ 9:30 p.m.); Mr. Dick Rafferty, Vice-Chairman; Mrs.
Cynthia Couture (also Budget Committee representative), and Mr. Stephen Graveline;
student representatives to the Board Mr. Keith Chasse and Ms. Pam Griswold; and
Superintendent of Schools Mr. Philip Bell, Superintendent-Elect Ms. Catherine Hamblett,
Associate Superintendent for School Resources Mr. Robert Berry, Campbell High School
Principal Mr. Christopher George, Litchfield Middle School Principal Mr. Martin ("Bo")
Schlichter, Griffin Memorial School Principal Dr. Linda Scott, and numerous other staff
members; Budget Committee members Mr. Ralph Boehm; Chairman; Mr! Frank Byron
(also Selectmen representative), Mr. John Caynon, Mr. Brent Lemire, Mrs. Laurie
Ortolano, Mr. William Spencer and Mr. Cecil Williams.
Ballot clerks on duty were Ms. Kathleen Algeo, Ms. Bertha Mieckowski, Ms. Joan
McKibben and Ms. Corlyn Yusuf.
Moderator Regan led the assembly in a moment of silence for the astronauts ofthe space
shuttle Columbia followed by the Pledge of Allegiance led by Girl Scout Troop #103.
Moderator Regan reviewed the rules and procedures under which the meeting would be
conducted. On a majority voice vote, the assembly agreed to allow non-voters to speak,
as has become customary.
NOTE: The order of business ofthe Deliberative Session was sometimes conducted out
of the warrant articles' numeric sequence. Recording activity in chronological order
would make the minutes difficult to follow; therefore, the Articles will be listed, with
action taken thereon, in the order in which they were listed on the Warrant.
Article 1
To see if the Litchfield School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$630,000.00 for the construction, furnishing and original equipping of a four
classroom addition to the Litchfield Middle School, and to authorize the issuance of
not more than $630,000.00 of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of
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Deliberative Session February 1, 2003
the Municipal finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the school board to
issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon
and to take all other necessary action in connection therewith. And further to raise
and appropriate the sum of ninety-one thousand, three hundred, fifty dollars
and no cents ($91,350.00) for the first year's payment of principal and interest on
the bond.
Recommended by the School Board Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
Mr. Rafferty as well as Mr. Schlichter, Principal ofLMS and Mr. Lecklider, Assistant
Principal ofLMS, spoke to the article.
Amendment #1
Mr. Dick Rafferty made the motion to amend Article 1 to reduce the first year's
payment of principal and interest from $91,350.00 to $21,470.00 for the first year's
payment of $15,470.00 interest and $6,000.00 in administrative fees to the bond
bank. Mr. Bill Spencer seconded the motion.
The motion, as amended, passed by a majority voice vote.
Discussions took place concerning the length of the bond and interest rates, portable
classrooms versus a permanent addition, the construction of a new elementary school to
alleviate the crowding at LMS and enrollment projections. It was debated if an addition
was necessary if a new elementary school were built. Options, should the article fail,
included a brief discussion regarding split sessions.
Mr. Bill Spencer made the motion, "Recognizing that the school board has the authority
to determine the length of the bond, I would move to ask the legislative body for a sense
as to whether they would prefer a five-year or ten-year bond." Mrs. Ortolano seconded
the motion. By consensus, the legislative body voted for a five-year bond. This motion
is non-binding.
Article 1 (as it will appear on the ballot)
To see if the Litchfield School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$630,000.00 for the construction, furnishing and original equipping of a four
classroom addition to the Litchfield Middle School, and to authorize the issuance of
not more than $630,000.00 of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of
the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the school board to
issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon
and to take all other necessary action in connection therewith. And further to raise
and appropriate the sum of twenty-one thousand, four hundred seventy dollars and
no cents ($21,470.00) for the first year's payment of principal and interest on the
bond.
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Recommended by the School Board Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 2
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate as an operating
budget, not including appropriations by special warrant articles and other
appropriations voted separately, the amounts set forth on the budget posted with
warrant or as amended by the vote at the first session of the annual school district
meeting, for the purposes set forth herein, totaling $14,236,338.46. Should the
article be defeated, the operating budget shall be $14,027,453.00 which is the same
as last year, with certain adjustments required by previous action of the Litchfield
School District or by law, or the school board may hold one special meeting, in
accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating
budget only.
Mrs. Cindy Couture spoke to the article. She outlined the costs in the operating budget.
She addressed the additional costs of the SAU and staffing needs of the district. Mr.
Stephen Graveline presented a comparison of the dollars spent per student in Litchfield
versus the State's average of dollars spent per student. Elementary and middle school
costs per student in Litchfield, fall well below the state average.
Discussion regarding the tax rate and LMS bond took place.
Amendment #1
Mr. Bill Spencer made the motion to amend the operating budget from
$14,236338.46 to $14,141,486.46. Ms. Sueann Johnson, 35 Locke Mill Drive, seconded
the motion. This figure represents the Budget Committee's recommendation for the
operating budget.
Mr. Geoff Westervelt opposed the motion. He explained the Board's position to justify
the budgeted positions of Curriculum Director including benefits and part-time special
education secretary and its relation to the reduction proposed by Mr. Bill Spencer. He
emphasized the value of a Curriculum Director stating analysis and direction for students
in grades 1-12, grant writing and staff development. Thorough discussion took place
concerning the position of Curriculum Director. There was debate whether this was an
existing position within the SAU or a new position. Justification for a full-time position
was discussed. Opinions differed on whether this position should be posted as a separate
warrant article.
Mr. Philip Reed called the question to close the discussion. Mr. Bill Spencer seconded.
The motion earned by a majority voice vote.
A secret ballot was requested, with the appropriate signatures, on this amendment to
Article 2. The Moderator instructed voters to use yes/no ballot #22.
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For clarification, the Moderator instructed voters that a 'yes' vote indicated support for a
decrease from $14,236,338.46 to $14,141,486.46 in the operating budget. A 'no' vote




The motion, as amended, passed by secret ballot.
Amendment #2
Ms. Julie Landolfi, 19 Woodhawk Way, made the motion to amend the operating
budget from $14,141,486.46 to $14,155,527.46. This sum, $14,041.00, represents the
amount needed to provide paraprofessionals with salary increases for the 2003-2004
school year as agreed upon in a three-year salary schedule established in 2000. Ms. Pam
Boutselis, 14 Shirley Way, seconded the motion.
Discussion regarding the agreements made between the Superintendent of Schools, the
School Board and the paraprofessionals took place.
Mr. Bill Spencer made the motion to call the question to close the discussion. Mr. John
Bryant, 3 Goff Drive, seconded the motion. The motion carried by a majority voice vote.
The motion, as amended, passed by a majority voice vote.
Amendment #3
Mr. Bill Spencer made the motion to amend the operating budget from
$14,155,527.45 to $14,117,849.46. This decrease reflects $30,000.00 budgeted for a
boiler at GMS offset by insurance reimbursement along with current funds and a
$7,678.00 accounting error. Mr. John Bryant seconded the motion.
The motion, as amended, passed by a majority voice vote.
Amendment #4 (as proposed)
Mrs. Cindy Couture made the motion to increase the operating budget from
$14,117,849.46 to $14,198,720.46. This reflects an increase of $80,871.00 for the
position of Curriculum Director and benefits. Mr. Dick Rafferty seconded the motion.
Thorough discussion took place regarding the existing position within the
Hudson/Litchfield SAU and the continuation of the position for the Litchfield SAU.
A discussion regarding whether this position should be included in the operating budget
or posted as a separate warrant article took place.
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Mr. Bill Spencer called the question to close the discussion. Mrs. Ortolano seconded.
The motion carried by majority voice vote.
A secret ballot was requested, with the appropriate signatures, on this amendment for




The motion, as amended, failed by secret ballot.
Mrs. Ortolano expressed concern regarding the default budget and the health care benefit
lines; they appear in the default for 21.4% and in the operating budget for 17%. Ms.
Barbara Loughman, District Counsel, addressed her concern. Mr. Spencer also expressed
concern for benefit line items, special education tuition costs and start-up costs included
in the default budget that should be removed. Mrs. Ortolano expressed concern for
contracted speech services and adjustments of double billing in the default budget. Ms.
Hamblett and Mr. Berry addressed their concerns.
Amendment #5 (as proposed)
Mrs. Cindy Couture made the motion to amend the operating budget from
$14,117,849.46 to $14,163,758.46. This adds the sum of $45,909.00 to the bottom line
that includes salary and benefits for a first grade teacher at GMS to meet the needs of an
anticipated enrollment at Grade 1 . Mr. Dick Rafferty seconded.
Mrs. Cindy Couture stated that current enrollment for the incoming first grade were
unprecedented and that enrollments could be as high as 160 students. Mrs. Cindy
Couture expressed concern regarding Grade 1 enrollment.
Mrs. Laurie Ortolano called the question to close the discussion. Mr. Bill Spencer
seconded. The motion carried by a majority voice vote.
The motion, as amended, failed by a majority voice vote.
Amendment #6 (as proposed)
Mr. Joe Stapleton, 1 Standish Circle, made the motion to amend the operating
budget from $14,117,849.46 to $14,056,940.46. This reduction reflects the removal of
computers at LMS ($15,000.00) and a computer teacher at LMS ($45,909.00). Ms.
Sueann Johnson seconded.
Ms. Heather Tibbitts, 17 White Street, stated opposition to this motion as computer skills
is one of the most important skills we can teach our children in this day and age. She also
observed that the lateness of the hour caused many to leave and therefore a proper
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representation of the voters no longer existed. Mrs. Ortolano supported the amendment
citing the computers and teacher as an expansion ofprograms and stated it should be on a
separate warrant article. Board members argued that the program existed at CHS, but
wished to teach computer literacy at the middle school level instead, similar to other
districts.
Mr. John Bryant called the question to close the discussion. Mr. Leon Barry, 17 Cutler
Road, seconded. The motion carried by a majority voice vote.
The motion, as amended, failed by a majority voice vote.
The voice vote was challenged. The Moderator accepted a written request, with
appropriate signatures, for a standing count.
The motion, as amended, failed by a standing count.
Mr. Tim Wade, 1 1 Bear Run Drive, called the question to close Article 2. Mr. John
Bryant seconded. The motion carried unanimously by voice vote.
Article 2 (as it will appear on the ballot)
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate as an operating
budget, not including appropriations by special warrant articles and other
appropriations voted separately, the amounts set forth on the budget posted with
warrant or as amended by the vote at the first session of the annual school district
meeting, for the purposes set forth herein, totaling $14,117,849.46. Should the
article be defeated, the operating budget shall be $14,027,453.00 which is the same
as last year, with certain adjustments required by previous action of the Litchfield
School District or by law, or the school board may hold one special meeting, in
accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating
budget only.
Article 3
Shall the Litchfield School district vote to raise and appropriate the sum of forty-
five thousand, nine hundred dollars ($45,900.00) to provide the infrastructure
necessary for improvements in the networking operations at Griffin Memorial
School and the Litchfield Middle School.
Mr. Stephen Graveline addressed the article. He explained this appropriation as part of
the Technology Plan. The State Board of Education requires a technology plan. Network
infrastructure includes improvements to GMS and LMS for an upgrade from 10 Mb/s
Hubs to 100 Mb/s Switches, a consistent platform for connecting CHS to LMS and GMS,
increased speed and security, and allows for integration with future telephony upgrade.
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He also noted the small percentage of dollars spent in Litchfield on technology compared
to other districts of the same size.
Mr. Leon Barry requested that the Budget Committee voice their recommendation on this
and other articles. He asked how this dollar amount was derived and what other quotes
were given. Mr. Ralph Boehm spoke to Budget Committee recommendations. He
indicated that the Budget Committee would have supported Articles 3 and 4 had the
warrants been written as "special" warrant articles. The indication of a "special" warrant
would ensure that the taxpayer would see the return ofthe funds should the costs not be
as high as budgeted in the warrant articles. Board members pledged to return these funds
if costs were lower than budgeted. Ms. Barbara Loughman addressed the term "special"
warrant and the Moderator reviewed the RSA that pertained to "special" warrants. Mr.
Graveline answered the previous question concerning the other quotes as: $48,269.00,
$49,338.00 and $51,984.00. He noted all of these quotes as higher than what appears on
the warrant as technology costs are expected to decline. Mr. John Caynon stated that the
costs put forth by the School Board are excessively high and the equipment that the
Board recommends to purchase is very expensive. Costs could be as low as $26,000.00
for similar, less expensive equipment. Mr. Adam Steel, Technology Coordinator for the
District, addressed the reasons why certain equipment was selected.
Amendment #1 (as proposed')
Mr. Leon Barry made the motion to amend Article 3 from $45,900.00 as written to
$26,000.00. Mr. Bill Spencer seconded the motion.
There was limited discussion.
The motion, as amended, failed by a majority voice vote.
The article stands as written.
Article 4
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum of thirty-
nine thousand, eight hundred dollars ($39,800.00) for the purpose of continued
improvement in the use of educational technology at Griffin Memorial School and
Litchfield Middle School by the purchase of software and laptop computers to be
used by teachers for curriculum development and the instruction of students.
Mrs. Cindy Couture spoke to the article. She explained that broken and obsolete
classroom computers at LMS and GMS would be replaced with twelve laptops at each
school. Laptops will provide increased productivity of teachers and be used for
classroom lessons, interactive use in the class and communication with parents. It also
provides for an increased use of technology.
Discussion concerning the numbers of computers to be replaced took place. Ms. Lynn
Breen, 1 Sparrow Court, requested that the Board commit to returning the funds not used
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for the purchase of these laptops to the taxpayer. Ms. Mary Ann Geist, 7 Center Street,
asked how the laptops would be assigned. She noted unfairness for some teachers to
have laptops and others not. Mrs. Cindy Couture stated that laptops would be awarded to
those teachers who designed a plan for use in the classroom. Mrs. Cindy Couture
explained that due to budget limitations, the plan for all teachers to have laptops would be
phased in, as outlined in the Technology Plan for the district.
There was a motion from the floor to call the question to close discussion. Ms. Lynn
Breen seconded the motion. The motion carried unanimously by voice vote.
The article stands as written.
Article 5
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum of forty-
four thousand, eight hundred and fifty-four dollars ($44,854.00) for the purpose of
beginning a Junior Varsity Football program and corresponding Varsity
Cheerleading/Spirit program. Ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00) to be raised by the
Cougar Gridiron Club bringing the amount to be raised by taxes to thirty-four
thousand, eight hundred and fifty-four dollars ($34,854.00).
Mr. Dick Rafferty spoke to the article. He introduced student representatives to the
School Board, Keith Chasse and Pam Griswold, who shared the results of a survey
conducted at Campbell High School showing overwhelming support for a football/spirit
program and the willingness of students to support the Cougar Gridiron Club.
Mr. Antonucci, 9 Shirley Way, Chairman ofthe Cougar Gridiron Club, read a statement
for the voters in support of the football program. Students expressed their support for
the program. Title IX concerns were also addressed. Timing of a football program given
the needs of the district was discussed. Costs of the start-up program and its maintenance
were addressed.
Mr. Bill Spencer called the question to close the discussion. Mr. John Bryant seconded
the motion. The motion carried unanimously by a voice vote.
The article stands as written.
Article 6
Whereas New Hampshire School Districts face ever-tightening budgets; and
Whereas New Hampshire School Districts are finding it increasingly difficult to
raise and appropriate sufficient dollars on the local level to provide their students a
quality education; and Whereas newly enacted and existing federal mandates have
placed an undue and heavy financial burden on local school district budgets:
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Be It Therefore Resolved: That the voters of the Litchfield School District
vigorously oppose any and all unfounded and under-funded federal educational
mandates, including hut not limited to, those contained in the recently enacted No
Child Left Behind Law as well as those mandates historically under-funded within
the IDEA/Special Education Laws.
Mrs. Cindy Couture spoke to the article. Ms. Janet Oberti, 32 Bear Run Drive,
questioned if this article would affect accreditation and was told it would not. Additional
discussion concerning the No Child Left Behind Law and support of the article took
place.
The article stands as written.
Petition Warrant #1
As a community operating under Senate Bill 2, RS.A. 40:13, we support the
Litchfield School Board creating separate warrant articles for new positions,
increased hours of staff, new equipment, and architectural work. The Litchfield
School Board will then be continuing past practice to provide voters with greater
choice on increases in the school spending. This is a petition warrant article.
Mrs. Laurie Ortolano spoke to the warrant.
Mrs. Cindy Couture stated that should this warrant article be enacted, 55 warrant articles
would be on the ballot. Mr. Philip Reed, 7 Forest Lane, indicated that Litchfield has
outgrown the need for micro-management. He indicated that our elected officials come
forth with the budget. He stated that if voters had serious concerns about how the budget
was brought forward, don't re-elect these officials; he felt it a waste of time spending so
many hours micromanaging the decisions of the elected officials. Ms. Sueann Johnson
thanked the work ofthe Budget Committee. Mr. John Caynon asked voters ifthe
preferred to be overwhelmed with information or not given any information. Mr. Brent
Lemire expressed support for both petition warrants as in the best interests ofthe town.
Mr. Bill Spencer called the question to close the discussion. Mr. John Bryant seconded.
The motion carried unanimously by voice vote.
The petition warrant stands as written.
Petition Warrant #2
The voters of Litchfield support having the recommendations of the Budget
Committee and the School Board printed on the school district ballot. This is a
petition warrant article.
There was no discussion on the petition warrant article.
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The article stands as written.
The Moderator thanked all who attended this Deliberative Session and accepted a motion
to adjourn. Mr. Bill Spencer made the motion to adjourn at 12:10 a.m. Mr. John Bryant
seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously.
A true record of the










The State ofNew Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the School District of the Town of Litchfield in the
County of Hillsborough and the State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon
district affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE LITCHFIELD
MIDDLE SCHOOL IN SAID DISTRICT ON TUESDAY, THE 11th DAY OF




To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing three years.
5. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 7:00 A.M. AND WILL CLOSE NO
EARLIER THAN 7:00 P.M.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AT SAID LITCHFIELD THIS cSQ * DAY
2003.
True Copy of Warrant - Attest:
Astlf/U, I\/) Art,- rJL
LifvlJu- A LtuyL
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The State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the School District of Litchfield, New Hampshire
qualified to vote in school district affairs; you are hereby notified to meet at the
Campbell High School in said district on the 1st day of February, 2003, at 7 p.m. for
the first session of the annual school district meeting, to deliberate on the following
subjects and to meet again at the Litchfield Middle School in said district on
Tuesday, March 11, 2003 between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. for the
second session of the annual school district meeting to vote by official ballot upon
the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1
To see if the Litchfield School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$630,000.00 for the construction, furnishing and original equipping of a four classroom
addition to the Litchfield Middle School, and to authorize the issuance of not more than
$630,000.00 of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal
Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the school board to issue and negotiate
such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon and to take all other
necessary action in connection therewith. And further to raise and appropriate the sum of
twenty-one thousand, four hundred seventy dollars and no cents ($21,470.00) for the first
year's payment ofprincipal and interest on the bond.
Recommended by the Litchfield School Board NotRecommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 2
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate as an operating budget,
not including appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted
separately, the amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by
the vote at the first session of the annual school district meeting, for the purposes set forth
herein, totaling $14,117,849.46. Should the article be defeated, the operating budget
shall be $14,027,453.00 which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required
by previous action of the Litchfield School District or by law, or the school board may
hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue
of a revised operating budget only.
IN ACCORDANCE WITH CHANGES MADE AT FEBRUARY 1, 2003 DELD3ERATTVE
SESSION.
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ARTICLE 3
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum of forty-five
thousand, nine hundred dollars ($45,900.00) to provide the infrastructure necessary for
improvements in the networking operations at Griffin Memorial School and the
Litchfield Middle School.
ARTICLE 4
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum of thirty-nine
thousand, eight hundred dollars ($39,800.00) for the purpose of continued improvement
in the use of educational technology at Griffin Memorial School and Litchfield Middle
School by the purchase of software and laptop computers to be used by teachers for
curriculum development and the instruction of students.
ARTICLE 5
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum of forty-four
thousand, eight hundred and fifty-four dollars and zero cents ($44,854.00) for the purpose
of beginning a Junior Varsity Football program, and corresponding Varsity
Cheerleading/Spirit program. Ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00) to be raised by the
Cougar Gridiron Club bringing the amount to be raised by taxes to thirty-four thousand,
eight hundred and fifty-four dollars and no cents ($34,854.00).
ARTICLE 6
Whereas New Hampshire School Districts face ever-tightening budgets; and Whereas
New Hampshire School Districts are finding it increasingly difficult to raise and
appropriate sufficient dollars on the local level to provide their students a quality
education; and Whereas newly enacted and existing federal mandates have placed an
undue and heavy financial burden on local school district budgets:
Be It Therefore Resolved: That the voters of the Litchfield School District vigorously
oppose any and all unfounded and under-funded federal educational mandates, including
but not limited to, those contained in the recently enacted No Child Left Behind Law as
well as those mandates historically under-funded within the IDEA/Special Education
Laws.
IN ACCORDANCE WITH CHANGES MADE AT FEBRUARY 1, 2003 DELD3ERATTVE
SESSION.
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Petition Warrant #1
As a community operating under Senate Bill 2, R.S.A. 40:13, we support the Litchfield
School Board creating separate warrant articles for new positions, increased hours of
staff, new equipment, and architectural work. The Litchfield School Board will then be
continuing past practice to provide voters with greater choice on increases in school
spending. This is a petition warrant article.
Petition Warrant #2
The voters of Litchfield support having the recommendations of the Budget Committee
and the School Board printed on the school district ballot. This is a petition warrant
article.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AT SAID LITCHFIELD THIS 27th
DAY OF JANUARY 2003.











SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING 7 ELECTION RESULTS
March 11, 2003
The State of New Hampshire
Election of Officers
Moderator: John Regan; 1,363 votes, elected
Treasurer: JoEMen Bellerive; 1,317 votes, elected
School District Clerk: Leigh Ann Stone; 1,305 votes, elected
School Board: Three-year term: Stephen Graveline; 1,205 votes, elected
Three-year term: Richard T. Rafferty, Jr.; 1,149 votes, elected
Warrant Articles
ARTICLE 1
To see if the Litchfield School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$630,000.00 for the construction, furnishing and original equipping of a four classroom
addition to the Litchfield Middle School, and to authorize the issuance of not more than
$630,000.00 of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal
Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the school board to issue and negotiate
such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon and to take all other
necessary action in connection therewith. And further to raise and appropriate the sum of
twenty-one thousand, four hundred seventy dollars and no cents ($21,470.00) for the first
year's payment of principal and interest on the bond.
Recommended by the Litchfield School Board Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article passes - Yes: 1,008
No: 672
ARTICLE 2
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate as an operating budget,
not including appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted
separately, the amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by
the vote at the first session of the annual school district meeting, for the purposes set forth
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herein, totaling $14,117,849.46. Should the article be defeated, the operating budget
shall be $14,027,453.00 which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required
by previous action of the Litchfield School District or by law, or the school board may
hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue
of a revised operating budget only.
Yes: 824
Article fails - No: 832
ARTICLE 3
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum of forty-five
thousand, nine hundred dollars ($45,900.00) to provide the infrastructure necessary for
improvements in the networking operations at Griffin Memorial School and the
Litchfield Middle School.
Yes: 693
Article fails - No: 965
ARTICLE 4
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum of thirty-nine
thousand, eight hundred dollars ($39,800.00) for the purpose of continued improvement
in the use of educational technology at Griffin Memorial School and Litchfield Middle
School by the purchase of software and laptop computers to be used by teachers for
curriculum development and the instruction of students.
Yes: 583
Article fails - No: 1,085
ARTICLE 5
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum of forty-four
thousand, eight hundred and fifty-four dollars ($44,854.00) for the purpose of beginning
a Junior Varsity Football program and corresponding Varsity Cheerleading/Spirit
program. Ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00) to be raised by the Cougar Gridiron Club
bringing the amount to be raised by taxes to thirty-four thousand, eight hundred and fifty-
four dollars ($34,854.00).
Yes: 685
Article fails - No: 999
ARTICLE 6
Whereas New Hampshire School Districts face ever-tightening budgets; and Whereas
New Hampshire School Districts are finding it increasingly difficult to raise and
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appropriate sufficient dollars on the local level to provide their students a quality
education; and Whereas newly enacted and existing federal mandates have placed an
undue and heavy financial burden on local school district budgets:
Be It Therefore Resolved: That the voters of the Litchfield School District vigorously
oppose any and all unfounded and under-funded federal educational mandates, including
but not limited to, those contained in the recently enacted No Child Left Behind Law as
well as those mandates historically under-funded within the IDEA/Special Education
Laws.
Article passes: Yes: 1,184
No: 382
Petition Warrant #1
As a community operating under Senate Bill 2, R.S.A. 40:13, we support the Litchfield
School Board creating separate warrant articles for new positions, increased hours of
staff, new equipment, and architectural work. The Litchfield School Board will then be
continuing past practice to provide voters with greater choice on increases in school
spending. This is a petition warrant article.
Article passes: Yes: 1,077
No: 529
Petition Warrant #2
The voters of Litchfield support having the recommendations of the Budget Committee
and the School Board printed on the school district ballot. This is a petition warrant
article.
Article passes: Yes: 1,289
No: 324
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Mr. John Regan, Moderator
Mrs. Leigh Ann Stone, School District Clerk
Mr. Geoff Westervelt, Chairman, School Board
Mr. Richard Rafferty, Vice-Chairman, School Board
Mrs. Lisa Belzil, School Board
Mrs. Cynthia Couture, School Board
Mr. Stephen Graveline, School Board
The Litchfield Board of Recount conducted a recount of Articles 1 and 2 from the March
1 1 , 2003 school district ballot. The procedure for the recount was done in accordance
with RSA 669:30-32, RSA 671 :32-33 and RSA 40:4-c.
Call to Order - 6:00 p.m.
The Moderator called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m. Mr. Frank Bryon, Selectman,
verified that the ballot boxes were sealed. Officer Millette from the Litchfield Police
Department was present. The Moderator reviewed the Meeting Plan and Recount
Procedures prepared by John G. Regan (Attachment #1). The list of petitioners for each
article is also attached (Attachment #2).
The Moderator requested additional counters. The additional counters were: Ms. Dot
Beauregard, Ms. Carol Bessette, Mr. John Brunelle, Ms. Gina Ferlan, Ms. Bertha
Mieckowski Mr. Phil Reed and Ms. Tricia Regan.
The Moderator and School District Clerk opened the ballot boxes in full view of the
Board ofRecount and Officer Millette.
All absentee envelopes were emptied and ballots were placed into the pile. Absentee
ballot envelopes were checked and rechecked by counters to confirm that they were
empty.
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Counters and observers separated town and school ballots. For the purpose of separating
town and school ballots, observers were permitted to handle the ballots. This process
took place from 6:35 p.m. until 6:50 p.m. Town ballots were resealed in full view of the
Board of Recount and Officer Millette at 6:55 p.m.
The Moderator called a five-minute break.
Recount of Article 1
The recount of Article 1 commenced at 7:05 p.m.
There were three tables of counters and observers:
Table 1: Counters: Geoff Westervelt
John Brunelle
Observers: Gina Ferlan (yes vote)
Carol Bessette (no vote)
Table 2: Counters: Cindy Couture
Lisa Belzil
Observers: Phil Reed (yes vote)
Bertha Mieckowski (no vote)
Table 3: Counters: Stephen Graveline
Dick Rafferty
Observers* : Dot Beauregard (yes vote)
Tricia Regan (yes vote)
*The Moderator requested additional observers indicating a "no" vote on the article.
None were available at the meeting.
The completion of the recount for Article 1 took place at 8:05 p.m.
Officer Millette held the cards indicating the vote tally from each table until the
Moderator tallied the cards from the recount procedure.
Recount of Article 2
The recount of Article 2 commenced at 8:10 p.m.





Observers: Geoff Westervelt (yes vote)
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Observers: Phil Reed (yes vote)
Bertha Mieckowski (no vote)
Table 3: Counters: Stephen Graveline
Dot Beauregard
Observers: Tricia Regan (yes vote)
John Brunelle (no vote)
The recount of Article 2 was completed at 8:53 p.m.
Officer Millette held the cards indicating the vote tally from each table until the
Moderator tallied the cards from the recount procedure.
The Moderator and School District Clerk boxed the ballots and resealed and signed the
boxes in full view of the Board of Recount and Officer Millette.
The Moderator called a ten-minute break.
Results of Recounts
The Moderator tallied the cards held by Officer Millette and announced the results.
The recount of Article 1 indicated 1,012 yes votes, 679 no votes and 1 1 nil votes. The
article failed by three votes during recount instead ofpassing by ZERO (exactly 60%) on
Election Day; there was not a 60% majority as required by Senate Bill 2.
The recount of Article 2 indicated 829 yes votes, 839 no votes and 34 nil votes. The
article failed for the second time. The recount indicated that it failed by ten votes instead
of eight as indicated on Election Day.
[Note: The number ofnil votes changedfrom 22 to 11 for Article 1 andfrom 46 to 34 on
Article 2 thereby changing the total number ofvotes castfor each article.]
The articles and the Election Day and recount meeting results follow:
Article 1
To see if the Litchfield School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$630,000.00 for the construction, furnishing and original equipping of a four classroom
addition to the Litchfield Middle School, and to authorize the issuance of not more than
$630,000.00 of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal
Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the school board to issue and negotiate
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such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon and to take all other
necessary action in connection therewith. And further to raise and appropriate the sum of
twenty-one thousand, four hundred seventy dollars and no cents ($21,470.00) for the first
year's payment ofprincipal and interest on the bond.
Recommended by the LitchfieldSchool Board Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
March 11,2003





Article fails (59.84624%/40.15375%) - No: 679
Nil: 11
Article 2
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate as an operating budget,
not including appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted
separately, the amounts set form on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by
the vote at the first session ofthe annual school district meeting, for the purposes set forth
herein, totaling $14,117,849.46. Should the article be defeated, the operating budget
shall be $14,027,453.00 which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required
by previous action of the Litchfield School District or by law, or the school board may
hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue
of a revised operating budget only.
March 11, 2003
Yes: 824











Litchfield Board of Recount
Public Session - 6:00 p.m.
Mr. Regan made the motion to adjourn at 9:15p.m. Mr. Reed seconded the motion.
The motion carried by a unanimous voice vote.










To see if the Litchfield School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$630,000.00 for the construction, furnishing and original equipping of a four classroom
addition to the Litchfield Middle School, and to authorize the issuance of not more than
$630,000.00 of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal
Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the school board to issue and negotiate
such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon and to take all other
necessary action in connection therewith. And further to raise and appropriate the sum of
twenty-one thousand, four hundred seventy dollars and no cents ($21,470.00) for the first
year's payment of principal and interest on the bond.




Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate as an operating budget,
not including appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted
separately, the amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by
the vote at the first session of the annual school district meeting, for the purposes set forth
herein, totaling $14,117,849.46. Should the article be defeated, the operating budget
shall be $14,027,453.00 which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required
by previous action of the Litchfield School District or by law, or the school board may
hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue







The State of New Hampshire
Time, Place:
The meeting was called to order at 1 :07 p.m. in the Campbell High School
auditorium.
Present:
Mr. John G. Regan, Moderator presiding
School Board members: Mr. Geoff Westervelt, Chairman; Mr. Dick
Rafferty, Vice-Chairman; Mrs. Cynthia Couture (also Budget
Committee representative) and Mr. Stephen Graveline
Superintendent of Schools, Ms. Catherine M. Hamblett; Director of
Special Services, Ms. Ronda Gregg; Business Administrator, Ms.
Teri Blouin; Director of Curriculum and Instruction, Mrs. Joyce
Choate; Technology Coordinator, Mr. Adam Steel
Campbell High School Principal, Mr. Christopher George;
Litchfield Middle School Principal, Mr. Martin ("Bo") Schlichter;
Griffin Memorial School Principal, Dr. Linda Scott
Budget Committee members: Mrs. Laurie Ortolano, Chairman; Mr.
Ralph Boehm, Vice-Chairman; Mr. John Caynon; Mr. Frank Byron
(also Selectmen's representative) and Mr. John Devereaux.
Ballot clerks:
Ms. Joan McKibben, Ms. Bertha Mieckowski, Ms. Kathleen Algeo,
Ms. Corlyn Yusuf and Ms. Ellen Chasse
Mr. Regan invited members to participate in the Pledge of Allegiance.
Mr. Regan introduced Mr. Geoff Westervelt, who introduced the Superintendent and Board
members. Mr. Regan introduced Mrs. Ortolano, Chairman of the Budget Committee. Mrs.
Ortolano introduced Budget Committee members and noted that Mr. Spencer and Mr. Lemire
were unable to attend this afternoon's meeting.
Mr. Regan reviewed the Moderator's rules and protocol for the Deliberative Session according
to State law. Mr. Regan introduced Mr. Phil Reed, Vice Moderator.
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Note: The order ofbusiness ofthe Deliberative Session was sometimes conducted out ofthe
warrant articles ' numeric sequence. Recording activity in chronological order would make the
minutes difficult tofollow; therefore, the articles will be listed, with action taken thereon, in the
order in which they were listed on the warrant.
ARTICLE 1
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum offifteen million,
five hundredfifty-eight thousand, five hundredfifty dollars ($15,558,550.00)for the
construction, furnishing and original equipping ofa new elementary school, and to
authorize the issuance ofnot more thanfifteen million, five hundredfifty-eight thousand,
five hundredfifty dollars ($15,558,550.00) ofbonds or notes in accordance with the
provision ofthe Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the School Board
to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate ofinterest thereon and
to take all other necessary action in connection therewith; and tofurther raise and
appropriate the sum offour hundred sixty thousand, ninety-eight dollars ($460,098.00)for
thefirstyear 'spayment ofinterest on the bond?
Recommended by the School Board Recommended by the Budget Committee
Three-fifths (3/5) ballot vote required.
Mrs. Couture addressed Article 1. She introduced Mr. Dan Cecil of Harriman Associates to
address the new elementary school. Mr. Cecil reviewed the site plan to include traffic patterns,
parking, play fields, service and emergency entrances, and building orientation. He then
reviewed the conceptual floor plan. He noted that the original plan called for a 92,000 square
foot building, but after many meetings, the size had been reduced by about 5,000 square feet.
He reviewed the placement and rationale of administrative, core and classroom spaces. He also
noted where the kindergarten classrooms would be should the voters elect to pass the article for
kindergarten in 2006.
Mrs. Couture explained the rationale for the new elementary school and the subsequent phases
the voters could expect, addressing issues at Griffin Memorial School and overcrowding at the
high school and middle school.
Amendment #1
Mrs. Couture made the motion to amendArticle 1 to read: "Shall the Litchfield School
District vote to raise and appropriate the sum offourteen million, two hundred eight
thousand, seven hundred thirty dollars ($14,208,730.00)for the construction,furnishing and
original equipping ofa new elementary school, and to authorize issuance ofnot more than
fourteen million, two hundred eight thousand, seven hundred thirty dollars ($14,208,730.00)
ofbonds or notes in accordance with theprovision ofthe Municipal Finance Act (RSA
Chapter 33) and to authorize the School Board to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes
and to determine the rate ofinterest thereon and to take all other necessary action in
connection therewith; and tofurther raise and appropriate the sum ofthree hundred eighty
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thousand, five hundred seventy-seven dollars ($380,577.00)for thefirstyear'spayment of
interest on the bond?"
Mr. Boehm seconded the motion.
Mrs. Couture explained the decrease in the warranted amount attributable to the reduction in
square footage and septic system analysis. She also noted the calculation on a 20-year bond.
Mr. Louis Framarini of 5 Leary Drive had questions about open space and the cross-country
loop.
Mr. Doug Orlando, 8 Pilgrim Drive, commented that there should be a healthy environment for
our students in the schools and noted that the town didn't want the building for their employees
because of the unhealthy environment.
Ms. Maureen Halligan of 1 1 Center Street asked about input from the Planning Board and
Conservation Committee. Ms. Hamblett noted that neither group has made comment, but
several members of the Planning Board and Conservation Committee walked the site of the
proposed new building.
Ms. Mary Ann Geist, 7 Center Street, addressed the Budget Committee with several concerns.
She asked if a $14 million bond was a reasonable tax impact to the community. She requested
that members tell how and why they voted. She felt that the proposal was a big hit to the
taxpayers.
Mrs. Ortolano commented as the Budget Committee Chair. She noted that their decision was
made under serious time constraints. She stated that the vote was close; with three 'no' votes
and five 'yes' votes. She stated that she voted 'no' for a number of reasons including time
constraints, square footage requirements and lack of information regarding a solution to the
issues as GMS.
Mr. Ralph Boehm, Vice-Chair of the Budget Committee explained his 'yes' vote. He noted
that he was also a member of the Building Subcommittee. He stated that this committee
worked hard to make sure that the costs were as low as possible. He stated that the Building
Subcommittee would continue to work to keeps costs low. He felt that waiting longer would
cost the taxpayer more money.
Mr. John Devereaux, Budget Committee member, also stated his support for the article. He
stated that the new school was long overdue. He further noted that the Budget Committee was
unanimous in the conclusion that there was a need for the school. He noted that he was not
overly concerned about Phase II, the solution to GMS issues, as there will most likely be many
changes between now and when the renovation or razing ofGMS would be addressed.
Mr. Frank Byron, Budget Committee member and Selectmen's representative, stated that he
supported the school reluctantly. He stated concern about the water issues and renovation costs
at Griffin Memorial School, but also expressed concerned about the lack of information
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regarding the proposed school. He stated that putting it forward to the voters for their decision
was appropriate.
Mr. John Caynon, Budget Committee member, stated that he voted 'no' because, as an elected
official, it was his obligation to keep the money in the pockets of the taxpayer. He felt the
proposal was too expensive.
Mrs. Couture, School Board representative to the Budget Committee and Chairman of the
Building Subcommittee, voiced her support for the proposed new school.
Mr. Stephen Seabrook, 1 8 Bear Run Drive, commended the committees working on the new
school and felt they presented a cost-effective program. He stated that he felt there was little
doubt that there is a need for a new school. He questioned if relocating the SAU offices and
moving the 5
th
grade out ofLMS to GMS will reduce or increase the operating budget. Mrs.
Couture stated that additional staff for GMS would cost the district approximately $100,000,
but the discontinued use of portables would be a savings of about $50,000 with a net increase
of approximately $50,000.
Mr. Seabrook also inquired about the impact of the State tax reassessment on the bond. Mrs.
Couture noted that it is based on the current assessment. Mr. Boehm added that revaluation
would not have an impact.
Mr. Dick Rafferty, 33 Century Lane, stated that it was the best plan possible and the next year
should be used to fine tune costs and programming
Mr. Sam Hopp of 21 Newstead Street asked about this as the last year for 30% reimbursement
in aid from the State for school construction.
Mrs. Couture clarified that the building aid formula will change; restrictions on the amount of
reimbursement based on square footage will be formulated with a ceiling for what the State
deems as an appropriate size for a building.
Mr. Geoff Westervelt, School Board Chairman and Building Subcommittee member, voiced his
support. He stated that engineering studies had shown that the costs for fixing the issues at
Griffin Memorial School would be prohibitive. He stated that the Space Needs Committee and
other experts evaluated GMS carefully and recommended razing the school. The Building
Subcommittee, comprised of over 20 people, also discussed the issues at GMS. He stated his
belief in the consensus of the various committees and community forums.
Mr. Stephen Graveline, School Board member, stated that he had serious questions about Phase
II and the situation for the fifth graders. He commented that after the Board and other
committees looked at all the options and different scenarios of what could be done, this was the
best solution. He noted that as the town grows, so do the costs of maintaining it.
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Mrs. Laurie Ortolano, 16 Martin Lane, stated concerns about enrollment projections and class
sizes as it relates to the space required for the new school and the renovation of Griffin
Memorial School.
Ms. Jean Picard, 14 Mayflower Drive, felt there was urgency for a new school. She asked what
would happen if this article did not pass. She felt the community has known about these issues
for over a year.
Mrs. Couture responded that the School Board couldn't advocate for the school; they can only
provide information. She stated that the citizens must promote the school. She stated that if
the warrant article failed, the Board would return next year with the same warrant article.
Ms. Jolene Lebel of 7 Naticook Avenue inquired about taking additional time to solve the
issues so that the Budget Committee and others are comfortable with the proposed solution.
She raised a concern that rushing the solution may mean losing the warrant article.
Mrs. Couture responded to her concerns. She explained the process of budget hearings and
deliberative sessions. She noted that the cost in the warrant is a 'not to exceed' cost and that
reductions are possible; she noted that the next six months will be spent itemizing costs.
Mr. Westervelt stated that the process for this proposed school was different than the Campbell
High School project.
Ms. Dorothy Joki, Cutler Road, questioned the class sizes as being too low. She felt 30-35
students in first grade as acceptable. She also questioned what was wrong with Griffin
Memorial School that could not be fixed.
Mrs. Couture addressed her concerns.
Mrs. Susan Seabrook, 18 Bear Run Drive, stated that she was a member of the Building
Subcommittee. She commented that she felt that the committee was very conservative
regarding costs of the proposed new school building.
Mr. Raymond Lebel of 7 Naticook Avenue asked about fitting the fifth grade into the new
building.
Mr. Philip Reed, 7 Forest Lane, complimented all the people putting so much effort in the
proposal. He stated that he felt the community should not morally or economically
procrastinate taking care of these issues. He noted that he had no children in the school system
at this time, but was sure there were others who had no children when his children were small
sharing the expense of their education. He further stated that his largest asset was his home and
its value was dependent in large part on the value of the school district. He felt the community
owed it to its children to provide them a decent place to be educated and a healthy environment
for them and the educators. He stated that every decision could be second-guessed; a
unanimous decision was not realistic.
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Ms. Mary Ann Geist, 7 Center Street, asked about the large clock tower in the new building
design.
Mr. Cecil of Harriman Associates stated that it was included because the school is an important
civic building. He stated that it was a very common addition to a school building. He noted
that it was not specifically budgeted. The decision to incorporate the clock tower in the
building had not been made.
Ms. Geist asked about staffing when the fifth grade was moved to Griffin Memorial School.
Ms. Hamblett addressed her question. She explained several scenarios. She noted that the fifth
grade would be under the supervision of the Principal at Litchfield Middle School. The SAU
office would be in the building so only a head teacher would be necessary for administration
within the building. She stated an LPN and a library aid would be on-site. Instruction of
Unified Arts and the lunch program was still in preliminary discussion.
Mr. Timothy Wade, 1 1 Bear Run Drive, moved to close the question in Article 1 . Ms. Heather
Tibbitts seconded. The motion carried by majority voice vote.
The motion to amend Article 1 passed by majority voice vote.
ARTICLE 1 (as it will appear on the ballot)
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum offourteen million,
two hundred eight thousand, seven hundred thirty dollars ($14,208, 730.00)for the
construction, furnishing and original equipping ofa new elementary school, and to
authorize issuance ofnot more thanfourteen million, two hundred eight thousand, seven
hundred thirty dollars ($14,208,730.00) ofbonds or notes in accordance with the provision of
the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the School Board to issue and
negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate ofinterest thereon and to take all
other necessary action in connection therewith; and tofurther raise and appropriate the sum
ofthree hundred eighty thousand, five hundred seventy-seven dollars ($380,577.00)for the
firstyear'spayment ofinterest on the bond?
Recommended by the School Board Recommended by the Budget Committee
Three-fifths ballot vote required
ARTICLE 2
Passage ofthis article shall override the ten (10) percent limitation imposed on this
appropriation due to the non-recommendation ofthe Budget Committee.
Shall the Litchfield School District, based on state approval ofthe kindergarten construction
grant application, implement a kindergarten program opening no later than thefall of2006
and raise and appropriate the sum ofone million, one hundred thirty-five thousand, five
hundred twenty-four dollars ($1,135,524.00) for the construction, furnishing and original
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equipping ofafour room kindergarten addition and authorize the issuance ofnot more than
two hundred eighty-three thousand, eight hundred eighty-one dollars ($283,881.00) ofbonds
or notes in accordance with the provisions ofthe Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33);
and accept eight hundredfifty-one thousand, six hundredforty-three dollars ($851,643.00) in
reimbursement under the New Hampshire Kindergarten Grant Program; and authorize the
School Board to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate ofinterest
thereon and to take all necessary action in connection therewith; andfurther to raise and
appropriate the sum ofsix thousand, four hundred three dollars ($6,403.00)for thefirstyear's
payment on the bond? The cost to the taxpayers after reimbursement is two hundred eighty-
three thousand, eight hundred eighty-one dollars ($283,881.00).
Recommended by the School Board Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
Three-fifths (3/5) ballot vote required.
Mrs. Couture addressed Article 2.
Ms. Renee Vinskus, 5 Cranberry Lane, asked what would happen to the kindergarten program
if Article 1 failed.
Mrs. Couture stated that State funding of 75% reimbursement for construction costs would be
lost, as the district would lose its place in line for the funding.
Mr. Bob Desmarais, 16 Rookery Way, asked about the building limitations for fifth grade when
kindergarten was included. He asked about building a school for first through fifth grade.
Mr. Cecil addressed the septic system limitation. Mrs. Couture noted that the four-classroom
addition proposed for kindergarten would not hold a fifth grade class; more space would be
required. She also stated that feedback from the community indicated their preference for two
smaller schools rather than one large school.
Ms. Jean Picard, 14 Mayflower Drive, asked about the probability of State mandated
kindergarten. She noted that construction and implementation of a kindergarten program while
aid was available was an obvious decision.
Ms. Hamblett stated that she could not anticipate the State legislature; however, the State was
in the process of revising minimum standards, only 18 school districts in the State did not have
public kindergarten and national attention was moving to implement public preschool. Ms.
Hamblett also noted that State aid would be available to offset operating costs.
Mr. Stephen Seabrook, 1 8 Bear Run Drive, questioned the Budget Committee Chair about the
Committee's decision to not recommend kindergarten.
Mrs. Ortolano stated that the vote was 6-1 to not support kindergarten. She stated that it was
felt by members that four classrooms at GMS could easily be used to implement a kindergarten
program. The committee felt it was an expense that the community could not afford given all
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the other proposed articles in addition to the ongoing operating costs for kindergarten of
approximately $250,000 for teachers and supplies.
Ms. Lisa Bonneau, 18 Greenwich Road, commented that children entering first grade in the
community came from approximately 30 different programs. She felt that teachers must spend
the better part of that first year evaluating students and getting them to the same level. She felt
public kindergarten would make first grade more effective for teaching.
Mrs. Couture spoke to Mrs. Ortolano's remarks about kindergarten operating costs. She noted
that State funding would be available for operating costs, making the burden smaller for the
community.
Mrs. Susan Seabrook, 1 8 Bear Run Drive, asked the Budget Committee about their opinion
regarding the State funding for operating costs and the impacts associated with children coming
from different programs.
Mrs. Ortolano stated that the Budget Committee did not have information presented to them
regarding State aid for operating costs. She noted that the primary issue of the Budget
Committee was the utilization of Griffin Memorial School for the program.
Ms. Raelynn Martin, 38 Pilgrim Drive, stated New Hampshire as the only state in the nation
without public kindergarten. That and the $850,000 in reimbursement seemed to her an easy
decision to support kindergarten.
Ms Penny Shupe, 8 McQuesten Circle, stated that as a resident and staffmember at Griffin
Memorial School, she supported public kindergarten.
Ms. Marilyn Wade, 1 1 Bear Run Drive, felt clarification was needed about the space at Griffin
Memorial School. She stated that, as a member of the Space Needs Committee, it was
concluded that any additional money should not be used to renovate or adapt space at Griffin
Memorial School.
Mr. Timothy Wade made the motion to close the discussion on Article 2. Ms. Tibbitts
seconded the motion. The motion carried by majority voice vote.
Article 2 stands as written.
ARTICLE 3
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not
including appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted
separately, the amounts setforth on the budgetposted with the warrant or as amended by the
vote at thefirst session ofthe annual school district meeting, for the purposes setforth
herein, totalingfourteen million, three hundred ninety-eight thousand, nine hundred sixty-
one dollars ($14,398,961.00)? Should the article be defeated, the operating budget shall be
fourteen million, five hundredforty-five thousand, six hundred nine dollars ($14,545,609.00)
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which is the same as lastyear, with certain adjustments required by previous action ofthe
Litchfield School District or by law; or the School Board may hold one special meeting, in
accordance with RSA 40:13X and XVI, to take up the issue ofa revised operating budget
only.
Not Recommended by the School Board Recommended by the Budget Committee
Mr. Westervelt addressed Article 3. He reminded the voters that last year the State clarified
that Budget Committee number would be the number brought forward to the voters. He noted
that the Budget Committee number is $150,000 less than the default number. He further noted
that the default number is the number required to hold the status quo. He felt that the district
could not maintain services with this as its operating budget. This is why the voters will see
that that this article is not recommended by the School Board and recommended by the Budget
Committee.
Amendment #1
Mr. Westervelt made the motion to amend Article 3 to increase the operating budget to
$14,408,961.00.
Mr. Westervelt stated that this increase represents a $10,000 increase to cover the cost of
increasing the height of the furnace chimneys at Campbell High School to alleviate back draft.
He stated that, on occasion, the building needed to be evacuated because of the back draft of
C02 gas in the building.
There was no further discussion.
A secret ballot was requested, with the appropriate signatures, on Article 3. The Moderator




The motion, as amended, passed by secret ballot vote.
Mrs. Susan Seabrook, 1 8 Bear Run Drive, questioned a possible reduction in staff.
Mrs. Couture noted that part of the justification was the reduction of a third and fifth grade
teacher, a special education teacher and the Curriculum Director.
Mrs. Susan Seabrook asked the Board to elaborate on how the proposed operating budget
effects education.
Mr. Westervelt noted that those reductions are based on discussions about how the Budget
Committee came to their bottom line. However, he noted that the sitting School Board would
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determine how to deal with the operating budget. He stated that the Board will makes its
determinations with the least impact to students as possible, but choices will have to be made.
It is possible that third and fifth grade class sizes will be increased.
Amendment #2
Mr. Rafferty, 33 Century Lane, made the motion to increase the operating budget by $58,000
to $14,466,961.00 to cover salary and benefitsfor a part-time Curriculum Director. Mr.
Westervelt seconded.
Mr. Rafferty stated this as an existing position when the Hudson School District separated from
the Litchfield School District. Litchfield had 20% of the services of the previous
Hudson/Litchfield School District curriculum director. He stated that after the separation,
Litchfield did not have this position. He noted that this position is important to make sure that
grades 1-12 are aligned and that teaching is supported at all levels.
Mr. Westervelt supported this amendment. He felt this position is a critical position to the
district. He stated that the Curriculum Director not only aligns curriculum, but also evaluates
and analyzes test results to better service the students. This position can solve weaknesses in
curriculum, provide staff development and write grants.
Mr. Boehm noted that the community did not support a curriculum director, but the School
Board hired one anyway
Ms. Penny Shupe, McQuesten Circle, stated her support of this position.
Ms. Lee Hopp, 21 Newstead Street, noted that the discussion at the deliberative session
concerning the curriculum director took place close to midnight last year after most parents had
to leave.
Mr. Timothy Wade moved to close discussion on this amendment to Article 3. Mr. Rafferty
seconded. The motion carried by a majority voice vote.
Yes: 57
No: 39
The motion, as amended, passed by secret ballot vote.
Ms. Heather Tibbitts made the motion to amend Article 3 to increase the operating budget to
$14,555,610.00. Mr. Rafferty seconded the motion.
Ms. Heather Tibbitts, 17 White Street, noted that this increase was $1.00 over the default plus
the $10,000 for the chimney exhaust.
Mr. Timothy Kearns of 1 Brickyard Drive felt the motion was not appropriate.
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Mr. Dick Rafferty, 33 Century Lane, stated that the default was the minimum the school district
required for a quality education.
Mr. Boehm noted that there had been no discussion regarding the compilation of the default
number. He also stated that the operating budget proposed was an increase of $3 on the tax rate
whereas the budget proposed by the School Board reflected a $5 increase on the tax rate.
Mr. Westervelt explained how the default number was calculated. He stated that the
calculation of the default budget is clearly defined by law.
Mr. John Travis, 2 Center Street, addressed the differences in the operating budget versus the
default budget and the amendment to the article.
Mrs. Ortolano commented that issues about the default budget are immaterial because the
Budget Committee and the public do not see it.
Ms. Lisa Bonneau, 1 8 Greenwich Road, felt programs would be cut for students. She stated
that the library had many empty shelves. She felt money was needed for the schools.
Mr. Caynon felt it important to realize that there was a default budget last year; however,
money was found for music and football that could have been used for the library. He stated
that the Board felt there were more important things than others.
Mr. Stephen Graveline reiterated that the proposed operating budget is a bottom line budget.
He presented an overview on the per pupil costs for the state, Litchfield and surrounding towns.
He noted that Litchfield spends much less per pupil than surrounding towns.
Mr. Sam Hopp, 2 1 Newstead Street, commented that the article was confusing. He noted that it
seemed reasonable that the operating budget be in line with the default budget.
Mr. John Caynon, 30 Cardinal Lane, stated his opposition to the proposed amendment. He felt
there was excessive spending, especially on software and accounting software. He asked if
Litchfield was also below State average for academic achievement.
Mr. Graveline stated that an analysis of academic achievement versus per pupil costs was not
done.
Mrs. Couture noted that under the No Child Left Behind Law, the Litchfield School District did
not meet adequate yearly progress in the area of special education.
Ms. Maureen Halligan, 1 1 Center Street, felt the handful of residents at this session was not a
true representation of the voters. She noted that the Board spent money on programs that the
voters specifically voted against.
Mrs. Ortolano addressed academic achievement as it relates to class sizes. She stated that
Griffin Memorial School test scores were in the top 25% in the state and the middle schools
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scores were on the rise. She acknowledged that the high school scores were weak, but class
size was not the issue. She did not feel there was a correlation between per pupil costs and
academic achievement.
Mr. Timothy Wade made the motion to close the discussion on Amendment #3 to Article 3.
There was a second to the motion from the floor. The motion carried by majority voice vote.
The Moderator instructed voters to use yes/no ballot #13.
Yes: 36
No: 50
The motion to amend the operating budgetfrom $14,466,961.00 to $14,555,610.00failed by
secret ballot vote.
ARTICLE 3 (as it will appear on the ballot)
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not
including appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted
separately, the amounts setforth on the budgetposted with the warrant or as amended by the
vote at thefirst session ofthe annual school district meeting, for the purposes setforth
herein, totalingfourteen millionfour hundred sixty-six thousand, nine hundred sixty-one
dollars ($14,466,961.00)? Should the article be defeated, the operating budget shall be
fourteen million, five hundredforty-five thousand, six hundred nine dollars ($14,545,609.00)
which is the same as lastyear, with certain adjustments required byprevious action ofthe
Litchfield School District or by law; or the School Board may hold one special meeting, in
accordance with RSA 40:13X and XVI, to take up the issue ofa revised operating budget
only.
Not Recommended by the School Board Recommended by the Budget Committee
[At its meeting on February 11, 2004, members ofthe Litchfield School Board adjusted the
default number by $10,048.00for a new total of$14,555,657.00.]
ARTICLE 4
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to approve the cost item included in the collective
bargaining agreement reached between the Litchfield School District and the Litchfield
Education Association which callsfor thefollowing increases in salaries and benefits: Year
2004-05, estimated increase two hundred sixty-nine thousand, four hundred eighty-three
dollars ($269,483.00); Year 2005-06, estimated increase two hundredfifty-six thousand, four
hundred eighteen dollars ($256,418.00); andfurther to raise and appropriate the sum oftwo
hundred sixty-nine thousand,four hundred eighty-three dollars ($269,483.00) for the 2004-
2005fiscalyear, such sum representing the additional costs attributable to the increase in
salaries and benefits over those ofthe appropriation at current staffing levelspaid in the
priorfiscalyear?
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Recommended by the School Board Recommended by the Budget Committee
Mr. Graveline addressed Article 4. He explained the process of the negotiations. He
complimented the teachers' union for their efforts. He noted that the Budget Committee
supported the agreement.
There was no discussion from the floor.
Article 4 stands as written.
The Moderator recognized Mrs. Ortolano for some brief comments.
Mrs. Ortolano asked the community to recognize Mr. Bill Spencer of the Budget Committee.
She stated that Mr. Spencer had chosen not to run for Budget Committee this year. She stated
that many thanks go to him for his many years of service to the community. She stated that she
had the pleasure to work with him and had a deep respect for him and the tremendous job he
has done for the town and schools financially. Meeting members applauded Mr. Spencer's
contribution to the community.
Mrs. Ortolano also noted that she would resign her position on the Budget Committee effective
March 9
th
. She stated that the seat would be open for a one-year term and hoped that someone
would like to participate in the financial issues of the community.
The Moderator also recognized Mr. Boehm for a presentation on revaluation and tax rates.
Mr. Boehm presented an overview of the tax rates and State revaluation. He noted that in
general, one-third of the homeowners would see an increase in their taxes, one-third of the
homeowners would see a reduction in their taxes and one-third would remain the same. Mr.
Boehm answered some questions posed by the voters.
ARTICLE 5
Shall the Litchfield School District, ifArticle 4 is defeated, authorize the Litchfield School
Board to call one special meeting, at its option, to address Article 4 cost items only?
Ms. Hamblett noted that passage of this article would allow the renegotiation of the teachers'
contract should the voters fail to pass Article 4.
There was no discussion.
Article 5 stands as written.
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ARTICLE 6
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum offorty-nine
thousand, eight hundredfifty-eight dollars ($49,858.00)for thepurpose offunding salary
and benefitsfor afull-time English teacher at Campbell High School?
Recommended by the School Board Recommended by the Budget Committee
Mr. George, Principal at Campbell High School, addressed the article. He noted that class sizes
are extremely high and this position is the highest priority for Campbell High School.
There was limited discussion regarding this article.
Article 6 stands as written.
ARTICLE 7
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum oftwenty-eight
thousand, six hundredfifty-one dollars ($28,651.00)for the purpose offunding a half-time
music teacher at Campbell High School?
Recommended by the School Board Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
Mr. George addressed Article 7. He noted that this position is necessary because of increased
enrollment and increased student interest. Current classes are limited and many students are
declined the opportunity to participate in some music courses. He stated that the music teacher
at Campbell has more than the three contractual class preparations and is teaching
approximately 150 students each semester.
There was no discussion from the floor.
Article 7 stands as written.
ARTICLE 8
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum offifteen thousand,
nine hundred twenty-six dollars ($15,926.00)for thepurpose offunding salary and benefits
for a libraryparaprofessional at Campbell High School?
Recommended by the School Board Recommended by the Budget Committee
Mr. George also addressed this article. He stated that passage of this article would allow the
library to be open additional hours to accommodate needs of students and the community. He
noted that this position would be helpful to the accreditation process.
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Mrs. Seabrook, 18 Bear Run Drive, asked if the paraprofessional would be there everyday after
school.
Mr. George stated yes.
Mrs. Couture pointed out that the Student Representative to the Board felt strongly about this
article. Access to the library after school would be helpful to many students. Students have
access to the library only during limited periods of the day because of their schedules.
There was no further discussion.
Article 8 stands as written.
ARTICLE 9
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum offorty-seven
thousand, eighty-one dollars ($47,081.00)for the purpose offunding salary and benefitsfor
a second grade teacher at Griffin Memorial School?
Recommended by the School Board Recommended by the Budget Committee
Dr. Linda Scott addressed this article. She noted that this position is critical to meet the
demands of increased enrollment.
There was no discussion.
Article 9 stands as written.
ARTICLE 10
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum offorty-seven
thousand, eighty-one dollars ($47,081.00)for thepurpose offunding salary and benefitsfor
afirst grade teacher at Griffin Memorial School?
Recommended by the School Board Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
Mrs. Couture addressed Article 10 and stated that registration is anticipated to surpass projected
enrollment.
There was limited discussion on this warrant article.
Article 10 stands as written.
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ARTICLE 11
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum ofsixty-three
thousand, two hundred dollars ($63,200.00)for the purpose ofreplacing obsolete and
unusable computers to be installed in classroomsfor instructional use?
Recommended by the School Board Recommended by the Budget Committee
Mr. Adam Steel, Technology Coordinator for the district, addressed Article 1 1 . He outlined the
status of the buildings. He stated that Griffin Memorial School and Litchfield Middle School
have many computers older than five years old. He stated that Campbell is in good shape for
the time being. He stated computer technology as central to the importance of education; it
helps to improve reading, writing and math skills. He noted that computer literacy is essential
for college as well as career opportunities.
Mr. Caynon noted the Budget Committee's support of this warrant article. He stated that Mr.
Steel kept costs at a low level.
Mr. Steven Pitcher, 23 Martin Lane, stated that he had helped to set up the networks. He felt
many of the computers in the district were obsolete. He noted his support of the article.
There was no further discussion.
Article 11 stands as written.
ARTICLE 12
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum oftwenty-four
thousand, one hundred twenty dollars ($24,120.00)for the purpose offunding salary and
benefits to expand the position ofpart-time computer literacy teacher at Litchfield Middle
School tofull-timefor the Litchfield School District?
Recommended by the School Board Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
Mr. Schlichter, Principal of Litchfield Middle School addressed Article 12. He stated that
passage of this article would expand the computer literacy program to more students. Currently
the computer literacy program services all the sixth grade students, but would like to be able to
offer it to some eighth grade students as well. Students taking computer literacy at the middle
school level will be able to take more advanced courses at the high school. Computer literacy
is a course requirement for graduation and can be attained at the middle school level.
There was no discussion regarding the article.
Article 12 stands as written.
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ARTICLE 13
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum ofeight thousand,
forty-one dollars ($8,041.00)for the purpose offunding a half-time clerical special education
positionfor the Litchfield School District?
Recommended by the School Board Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
Mrs. Ronda Gregg, Director of Special Services, addressed this article. She stated that teachers
are not able to give the level of support to students they would like because of paperwork.
Clerical support would allow teachers to focus more on the students. She noted that passage of
this article would benefit all students, not just special education.
Mr. Westervelt noted his support of this article.
There was no further discussion.
Article 13 stands as written.
ARTICLE 14
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum oftwenty thousand,
two hundred thirty-six dollars ($20,236.00)for the purpose offunding a 3/5-computer
• assistantfor the Litchfield School District to meet the district's needs in computer
technology?
Recommended by the School Board Recommended by the Budget Committee
Mr. Steel addressed the article. He stated that some programs couldn't begin because the staff
is too small. Web hosting and adult literacy are examples of things the district would like to
offer the community. Computer maintenance for all three buildings is also very difficult with
the limited staff.
Mr. Steven Pitcher, 23 Martin Lane, stated that he has spent time in all three schools and knows
that one person is not enough to handle the computer technology in the district. He felt this
position was definitely needed.
Mrs. Susan Seabrook, 18 Bear Run Drive, asked about the physical location of additional
computer technology staff.
Mr. Steel felt that this person would rotate through all three schools as he does in the
Technology Coordinator position.
There was no further discussion.
Article 14 stands as written.
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ARTICLE 15
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum offorty-nine
thousand, eight hundredfifty-eight dollars ($49,858.00)for thepurpose offunding salary
and benefitsfor a school-to-work counselor at Campbell High School?
Recommended by the School Board Recommended by the Budget Committee
Mrs. Gregg addressed Article 15. She stated that this position was not a special education
position. She noted that this position will enable Campbell High School to offer students an
opportunity to receive work-study credits, in-house G.E.D. instruction and would meet
requirements outlined in the Special Education Study. She noted some opportunities for
students to include job shadowing, internships and forging ofbusiness partnerships. Passage of
this article will greatly benefit the needs of all students at Campbell High School, but
particularly those at-risk. The School Board and Budget Committee support this article.
There was no discussion.
Article 15 stands as written.
ARTICLE 16
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to establish a capital reservefund under the
provisions ofRSA 35:l-bfor thepurpose ofeducating educationally disabled children and
raise and appropriate the sum ofup to fifty thousand dollars ($50,000.00) to beplaced in this
fund, with such amount to befundedfrom the year-end undesignatedfund balance available
on July 1 and to designate the School Board as agents to expend?
Recommended by the School Board Recommended by the Budget Committee
Mrs. Gregg addressed the article. She noted that in the last three years more money was
expended than anticipated. Unanticipated increases occur when a special education student
moves into the district that has severe needs as an example. She also commented on the
increase in the number of students in the juvenile court system. The costs associated with the
placement of special needs students are the responsibility of the taxpayer.
Mr. Boehm noted that it would not affect the tax rate until next year, but only if there was a
fund balance available. He stated that this reserve fund helps in attempting to budget
unanticipated expenditures.
There was no further discussion.
Article 16 stands as written.
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ARTICLE 17
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to establish a capital reservefund under the
provisions ofRSA 35:l-bfor the purpose offunding capital improvements, building
maintenance and repair; and raise and appropriate the sum ofup tofifty thousand dollars
($50,000.00) to be placed in thefund, with such amount to befundedfrom the year-end
undesignated balance available on July 1 and to designate the School Board as agents to
expend?
Recommended by the School Board Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
Mr. Rafferty addressed Article 17. A capital reserve fund for capital improvements would
cover catastrophic costs associated with maintenance and repair not covered by insurance. This
fund would also alleviate the strains placed on the normal operating budget. The Town of
Litchfield currently has a capital reserve fund. Mr. Rafferty noted the HVAC issues at the
Litchfield Middle School as an example ofwhy such a fund would be valuable.
Mr. Boehm noted that history did not support the necessity for a capital reserve fund. He noted
that insurance typically covered unanticipated repairs.
Mr. John Regan, 9 Chase Brook Circle, asked which fund is chosen if there is an undesignated
fund balance.
Attorney Gordon Graham, counsel for the district, advised that funding be placed in the order
as it appears on the ballot.
Mr. Sam Hopp, 21 Newstead Street, stated support of this article. He felt it was a means of
self-insuring.
There was no further discussion.
Article 17 stands as written.
ARTICLE 18
Shall the Litchfield School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum ofthirty-eight
thousand, seven hundred dollars ($38,700.00) to provide appropriate partialfencing to the
athleticfields and to provide partial stadium seating on the south athleticfield at Campbell
High School (partialfencing $16,700.00; partial stadium seating $22,000.00)?
Recommended by the School Board Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
Mr. Westervelt addressed the article. He stated that passage of this article would help to keep
OHRVs from damaging sporting fields. It was a protection of the investment in the fields.
Public stadium seating will allow for approximately 1/3 of the public seating needed and also
allow for the collection of gate receipts at athletic activities to help fund sports programs.
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Mrs. Seabrook, 18 Bear Run Drive, asked how partial fencing would keep OHRVs off the track
and why not complete fencing?
Mr. Westervelt stated that partial fencing would cut off the most viable access for OHRVs; and
partial fencing is all the district can afford right now. With partial fencing in place, vehicles
would need to go behind homes and across land owned by the water company. Complete
fencing could be addressed in future warrant articles.
Mr. Regan, 9 Chase Brook Circle, asked if the school relied on police resources to keep
vehicles off the fields.
Mr. Westervelt responded yes.
There was no further discussion.
Article 18 stands as written.
ARTICLE 19
Shall the Litchfield School District authorize the Litchfield School Board to convey an
easement to the proposed Cooper Older Persons Developmentfor a water main over the
school districtproperty at Litchfield Middle School, 19 McElwain Drive, on such terms and
conditions 9s the Litchfield School Board determines as in the best interest ofthe school
district?
Ms. Hamblett addressed this article. She noted that there are no costs associated with this
warrant article; however, citizens must approve the conveyance of an easement over school
district property.
Mr. Sam Hopp, 21 Newstead Street, noted that the parties involved were very cooperative with
the Planning Board regarding the emergency exit and felt it reasonable to give them equal
consideration.
There was no further discussion.
Article 19 stands as written.
ARTICLE 20
Areyou in favor ofchanging the terms ofthe school district clerk, moderator and treasurer
from one year to three years, beginning with the terms ofthe school district clerk, moderator
and treasurer to be elected at nextyear's regular school district meeting?
Mr. Graveline addressed the article. He noted consistency in the positions as the reasoning for
the term update.
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There was no further discussion.
Article 20 stands as written.
ARTICLE 21
Shall the Litchfield School District support the School Board in placing in the operating
budget those positions, agreed to by the Budget Committee, that are needed to meet the
minimum state andfederal standards or to maintain services at currentyear levels? This is a
non-binding, advisory warrant article.
Mr. Westervelt addressed the article. He reminded voters of the petitioned warrant last year
asking for all new positions and equipment to be listed as separate warrant articles. If the
petitioned warrant last year had been followed, the voters would see pages upon pages of
warrant articles to review. He stated that Article 21 was an attempt to clarify and reach a
middle ground regarding warrants. He felt that including those positions and equipment agreed
to by the School Board and Budget Committee would pare down the number of warrants on the
ballot. He further stated that this article was an attempt to achieve collaboration by the School
Board and Budget Committee.
Mr. John Caynon, 33 Cardinal Lane, stated that the community voted 1200/400 last year to
support the warrant article asking for all new positions and equipment to be warranted. Mr.
Caynon does not support Article 2 1
.
There was no further discussion.
Article 21 stands as written.
ARTICLE 22
The School Board has established a new policy on class size. The State guidelinefor
maximum class sizefor grades one and two is 25 students andfor grades three through five
is 30 students. Previous budget recommendations have been based upon 20 studentsfor
grades one and two and 25 studentsfor grades three through five. The newpolicy reduces
the third grade class sizefrom 25 to 20 students andfor gradesfour through fivefrom 25 to
23 students. Should the Budget Committee use these lower class sizes in preparing their
school budget recommendation ? This is a non-binding, petitioned warrant article.
Mrs. Susan Seabrook, 18 Bear Run Drive, expressed concerns regarding the article.
Ms. MaryAnn Geist, 7 Center Street, asked if Dr. Scott had input regarding the article.
It was noted that Dr. Scott did not have any input to this article.
The intent of the article was discussed.
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Mr. Caynon asked about the determination of class sizes and making arbitrary changes. He
noted that class sizes have a budgetary impact and should be put before the voters.
Mrs. Couture stated that the policies of future Boards are not predictable. She noted that this
Board was following state guidelines.
There was no further discussion.
Article 22 stands as written.
The Moderator thanked all who attended and accepted a motion to adjourn. Mr. Westervelt
made the motion to adjourn. Mr. Rafferty seconded the motion. The motion passed
unanimously by voice vote.
A true record of the




Submitted: February 16, 2004
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Plodzik & Sanderson
Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street « Concord » New Hampshire « 0330 1-5063 • 603-225-6996 . FAX-224-138Q
INDEPENDENTA UDITOR 'S REPORT
To the Members of the School Board
Litchfield School District
Litchfield, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Litchfield School District as of
and for the year ended June 30, 2003 as listed in the table of contents. These general purpose financial statements
are the responsibility of the School District's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
general purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America
and the standards applicable to fmancial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards issued by the
Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement.
An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides
a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets account group
which should be included in order to conform with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles. As is the case
with most municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire, the Litchfield School District has not maintained
historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should be recorded in the general fixed assets account
group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described in the preceding
paragraph, the general purpose fmancial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of the Litchfield School District as of June 30, 2003, and the results of its operations for the
year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued our report dated July 30, 2003 on our
consideration of the Litchfield School District's internal control over financial reporting and our tests of its
compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts and grants. That report is an integral part of
an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standards and should be read in conjunction with




Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial statements of the
Litchfield School District taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements listed as
schedules in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of
the general purpose financial statements of the Litchfield School District. The accompanying schedule of
expenditures of federal awards is presented for purposes of additional analysis as required by the U.S. Office of
Management and Budget Circular A-133, Audits of States, Local Governments, and Non-Profit Organizations,
and is not a required part of the general purpose financial statements. All such information has been subjected
to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose financial statements and, in our opinion,
is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the general purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
MMpniffi. OUp,£#>






All Fund Types and Account Group
June 30, 2003
Governmental Fiduciary Account Group
Fund Tvpes Fund Tvpe General Total
Special Capital Long-Term (Memorandum
ASSETS AND OTHER DEBITS General Revenue Project Agencv Debt Onhrt
Assets
Cash and Equivalents $725,269 $ 99,899 $ 7,530 $ 83,046 $ $ 915,744
Receivables
Accounts 15,417 15,417
Intergovernmental 12,072 10,206 22,278
Interfund Receivable 14,998 14,998
Other Debits
Amount to be Provided
for Retirement of
General Long-Term Debt 9.312.758 9.312.758
TOTAL ASSETS
AND OTHER DEBITS $767,756 $110,105 $ 7.530 $ 83.046 $9,312,758 $10,281,195
LIABILITIES AND EOUITY
Liabilities
Accounts Payable $150,494 $ $ $ $ $ 150,494
Accrued Payroll
and Benefits 242,595 242,595
Interfund Payable 7,468 7,530 14,998
Due to Student Groups 83,046 83,046
General Obligation
Bond Payable 9,285,000 9,285,000
Compensated Absences Payable 27.758 27.758
Total Liabilities 393.089 7.468 7.530 83.046 9.312.758 9.803.891
Equity
Fund Balances
Reserved For Encumbrances 80,295 80,295
Unreserved
Designated For






AND EQUITY S 767.756 $110,105 $7,530 $83,046 $9,312,758
integral part of this statement.
$10,281,195




Combined Statement ofRevenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental Fund Types







































Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
and Other Financing Sources
Over (Under) Expenditures
and Other Financing Uses
Fund Balances - July 1


























































Combined Statement ofRevenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Budget and Actual (Budgetary Basis)
General and Special Revenue Funds
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Unreserved Fund Balances - July 1









































































































The notes to financial statements are an integral part of this statement.
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LITCHFIELD SCHOOL DISTRICT
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2003
NOTE 1 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The financial statements of the Litchfield School District have been prepared in conformity with U.S. generally
accepted accounting principles (GAAP) as applied to the governmental units. The Governmental Accounting Standards
Board (GASB) is the accepted standard-setting body for establishing governmental accounting and financial reporting
principles. The more significant of the government's accounting policies are described below.
1-A Reporting Entity
In New Hampshire, each town constitutes a School District except School Districts organized under special
acts of Legislature. The Litchfield School District serves the community of Litchfield, New Hampshire and
provides public education services for students in kindergarten through grade twelve.
The School District is a municipal corporation governed by an elected 5-member board. As required by
U.S. generally accepted accounting principles, these financial statements present the Litchfield School
District (primary government). Component units are organizations for which the primary government is
financially accountable or for which the nature and significance of their relationship with the primary
government are such that exclusion would cause the reporting entity's financial statements to be misleading
or incomplete. Based on the foregoing criteria, no other organizations are included in the School District's
financial reporting entity.
1-B Basis of Presentation
The accounts of the School District are organized on the basis of funds or account groups, each of which
is considered a separate accounting entity. The operations of each fund are accounted for with a separate
set of self-balancing accounts that comprise its assets, liabilities, fund equity, revenues and expenditures, as
appropriate. The various funds are grouped by type in the financial statements. The following fund types
and account groups are used by the School District:
Governmental Fund Types
General Fund - The General Fund is the general operating fund of the School District. All general tax
revenues and other receipts that are not allocated by law or contractual agreement to another fund are
accounted for in this fund. From the fund are paid the general operating expenditures, the fixed charges,
and the capital improvement costs that are not paid through other funds.
Special Revenue Funds - Special Revenue Funds are used to account for the proceeds of specific revenue
sources (other than expendable trust or major capital projects) requiring separate accounting because of legal
or regulatory provisions or administrative action.
Capital Project Fund - Transactions related to resources obtained and used for the acquisition, construction,
or improvement of capital facilities are accounted for in Capital Project Funds.
Fiduciary Fund Types




NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2003
Account Groups
Account groups are not "funds. " They are concerned only with the measurement of financial position. They
are not involved with the measurement of results of operations. The School District uses the following
account groups:
General Fixed Assets Account Group - General fixed assets have been acquired for general governmental
purposes and have been recorded as expenditures in the applicable fund. These acquisitions are required
to be capitalized at historical cost in the General Fixed Assets Account Group. In accordance with the
practices followed by most other municipal entities in the state, the School District does not maintain such
a record of its general fixed assets and, accordingly, a statement of general fixed assets, required by U.S.
generally accepted accounting principles, is not included in this financial report.
General Long-Term Debt Account Group - This account group is established to account for all long-term
debt of the School District.
1-C Measurement Focus/Basis of Accounting
Governmental and Agency Funds use the modified accrual basis of accounting. Under this method, revenues
are recognized in the accounting period in which they become both available and measurable (flow of current
financial resources measurement focus). Most miscellaneous revenues are recorded when received in cash.
General taxes, intergovernmental revenues, charges for services, and investment earnings are recorded when
earned (when they are measurable and available). Expenditures are recognized in the accounting period in
which the fund liability is incurred, if measurable, except expenditures for prepayments, debt service and
other long-term obligations, which are recognized when due.
1-D Assets. Liabilities and Fund Equity
1-D-l Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include amounts in demand deposits as well as short-term investments with a
maturity date within three months of the date acquired by the School District.
New Hampshire statutes require that the School District treasurer have custody of all moneys belonging to
the School District and pay out the same only upon orders of the School Board. The treasurer shall deposit
all moneys in participation units in the public deposit investment pool established pursuant to N.H.
RSA 383:22 or in solvent banks in the state. Funds may be deposited in banks outside the state if such banks
pledge or deliver to a third party custodial bank or the Federal Reserve Bank, collateral security for such
deposits, United States government or government agency obligations, or obligations of the State of New
Hampshire in value at least equal to the amount of the deposit in each case.
l-D-2 Receivables
Receivables have been recorded for certain grants received from other governments that require that eligible
expenditures be made in order to earn the grant. Revenue for these grants is recorded for the period in
which eligible expenditures are made.
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LITCHFIELD SCHOOL DISTRICT
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2003
l-D-3 Interfund Balances and Activity
During the course of normal operations, the School District has transactions between funds, including
expenditures and transfers of resources to provide services and fund capital outlay. The accompanying
governmental fund financial statements reflect such transactions as transfers. To the extent that certain
transactions have not been paid or received as of June 30, balances of interfund amounts receivable or
payable have been recorded.
l-D-4 Compensated Absences
Employees may accumulate a limited amount of earned, but unused, vested benefits, which will be paid upon
separation from the School District's service. In Governmental Fund Types, the cost of vested benefits paid
or expected to be liquidated with expendable available financial resources is reported as an expenditure and
fund liability of the fund. Amounts of vested or accumulated leave benefits that are not expected to be
liquidated with expendable available financial resources are reported in the General Long-Term Debt
Account Group. No expenditure is reported for these amounts.
l-D-5 Accrued Liabilities and Long-Term Obligations
All payables and accrued liabilities are reported in the financial statements.
In general, Governmental Fund payables and accrued liabilities that, once incurred, are paid in a timely
manner and in full from current financial resources, are reported as obligations of these funds. However,
claims and judgements, and compensated absences that will be paid from Governmental Funds are reported
as a liability in the fund financial statements only to the extent that they are "due for payment" during the
current year.
The School District reports long-term debt of Governmental Funds at face value in the General Long-Term
Debt Account Group. Certain other Governmental Fund obligations not expected to be financed with current
available financial resources are also reported in the General Long-Term Debt Account Group.
l-D-6 Fund Equity
Generally, fund balance represents the difference between the current assets and current liabilities. The
School District reserves those portions of fund balance that are legally segregated for a specific future use
or that do not represent available, spendable resources, and therefore are not available for appropriation or
expenditure. Unreserved fund balance indicates that portion of fund balance that is available for
appropriation in future periods. Designations are management's intent to set aside these resources for
specific purposes.
The following reserve is used by the School District:
Reserve for Encumbrances - is used to account for open purchase orders, contracts and other commitments
at year-end for which goods and services have not been received.
The following designation is used by the School District:




NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2003
l-D-7 Estimates
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles,
requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the amounts reported in the financial
statements and accompanying notes. Actual results may differ from those estimates.
l-D-8 Memorandum Only - Total Columns
Total columns on the general purpose financial statements are captioned as "memorandum only" because
they do not represent consolidated financial information and are presented only to facilitate financial analysis.
The columns do not present information that reflects financial position, results of operations or cash flows
in accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles. Interfund eliminations have not been
made in the aggregation of this data.
NOTE 2 - STEWARDSHIP, COMPLIANCE, AND ACCOUNTABILITY
2-A Budgetary Information
General governmental revenues and expenditures accounted for in budgetary funds are controlled by a formal
integrated budgetary accounting system in accordance with various legal requirements which govern the
School District's operations. At its annual meeting, the School District adopts a budget for the current year.
Except as reconciled on the following page, budgets are adopted on a basis consistent with U.S. generally
accepted accounting principles.
Management may transfer appropriations between operating categories as deemed necessary, but
expenditures may not legally exceed budgeted appropriations in total. All annual appropriations lapse at
year-end unless encumbered.
Encumbrance accounting, under which purchase orders, contracts, and continuing appropriations (certain
projects and specific items not fully expended at year-end) are recognized, is employed in the governmental
funds. Encumbrances are not the equivalent of expenditures and are therefore reported as part of the fund
balance at June 30, and are carried forward to supplement appropriations of the subsequent year.
State statutes require balanced budgets, but provide for the use of beginning unreserved fund balance to
achieve that end. In the fiscal year 2003, $47,966 of the beginning General Fund fund balance was applied
for this purpose.
2-B Budget/GAAP Reconciliation
Amounts recorded as budgetary revenues and expenditures in the Combined Statement of Revenues,
Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances - Budget and Actual - General and Special Revenue Funds
(Exhibit C) are presented on the basis budgeted by the School District. The amounts differ from those
reported in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles in the Combined Statement of








Revenues and Other Financing Sources
Per Exhibit C (Budgetary Basis) $ 13,250,339
Adjustment
Basis Difference
Retirement Contributions Paid by the State of New Hampshire 71.683
Per Exhibit B (GAAP Basis) $ 13.322.022
Expenditures and Other Financing Uses
Per Exhibit C (Budgetary Basis) $ 13,003,933
Adjustments
Basis Difference
Encumbrances - June 30, 2002 27,494
Encumbrances - June 30, 2003 (80,295)
Retirement Contributions Paid' by the State of New Hampshire 71.683
Per Exhibit B (GAAP Basis) $ 13.022.815
2-C Excess of Expenditures Over Appropriations
The Federal Projects Fund had an excess of expenditures over appropriations in the amount of $65,531 for
the year ended June 30, 2003. Overexpenditures occurred primarily due to the receipt and expenditure of
unanticipated funds.
NOTE 3 - DETAILED NOTES ON ALL FUNDS AND ACCOUNT GROUPS
3-A Cash and Cash Equivalents
All bank deposits as of June 30, 2003, were insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC)
or collateralized with securities held by the School District or its agent (Citizens Bank) in the School
District's name.
3-B Receivables
Receivables at June 30, 2003, consisted of accounts (billings for tuition and other charges), and
intergovernmental receivables arising from grants.
Receivables are recorded on the School District's financial statements to the extent that the amounts are
determined to be material and substantiated not only by supporting documentation, but also by a reasonable,
systematic method of determining their existence, completeness, valuation, and collectibility.
Special
General Revenue
Amounts receivable at June 30, 2003 are as follows:
Gen
Fund Funds Total
Accounts $ 15,417 $ $ 15,417
Intergovernmental 12.072 10.206 _22J278
Total £ 27.489 $ 10-206 $ 37.695
SB-82
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Interfund Balances and Transfers
Interfund balances at June 30, 2003 consist of overdrafts in the pooled cash and investments, budgetary
transfers or short-term interfund loans which are expected to be repaid within one year.































































NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2003
The annual requirements to amortize the general obligation bond outstanding as of June 30, 2003, including








2005 800,000 435,463 1,235,463
2006 800,000 395,462 1,195,462
2007 800,000 355,463 1,155,463
2008 800,000 315,462 1,115,462
2009-2013 4,000,000 965,313 4,965,313
2014-2015 1.285.000 92.925 1.377.925
Totals $9,285,000 $3,035,550 $ 12.320.550
NOTE 4 - OTHER MATTERS
4-A Pensions
Plan Description and Provisions
The School District participates in the New Hampshire Retirement System (The System) which is the
administrator of a cost-sharing multiple-employer contributory pension plan and trust established in 1967 by
RSA 100-A:2 and is qualified as a tax-exempt organization under Sections 401(a) and 501(a) of the Internal
Revenue Code. The plan is a contributory, defined benefit plan providing service, disability, death and
vested retirement benefits to members and their beneficiaries. Provisions for benefits and contributions are
established and can be amended by the New Hampshire State Legislature. The System issues a publicly
available financial report that may be obtained by writing the New Hampshire Retirement System, 4 Chenell
Drive, Concord, NH 03301.
Description ofFunding Policy
The System is financed by contributions from both the employees and the School District. Member
contribution rates are established and may be amended by the State legislature while employer contribution
rates are set by the System trustees based on an actuarial valuation. All employees are required to contribute
5% of earnable compensation. For the fiscal year 2003, the School District contributed 2.58% for teachers
and 4.14% for other employees. The contribution requirements for the Litchfield School District for the
fiscal years 2001, 2002, and 2003 were $148,297, $153,521, and $170,360, respectively, which were paid
in full in each year.
The State of New Hampshire funds 35% of employer costs for teachers employed by the School District.
The State does not participate in funding the employer costs of other School District employees. GASB
Statement No. 24, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Certain Grants and Other Financial Assistance
requires this amount to be reported as a revenue and expenditure in the School District's financial statements.
This amount $71,683 has been included on Exhibit B - Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and




NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2003
4-B Risk Management
The School District is exposed to various risks of loss related to torts; theft of, damage to, or destruction of
assets; errors or omissions; injuries to employees; or natural disasters. During fiscal year 2003, the School
District was a member of The New Hampshire Public Risk Management Exchange (Primex) Workers'
Compensation and Property/Liability Programs which are pooled risk management programs under
RSAs 5-B and 281-A. The workers' compensation and employer's liability policy provides statutory
coverage for workers' compensation and up to $2,000,000 of employer's liability coverage. Primex retained
$500,000 of each loss. The combined liability package includes coverage for property, auto, liability, errors
and omissions, crime, and boiler and machinery. The membership and coverage run from July 1 through
June 30. The estimated net contribution from the Litchfield School District billed and paid for the year
ended June 30, 2003 was $9,194 for workers' compensation and $39,979 for property/liability. The member
participation agreements permit Primex to make additional assessments to members, should there be a
deficiency in contributions for any member year, not to exceed the member's annual contribution. At this
time, Primex foresees no likelihood of any additional assessment for this or any prior year.
4-C Contingent Liabilities
Litigation
There are various claims and suits pending against the School District which arise in the normal course of
the School District's activities. In the opinion of management, the ultimate disposition of these various
claims and suits will not have a material effect on the financial position of the School District.
Grants
Amounts received or receivable from grantor agencies are subject to audit and adjustment by such grantor
agencies, principally the Federal government. Any disallowed claims, including amounts already collected,
may constitute a liability of the applicable funds. The amount of expenditures which may be disallowed by
the grantor cannot be determined at this time although the School District expects such amounts, if any, to
be immaterial.
4-D New Reporting Standard
In June 1999, the Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) issued Statement No. 34, Basic
Financial Statements - and Management's Discussion and Analysis -for State and Local Governments. This
statement establishes new financial reporting requirements for all state and local governments. When
implemented, it will require new information and restructure much of the information that governments have
presented in the past. Comparability with reports issued in all prior years will be affected. The School




BUDGET FORM FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24
LITCHFIELD
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Fiscal Year From July 1
,
2004 to June 30, 2005
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
I.Use this form to list ALL APPROPRIATIONS in the appropriate recommended and not recommended
area. This means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed
on file with the school clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address
below.
We Certify This Form Was Posted on (Date):
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Please sign in ink.
t§ Uv (.
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE SCHOOL WARRANT
FOR DRA USE ONLY
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
COMMUNITY SERVICES DIVISION
MUNICIPAL FINANCE BUREAU
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1900-1999 Other Local Sources 15886.38
REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3210 School Building Aid 464811.5 234684 234684
3220 Kindergarten Aid





3290-3299 Other State Sources 4511.45
REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX





4580 Medicaid Distribution 59879.25 45000 60000
4590-4999 Other Federal Sources (except 4810)
4810 Federal Forest Reserve
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
5110-5139 Sale of Bonds or Notes
5221 Transfer from Food Service-Spec.Rev.Fund
5222 Transfer from Other Special Revenue Funds
5230 Transfer from Capital Project Funds 7530.39
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OTHER FINANCING SOURCES CONT. xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
5252 Transfer from Expendable Trust Funds
5253 Transfer from Non-Expendable Trust Funds
5300-5699 Other Financing Sources
5140 This Section for Calculation of RAN's
(Reimbursement Anticipation Notes) Per RSA
198:20-D for Catastrophic Aid Borrowing
RAN. Revenue This FY less
RAN, Revenue Last FY
=NET RAN
Supplemental Appropriation (Contra)
Voted From Fund Balance
Fund Balance to Reduce Taxes 294372








SUBTOTAL 1 Appropriations Recommended (from page 3) $ 14.027.453.00 $ 14,886,254.84 $ 14,398,960.99
SUBTOTAL 2 Special Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 4) $ 466,501.00 $ 460,097.91
SUBTOTAL 3 "Individual" Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 4) $ 662,235.84 $ 515,642.52
TOTAL Appropriations Recommended $ 16,014,991.68 $ 15,374,701.42
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues & Credits (from above) $ 1,155,180.00 $ 1,155,180.00
Less: Amount of Cost of Adequate Education (State Tax/Grant)* $ 4,040,946.00 $ 4,040,946.00
Estimated Amount of Local Taxes to be Raised For Education $ 10,818,865.68 $ 10,178,575.42
Maximum Allowable Increase to Budget Committee's Recommended Budget per RSA 32:18:
(See Supplemental Schedule With 10% Calculation)
*Note: You will also be required to pay a State Education Tax RSA 76:3 and you may be required to pay an additional






BUDGET FORM FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24
LITCHFIELD
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Fiscal Year From July 1, 2004 to June 30, 2005
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
I.Use this form to list ALL APPROPRIATIONS in the appropriate recommended and not recommended
area. This means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed
on file with the school clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address
below.
We Certify This Form Was Posted on (Date):.
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Please sign in ink.
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE SCHOOL WARRANT
FOR DRA USE ONLY
Corrections per New Hampshire Department of Revenue Administration
Pages 4, 5 and 6
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
COMMUNITY SERVICES DIVISION
MUNICIPAL FINANCE BUREAU
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REVENUE FROM LOCAL SOURCES xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
1300-1349 Tuition 45376.05 25000 20703
1400-1449 Transportation Fees 9013 9000 9000
1500-1599 Earnings on Investments 17318.23 20000 17000
1600-1699 Food Service Sales 357355.17 384000 383000
1700-1799 Student Activities
1800-1899 Community Services Activities
1900-1999 Other Local Sources 15886.38
•
REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3210 School Building Aid 464811.5 234684 234684
3220 Kindergarten Aid 851643






3290-3299 Other State Sources 4511.45
REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX





4580 Medicaid Distribution 59879.25 45000 60000
4590-4999 Other Federal Sources (except 4810)
4810 Federal Forest Reserve
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
5110-5139 Sale of Bonds or Notes $
15,842,431.00
5221 Transfer from Food Service-Spec.Rev.Fund
5222 Transfer from Other Special Revenue Funds
5230 Transfer from Capital Project Funds 7530.39
5251 Transfer from Capital Reserve Funds








WARR. Actual Revenues Revised Revenues Revenues
Acct# SOURCE OF REVENUE ART.# Prior Year Current Year ENSUING FISCAL YEAR
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES CONT. xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
5252 Transfer from Expendable Trust Funds
5253 Transfer from Non-Expendable Trust Funds
5300-5699 Other Financing Sources
5140 This Section for Calculation of RAN's
(Reimbursement Anticipation Notes) Per RSA
198:20-D for Catastrophic Aid Borrowing
RAN. Revenue This FY less
RAN, Revenue Last FY
=NETRAN
Supplemental Appropriation (Contra)
Voted From Fund Balance $ $ 100,000.00
Fund Balance to Reduce Taxes $ $ 294,372.00








SUBTOTAL 1 Appropriations Recommended (from page 3) S 14.02745300 $ 14,886,254.84 $ 14,398,960.99
SUBTOTAL 2 Special Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 4) $ 17,260,575.00 $ 16,068,647.91
SUBTOTAL 3 "Individual" Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 4) $ 662,235.84 $ 515,642.52
TOTAL Appropriations Recommended $ 32,809,065.68 $ 30,983,251.42
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues & Credits (from above) $ 17,949,254.00 $ 17,949,254.00
Less: Amount of Cost of Adequate Education (State Tax/Grant)* $ 4,040,946.00 $ 4,040,946.00
Estimated Amount of Local Taxes to be Raised For Education $ 10,818,865.68 $ 8,993,051.42
Maximum Allowable Increase to Budget Committee's Recommended Budget per RSA 32:18:
(See Supplemental Schedule With 10% Calculation)
*Note: You will also be required to pay a State Education Tax RSA 76:3 and you may be required to pay an additional








Catherine M. Hamblett, Superintendent
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